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INTRODUCTION. 

The Preliminary Report on the Water Power' Resouriles of India 
was issued in the early autumn of 1919,some 3,OOo.:copies bcing distri
huted .. In this Second Report it is'not proposed again to traverse the 
ground all'eady covered by the Preliminary Report" of which aopies may 
be obtained through the Agents for/the sal!J of books published by the 
.supJrintendent of Government Printing, India. ' , ' , , , 

The first report' was fully reviewed bo~h in the lay a.nd technical 
Press of India and the" United Kmgdom, considerable portions of it 
being reprinted. in some or the weekly Enghleering Supp1ements. 
Widespread- interest has been aroused in the investigation as it has 
gradually been realized how vast is the ground to be' covered, and how 
great are the possibilities of the f,utui.'e.~ 

, A. few errors, though nOne ofeapital importa~ce, have been' brought 
to light by reviewers and correspondents; a.certain' amount of supple
mentary information (though by n~ means so much as was expected) as 

, to si~s and other data has been sent-in by officials and private persons, 
interested. 

Criticism in t~e review!! was mainly concentrated on' the ,sufficiency 
~r, insufficiency of the organization for dealing wi_th so large a proplem 
in so' immense an area. As regards the central direction, which is' 

- obviously.on very delicate ground when decentralization is rig~tly 
proceeding in every direction! some writc~s have urged -the formation of 
.an Imperial ~ ater Board, such as has been constituted in some of the 
Dominions, on the plea that one or two officers cannot efficiently direct 
the operations. Provincial W ate~oards have also been recommended. 

Nationalization of Indian water 'powers, as opposed,to developmenl 
by private enterprise, ha~ also had jts ad:vocates. Ther.e are cases where 

. the interests of_Government as a consume~ ,are paramount, so that the 
,construction of works to be run by or for·Government may be aqvisable j 
hut'if so some method, as propos,ed elsewhere in thiS Report, must be 
found of keeping accou~ts on a commercial basis; 

Many writers have apparently overlooked the abnormal shortage of 
.available engineers, due to absence on military duty or to absence on 
leave after an unavoidably long "pell of work during the war. Staff, 
both supel'ior and subordinate, has only ,with difficulty been found for 
the work of reconnaissance which is the first essential' stage i~, the 
investigation. ,) 

, From the t~me that M~. B~rlow died tM direction of the Survey was 
, in the haRds of Mr. Meares, who prepared the Prelil!linai'J Report a.nd 

made the arrangements for the work of the cold weather of 1919-20. 
In Deceriiber 1919, Mr ... F. E. Bull took over the direction as Chief 
.Engineer, and proceeded on tOUl acc~_~panied by Mr. Meal'es, who 
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reverted to his original post: The following is a diary- of the, plac~s 
,visited dUling the cold weat~ :--: . 

December lith to 14th 0 Delhi. 
.. - 16th- Allahabad~ 

- ,.; 19th to 20th 00 Lonavla and Andhra Valley. 

" 
lanuary 

" 
-', 

" 
" 

February 

" 
" 

25th to January 
2nd . -ShiIIong. 

6th ana 6th - Ranchi (Mr. Bull) and Calcutta 
(Mr. Meares). 

9th • 0 Nagpore. 
12th to 16th Indore. 
18th and] 9th 0 Bhusaval. 
21st and 22nd Bhopal. 

. 23rd . Budni. 
26th and 27th 0 Sehore and Raj~arn. 
31st to February. 
3rd 

6th to 10th 
13th to 14th 
15th to 27th 

Poona and Bhatgarh; 
• Baroda and Sankheda. 
o Madras (Mr. Meares to Col~bo). 
• Mr. Bull in Mysore and Ootaca~ 

mund. 

J) \ 28tl1 to 
" 6th 

---ill'. Meares on deput~tion to 
, Ceylon. 

March ' 
)1:1'. Bull in Alwar a~d DeIhL 

March 11th, 12th. 
" 13th to 19th _ 

" 19th 

MI'. \ Meares in Palni ~il\s • 
• ' Madras. 
'Calcutta .. 

~ 1\1.r.Bull to Rangoon. 
Mr. Bull to Delhi. 
Mr. Meares to Delhi and Simla:. 

• It was decided by the Goyernment of India lhat any officers detailed 
on special duty with the Survey should work under the direction of 
their own Chief Engineers. but in close touch with the Chief Engineer, 

. Hydro-electric Survey. The actual arrangements which were made 
differed to some extent in .various pa.rts of India, according to the wishes 
of the Local Government.' The following is a list of officers detailed 
for the Survey witp the dates on which they ~ook up the work:' ,', 

A88allt.-1h. 13. A. Blenkinsop, Executive Engineer. (October 1919.r 
Bihar and On·88a.-Mr. H. H. Stevens, E-xecutive Engineer. 

(October 1919.) • '. _ • 

Bom~'l!f.-Mr. (foi'merly Col.) P. L. }3Qwers, C.I.E., M.C.; Executive 
Engineer. (November 1919.) -
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JJur1fZa.-Mt~ B. Raikes~-ElectricaIEngineer. 
Central PnJvincea.-Mr. Powys Davie;' 

(December 1919.) -. . -

5 

(Octobe~!~19.) 
Executive 'Engin~er; 

. -¥aaraa.-Mr. (formerly Capt:) R. T. S. Sneyd, M.C., Exeeutive 

.EngIneer: (October 1919;). _ . . 
Unitea Provincea.-Mr. T. M. Lyle, Executive Engineer. (October 

1919.)' , 
The Government of Bengal were unable to spare an officer, being 

abormally short-handed .. In the Punjab Mr. H. W. Nicholson was 
about to take 'over when his services were again i.equisitioned.otor the 
Bhakra Dam project. Various other officers have also been. employed on 
specific work, publicly or privately, as noted in the. 90dy.of the Report. 

Of the officers piaced on special duty MessJOS. Blenkinsop, Lyle, 
Raikes, Sneyd and Stevens came • to Simlatlrom the 22nd to the 25th 
November 1919 to formulate the programme of work ;,to visit the 1000ai 
hydro-electric works; and generally to discuss with the Chief Engineer 
questions of-funds, stl!-.:I1', equipment and methlds of carryid'g..on. At 
a slightly later date Mr. Bowers also'foHowed suit, but Mr. Davies was 
not placed on special duty. until January 1920, by which time the 
remainder had all settled down to work and the Chief Engineer was on 
tour also. OWing to difficulties iIi the matter of personnel, and, 
equipment it was realized from the outset that the cold weather, of 
1919-20 could not be expected to produce very large results; thus nQJie 
of the Zeiss-"WII.tts _levels or tacheometric plane tables ordered by 
Mr. Barlow in September 1918 have yet been received., 

,The Chief Engineer; accompanied by the Electrical Adviser, spent 
the season in touring, and arranged to meet' all the above officers. 
A good many sites were 11180 'Visited in Native States and elsewhere and 
various reports were prepared o~their possibilities and were deliveredo to: 
the officers immediately concerned . 

. To sum-up, the first Jle3;sOn was spent in making enquiries and 
preparing the ground,'()lIdering instruments, a~d obtaining promises of' 
selected engineers in the Provinces. The result were given in the 
Preliminary Report. The second. 'season. has been spent in visitipg 
th'e offi(}ers on special duty, checking their reconnaissances and making 
other reconnaissances both in British Indill. and in Native States. 
Meantime the selec~ officers have been collecting and. training theii-, 
staff and following the lines pursued by the Chief Engineer iu the first 

\ -eeason. The results are recorded in this Second Report, which also adds 
some fUlthel' technical data contributed by'Mr. Meares and repeats those 
from the ct Addeudum to the Elementary Note" on pages 60, 61 of the
Preli,tninary Report. ' The-results of the reconnaissances, as wai;; to be
expected, are not very extensive; the next season's work should resu\~· 
in a real advance. Nevertheless a good de/l.l of' additional power lias 
been located and assess~. _ - _ 

An Index to both the Preliminary and Second Reports will be
. found at the end of this V olume. 



SECONP REPORT: 

PART L-:'l'ECHNICALMATTERS. 

1. General Principles of development and- storage of 
water for electrical purposes.-The Preliminary ,Report on' the' 
Water Power resources of.: India prepared by Mr. Meares contained 
chaptei:~ on H Water Power in general" }- on "Weather and water"; 
on. "Localities anll surveys JJ; on «Power and its uses.v ; all of which 
were of' the' nature of brief technical tI:eatises to bring the subject 

. ,home to the lay ,reader and the engineer unused to water power. 
Not long after the issue of the Report ~he Institution of Electrical 
Engineers. (London) published (Vot 57, No. 283, June 1919) a 'papel' 
by the same writer on the" General Principles of the development 
and Storage of Water for Electrical Purposes" ; of which 'reprints' were 
circulated to all those likely to require them; and the further repl:itJ.t~ 
ing-..Df this paper in extenso' in various British and Indian-technical 

. journals 1rill have helped to dissemin~e sound' ideas on the subject. 
'1'he folloWing extracts wilf be found usefld to those investigating hydro-' 
electric projoots. , 

Figurea i to ;xiii have now been' prepared to show diagrammatically 
the varieties- of "layout" ordinarily met with in hyfu-o-electdc work, 
{)n the ,lines of the diagrams in the original of t4e above mentioned 
technical paper. The figures are accompanied by their own, ~xpla
J.).ations, if any are needed. It is very necessary to 'realize that there. 
may be more than one way of dealing with most possib,Ie sites,.though ; 
as' a rule one way will be the beat way and the Jemlloinder w.ill be· 
uDsatisfactory. , - , - . -, i 

Extract from a papel' on " The general Pr·inciplelJ. aj1he develppment and 
stol·a.ql' of wate1' for electrical- pltrpOsell" fro.m the Journal of tke 

, Institution of Electl'icalflnflineers, J7 ot: 57, No. f?S3,'Jftne 1~!9. \ 

THE CONDITIONS REQUISITE F9R W ATEil. POWER; CLASSIPlCA"TION 
, AG.e0RDIN(} TO, HEAD.. 

, ({A' country may llaVe vast ri~ers and yet very little water power 
.capable or ecoJlomic development. For, unless Ii natural fall is ready.to 
hand, a1t artificial one must be created. If a river bed has a slope 
of only a few inches to the mile, as is th~ case with I!!lI-ny large .rivers 
in flat countries, ,the -power thaI!' exists in the sluggish flow is 
incapable of ,utilization except possibly by very"'-small under-shot water -
'Wheels. The difference of level at different seasons' :would alone put 
.any such proposals out"of court, as would also the cost. I 
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" As the power ootainable in any case is proportional to the product 
of th/3' weight of water multiplied by the' height of tall, :ij; follows 
that either a large volume of water flowing under a small head or a 
small volume flowing under a high head will serve; the majority 
of installatiQiis actually utilize a medium volume flowing under a mo
derate head. The problems of low, medium, ,and high heads-differ 
considerably, however, and each may be dealt with in various ways. 
'I'here is no exact line ,of demarcation between the three. stages, but 
generally speaking, low heads maybe taken to be those -involving the 
use of pressm;e 01' reaction turbines, often submerge<!, with suction or 
draft tubes connecting the outlet with the tail race, from about 3 feet as 
a 'practical limit up to 80 or 100 feet. High heads are such as are 
dealt with by the jet impulse type of turJ>ine wheel exemplified by the 
Pelton whe~l, from a possibl~ 5,000 feet-or so down to 300 or 400 feet. 
Between these two extr~rries lie the medium falls, using impulse turbmes 

, of various types according to' the head. In Aml'rica this type of wheel is 
little f'livoured'and jet impuJse wheels are mostly-used. The gross head 
in high and medium falls is the vertical difference in height between 
~he point of.application to the wh~el and the watel-lev:el at the piFe 
mtake ;_ whIle for low heads the dIfference between the level of the head 

'and tail waters must be taken. The net head is the, gross head 
'diminished :Qy the loss in the connecting system. 

FLOW A;ND ST6RAGE • 

.. The above,classifica:tion according to head may be fUliher-subdivided 
in considering, possible ,sources of water power, for just as the head 
may be natural or lj.l'tificial so may the flow of water. • With rivers 
and canals the natural flow is fhe, prime featm'e, and 'even, with 
mountain streams it is of great importance j but in every case, given 
suitable conditions, storage may ,be an almost equally important factor. 
In a project recently described natUl'alllow into the reservoirs only
operates for a few weeks during the monsoon, and for the gr.eater 
part of the year the. maintenance of supply is dependent solely on 
storage j - more frequently flow and. storage are combined, \ and the 
conditions resulting frol!l_ each category are dealt with in this paper. 

EFFICIENCY OF HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLAXT. 

"At the most economical load""'-the efficiency of various types of 
hydraulic. turbine or wheel varies ,from 85 to 90 per cent.: in large 
,sizes, while the corresponding Qverall efficiency of altel'nators, including 
excitation losses, will be'from 95 to 97 E!r cent. Thus the overall 
efficiency under the most .favourable cottdtlions will vary, from- - 81 
per cent, to 87 pel' cent. In practical working, Lowever, the most, 
favourable conditions are 'not maintained j' the plant willIl'fl't all -be 
running at full load and there will be some-appreciable additional loss 
in all system!! ha.ving any length of·pipe--::-a. loss increasing with time 
alld incrustation. In low-head plants eddies also affect the efficiency. 
For' practical inoustl'ial purposes it will be, sufficient to assume the 
overall commercial efficiency, E, of the plant to be a.s in Table 2. 
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TAB
1
Ll!l2. 

For 500 kw. /' 74 pel' CeIl-to 
" 1,000 " ", '0 76 " 
" 1",500 I " 78 " 
'" 2,000", • 80 _" 
" 3,000 -" and over ' • 82. ." 

((-Using the convenientirrigation unit of a « cusec JJ; for Ii. flow of a cubic
foot of wa~l' per second (termed a foot-s~cond >il1 • America), we topen 
have:, ,. . 

. , cusecs )c 62'4x--gro~s head in feet x E. 
E.n,p. output , - 550 100-
AS"however, we are more cop.cerned with kilowatts than with electrical 
hOI'se-power it will be convenient to, use, a direct' co:t:lversi9n factor
and to avoid decimals OiDO real significance, as follows :"---> 

, J TABLE 3. 

For, 560 kw. ~,= cusecs x gi'o~s head x 0'062 
" 1,(100" =" j, "xO'06'4,-

\,,- 1,500 lj ="" "x 0'066 
, "2,000,, ="" "x 0'068-
'\ " 3,000,,, or over =" "'~ x 0'070' 

It For rough' purposes indeed it is quite . sufficient to tak:e kilowatts = 
cusecs ,x--feetj15, or B.H.P. of tnrbine =cusecs x feetjll for mechani

-.:al power as reliable mean figures, except for small installations where
the divisor will be higher. Thus 

6,500cusecs'on, 
650 " 

3'5 ft. head will give 1,500 kw. 
·35 ,; "',, . 

. 65 " 
6'5 " 

350 
3,500· " ,j' " 

LAY-OUT OF HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME,~. 

" 
" 

(( With a steam generati~g stat,ion the main considerations jn fixing:, 
a site are facilities for condensing water and for fuel delivery and, 
ash j'emoval; . nODe of these operate in' the case 'of hydro-electric plant, 
which must be placed where the ground admits, itnddesigned to suit 
it. 'Thus it may happen that' a highfall cannot bEl developed conve
niently as a single . ~tationt but can be utiljzed in the form- of two· 
stations in series, the tail wate~ of the-one discharging into the head-, 
works of the next. ThIS has been done at the two Santa Ana Creek 
stations at Redlands, -California; and iii the small development at 
.Darjeeling, India, which the author carried out in 1896, the method.. 
)Jas been-used for subsequent extensions. ~-

--j.hGH~tmA'D LAY-OUT. 

"High-head schemes are necessarily located in mountainous country' 
!lnd are gen81'aI!y fed f,rom torrents oi smalt volume, liable. to heavy 
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flood and consequently bringing, down much mud as well as gJ.·avel 
and large stones. Even if the headwOl:ks have, dam it is generally 
necessary to have settling tanks and a forebay, in order to prevent 
damage to the wheels from foreign matter travelling at high velocity. 
In order to get the most suitable fall with as short a length.of pressure 
pipe as possible, it is almost always necessary to carry the wate!" along 
the hillsi~e for a. considerable distance in a,q open channel, gener~l1y 
of artificial construction, though occasionally merely a cutting in 
eaJ.ith. This will be -dealt with subsequentJy, so far as t~e design of 
the canal, channel or flume is concerned. The channel offers a weak 
link in the. chain, and duplication is impossible, though o~casionally 
two or more separate sources of supply may be tapped by different. 
routes. '1'0 allow for -fluctuations' of load (apart entirely from the 
question of settling 'tanks) a forebay at the head of tqe pressure pipes 
is. essential, unless water is so plentiful that an excess'ls always· 
running to waste at that point. The forebay must be of such capacity 
that it will supply the excess water, over and above what the 
supply channel brings, at the time of peak load, or in the 
~e of sudden heavy loads (e.g., short-circuits) thrown on the station. 
It the forebay is too small, and runs om-even momentarily, air will 
get into the pipes an~ water hammel:will probablY-follow when 
they refill. - _ . 

"Thus -.if the channel can deal with a steady load of 2,000 kw., and 
the peak load averages 2,500 kw, for 2 hours, there must ~be at least 
1,000 kw,-hours stored in the forebay. On 1,000 ft. head this amounts 
to about 56,000 cubic feet. This amount, nowever,-is of no practical 
use as a reserve_against a temporary breakdown in the channel or at 
the headworks, and wherever possible a scheme of this na.ture should 
have enough, storage at the pipe head, to tide over at least a few hours 
stoppage from such causes. }<'or this much greater capacity is necessary 
and it may not always be possible to provide it. If the ground will 
allow no inore than a regulating forebay; a reservoir must be, constrnc
ted" elsewhere, and the nearer to the pipe head the better .. If, however, . 
large-scale storage by means of a dam.js possible it will almost. always 
necessarily be either upstream of the head works or at them, and the 
chances of a break in the flume must be riskt'd. Large reservoirs, 
construct.ed 'by means of dams, can obviously only be located where 
the ground offers natUl'al facilities, i.e., at al!ompal'atively narrow neck 
in a valley, which opens out.above and does not rise steeply. Where 
comparatively small storage is l'equil'ea more latitude is found. In 
some cases of steep ground it is possible to locate the power hou~e 
so neal' to the head works, even with 'high heads, that the water can 
he carried in pipes the whole4v'ay, without an open channel. Here the 
l'isk of breakdown is a minimum. An intermediate case between these 
two extremes is where the distance from l'tlservoir 01' headwOl'ks to' 
power house isconsiliei'able, but a c4aimel cannot be constructed,owing 
to the slope ·of the ground. , Ge~erally the steep fall will be at the 
lower end of the pipe line, and the upper l-eaches will faU very little. 
In America the usual methQd of dealing with snch problems is to use 
wood stave pipesfllr the upper par~ of the pip'e line, with a. surge tank 
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at the junction of these with the steel pressure pipes. where the steep 
fall begins. The surge tank consists of a reservoir, elevated to, the 
level of the water where it enters the stave pipes, connected by a larga 
pipe (or separate pipes) to the Junction. It not only serves as a 
regulating ,forebay, giving the water in the comparatively level upper 
section time to alter its velocity, but also _it takes up 'and relieves, 'all 
jars that might ~amage the weaker sections above it. 

MEDIUM-HEAD ~Y-OU'l'S. 

tt Medium heads will, generally be developed either from actual 
waterfalls or rapids in rivers, or from rivers near 1Ihe base of Illountains 
where the volume is great and the slope co_mparatively small. Higher 
upstream it is generally possible to )ltilizea high head At less cost, 
even though a large volume may be available. Where many rapids 
occur in a short length of bed it may be possible to pipe the' water 
direct from tbe stream, to the power house with a forebay interpos~d 
to preve!!t detritus getting\ into the' pipes.- In several American 
schemes either the whole power house is located at the bottom of a. 
shaft, cut down vertically in the rock behind the fall, 01' the turbines 
are placed in such a shaft and operate generators on the surface. Where 
there is au actual waterfall;- ,as in 'many of the largest undertakings, 
it is seldom, necessary to carry the water far to the forebay., 'Some
times the presllure pipeR can beJed directly into the reservoiror int() 
a forebay constructed immediately--'above the fall; a short canal· at 
most is required, and as' it must_be of large carrying capacity there. 
is a great saving in sucha natural fall. ' --
_ "Where-the river has a considerable bed slope, or rapids, it may 

be necessary to carry the water for miles .in a canal in, order t() 
accumulate a few hundred, feet of fall; and, if an earthwork canal 
is impracticable ,an ,artifici.aI fl9IDe' is required; which adds both to the 
capital cost and to the liability to breakdown~ , _ 

t( As the head decreases"and the voluine of water increases, not only 
the flume but also the pipes increase in size, so that carriage to site 
often becomes a difficult and expensive problem where the installation 
is some distance from the railway. Occasionally a medium-head plant 
may be worked directly from a reservoir, !>ehind a high dam but in ' 
such cases there will obviously be very large variations of head t() 
contend with, sometimes from full head to none at all; sometimes--in 

.fact generally--such a reservoir will have been builtprimai-ily f01" 
irrigation purposes, S9 that beyond a certain minimum the flow is 
strictly regulated according to season. This detracts from the com-
mercial value of any such scheme. ' 

LOW-HEAD LAY-OUTS. 

f' Slow-running rivers and c,anals; with a small' bed slope and n() 
falls, cannot ordinarily be used for power purposes, as it is not 'Possible 

, todeve1op even a low fall without the risk of flooding the surrounding 
country above ,'the dam; ",hile the' rise and faU of both,head and 

, tail waters, not necessarily, ,to the sa~ extent, fm-ther complicate the 
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problem. Even where a small fall exists or can be made, these factors 
.complicate the design .. 

"In the case of ir~igation-canals, falls of from 3 to 10 feet are not 
uncommon, and can be developed by taking a feeder channel· as a 
by-pass to the power house, . continuing as the tail race back to the 
canal beloW' the fall. Sometimes. a subsidiary callal (generally jn the 
form of a tailrace) will enable two neighbouring falls to be combined 
so far as the turbines are concerned. - Larger heads, but still of the 
low type, _ may occasionally be developed, where irrigation requirements 
permit, by discharging part of a high-level -canll,l through turbines to 
a low-level cana1. 4\.1.1- irrigation canal projects . suffer from the dis
advantage that a,u-£)cc3.l3ional closure is necessary-whether for purposes 
,of repair, or because the ,water is .not required; or because it is more 
'urgently required elsewhere. - -

"In the case of rivers, low falls may be developed on the lines already 
.described for medium,falls-always bearing in mind the ever-increasing 
size of channels and pipes as the fall decreases. ~ In addition' there are 
various schemes in which a dam is placed across a river Dot so much 
with a view to storing water as for the purpose of obtaining head. 
Here the water is fed directlv from the dam to the turbines which in 
:some cases are placed inside a hollow dam. ' 

"Great-variations in the level of-the head and_ tail waters are often' 
:a feature of low-head rivE,lr d8velopments, and JIoods are a serious 
menace. In some cases, e_g., at the station of the Portland Railway 
Light and Power Company, Oregon, and at Bhatgar Dam plant in 
Bombay Presidency, duubl(!. turbines· are installed, one for the maximum 
head and the second for the l-educed fall. Flood gates, as used in 

. irrigation canal headwork~, are l-equired to deal with 3;~normal rises. 

HEADWORKS AND CLEAR WATER_ 

:' There is always present the liability. of bringing down mud and 
debris- from the source of supply to the turbine wheels, though in the 
(lase of canals this is no~ of great importance from the point of view 
()f power development.. This liability increases with th~ head, as. 
torrents take the place of larger l-ivers, and its effect ou the wheel 
buckets also increases with the !J.ead and the spouting velocity of the 
jet or nozzle. Even the finest grit under a head of 1,500 or 2,000 
feet is most destructive, and loss 01;. efficiency soon results,from worn 
nozzles. , 

"-Where. the headwol'ks haveaconsidel'able dam there is no danger 
from stone~ or heavy matter except that their deposition ·will reduce 
the ca.pacitY of the lake; 'but in hill torrents this in itself is so serious 
a ,matter that high dams would seldom be justified. Such a lake could 
only be cleaned out at great expense, though undersluice~ may enable 
the debris to clear itself if there is enough water to ~pare' and if the 
lake is only of moderate size. If, however, such a dam is necessary 
it.J.ViH sometimes pay to put another and smaller one further upstream, 
simply as a means of arresting the silt for a few years. The capital 
charges would generally be less than the cost of periodical cleaning 
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out. With lower velocity in the stream such dams are often practicable, .' -
though not necessarily' at the point where-the'..watet' is.tapped off. __ -

" On high ana medium. keada:-=':"Generally "peaking, in ~h~ case of
high and mediu~-head pJtlnts,a low diver$ion dam is altthat is neces-' 
sary, sufficient to ~nSUl'e the possibility' of getting the water into the 
channel or pipe under llormal conditi~s., !Lnd also to protect the stream 
at this' point from scoming out thE! channel and endangering the supply 
in times of flood. Cases have occurred within the author's experience -
where a few days' abnormal rainfall have lowered the level of a stream, 
bed 30 or 40 ·feet. For protecting the' banKS above and below the 

. headworks' boulder ci·ates, made up of large boulders enclosed; iQ a 
framework of heavy-gauge galvanized .wirE', have been found inva.luable 
in every sort of river training works. cases will sometimes be found 
where a'permanent dam is not necessary, the natural lie of the ground 
alone ensuring the supply. Timber dams' are sometimes used hi 
America for levelling the bed. ' 

t( In the absence of a dam, whether the water il!l taken direct ,into
pi~es or into a channel-but more especially in the former case
arrangements must be made at the p.eadworka- for '_ catching 11.)1 debris. 
Generally tllere' will be fa succession of .screen~ or trash-racks through 
which the water passes to a sIJlall tank, In whIch any heavy matter 
coming through ~ will deposit. This will need constant cleaning-out, 
and snould (in the absence of other reserves) be in duplicate. Nothil).g 
but fairly fine silt should 'pass beyond it. If there is no open channel 
this tank should be large enough- to remove even such silt as ,jvill 
deposit readily, or' there should be an adjoining settling tank for this 
purpose. Where there is an open channel there will alwl!-Ys beth.e 
liability of fwiher debris being- collected _along it, and aforebay: is 
necessary at the point. where the pipes. take off; sometimes the lie 
()flhe ground makes it conyenient to put interm~d~ate silt tanks along 
the route. All thes~, should be deSIgned for rapId c1earance at several 
exits, controlled by gates of substantial size. By' sloping the floor' 
from all points towards the exits 'the flow may to a great extent be, 
utilized_ to -carry off the deposited mild. The size of these settlinO' 
'tanks should be such as to reduce the normal velocity of flow to a fe; 
inches per second. Where there is a reservoir at the pipe_ he!l-d.it is 
still· necessary as far as possible to prevent the accumulation 'Of mud 
in it, as a large 'volume will become so solid that its clearance is a, 
matter of., diflieulty. and a silt trap immediately before it will assist 
in this direction. Where water'is considerably in excess of actual 
requir~ments it is possible -to allow a proportion to run off continuously
at the headwol'ks <,hamber, throughpart.ly open 'sJuices • which will 
pass out all solid matter rolling along the bottom. 

" On low liea.da.-In the cage of low heads the water is generally 
dear, as. 100vvelocity postulates a'small bed slope and deposition will 
()ccur in the'\-iver it!lelf.' In any' case the quantity to be 'Ilealt with 
is so great that arti:ijcial settling cannot be arranged for. Strainers 
(known in ,America as tra~h-racks) are necessalJ to, pl'event floating 
matter entenng the pipes, and a forebll-Y may I De required to catch 
anything that· may pass through, .as well as for regulation. . A long 
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_ canal is sel!tomDElCessary, and the forebay will either be -at the side 
of the fall, parallel with - the river, or across it on or in a low dam, 
It depends on the groUnd whether a diverting dam or anicut 5s required 
or whether; a- forebay can be opened directly into the bed of the river. 
In the majority of case!! of very low heads the power station is -built 
across the river, and the watet: flows directly through the strainers into 
the turbines. - '-

-CANALS AND OPEN CHANNELS. 

cr In the case where a very large canal i~ required in connection with 
. ~hydro-elech!ic development,-the design is carried out on lines __ of 

irrigation canals, to which no further reference is necessary. On medium. 
and high heads -the channels, if required, are of a smaller _ order. 
They! may v..~ry in length from ~ few hundred yards up to nIany miles,. 
and may be single, duplicate, or multiple. The De .Sabia plant of. the 
Valley Counties Power Company in california collects water from a 
number of streams oy means of ditches aggregating about 100 miles
in length, like an inverted irrigation system, smaller channels feeding-
larger ones up t.o the forebay. - " 

"In the case of long channels a break might only be discovered 
after many hours; and ev~n if due only to an earth fall, diverting the 
supply· 'Without brea king down· the channel, it would take time to get 
this cleared and the water at the forebay again. --In--theabsence ofa 
substantial reserve at the forebay end tHis would involve complete 
breakdown. Water-level indicators, electrically controlled, al'e there
fore often used in these cases. In the 10-mile flume of the Columbia 
Improvement Company at Tacoma, U.S.A" the indicator shows every 

. inch of rise or fall; and the large capacity of the flume itself Jorms no 
inconsiderable reserve. As a_ motQr i'uns on rails above the flume 
little time is wasted in reaching the source of trouble. 

,. On hig'" "'ead8.~For very high heads a comparatively small dis
charge is required, and ~is will sometimes be collected from more than 
one source and by more than one 1-'oute. Earthwork channels can 
seldom be constructed in these cases, !ind -the choice generally lies 
between-g!llvanized iron (for very small discharges), masonry or concrete 
and timber. The first and last have the advantage that they can be 
carried on a structure without cutting away the ground, at least in the 
majority of cases. As landslips are-always liable to follow the cutting 
of a roadway on a mountain -side this is a great consideration,- and an 
inspection path can be carried alongside or over the channel. If 
masonry or concrete is used, water running down the hillside behind is 
stopped at the channel, and either flows into it with mud and stones 
or sinks in and causes slips. Catch-water drains of substantial size, 
leading to the nearest culvert, are in such_ cases e~sential. -Smaller 
torrents ml}Y have to be crossed on bridges, an~ each of these ~hould 
be used to affol'd a discharge outlet fOl' the w~telj, In case of, acc~den,ts 
and for- scouring. Sometimes where water IS not over plentiful It WIll 
pay . to _ divert these Ilmall t.orr~nts into the channe~ ~hroligh ~ s~aU 
settlmg tank j for, though theIr discharge may be neglIgIble Ol:dinal'lly~ 
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it may ,be sufficient i~ times of heavy ~ainfail to ti~e over a breakdown 
in the channel higher ,up. -Furthermore, w~en the main stream is in, 
flood, the intake may have to be temporarily closed owing to floating 
debris, etc. j whereas the flood water of small supplementary streams 
will probably be clear and much collection of, mud in the forebay may 
thus be avoided. This is not always true, but. is borne out generally 
by the author's experience. - , 
.. "Fairly low velocities, not exceeding Si feet per second in unpitched 
earth _channels .and 6 fe~t, per second' in other kinds, are geI).81;ally 
necessary for the preservation of the channel.* The cross-section. 

':maybe square, semicircular, or trapezoidal, the latter being genel'ally 
,the best as ghcing the larger hydraulic mean depth. In order to lose 
as little head as possible lalthough a few feet on very high heads do 
not really count.." much) the slope should be' kept' small" ,The inter
relation between slope, velocity, dimensions alld. the construction and 
condition of the channel are stated in a number of rival formulal, none 
or-which are universally applicable; the most useful1)f these have been 
discussed by the author elsewheret 4land need not lie referred to iu 
detailliere. In practice the slope is generally decided onfirst-:-ttom 
1 in 500 for small ch~nnels,to,l ill 1,500 01' so for large ones-and 
the dimensions are calculated to suit. It~s very necessary, howevElr" 
to remember that any data found by a formula dealing with a straighJ; 
length of channel will need alteration wher~ there are bends or irregll-, 
larities. An opening out of the width by an extra 5 orlO per cent., 

. carried back to the limit of the possible afHuX, may be requil'ed to 
-prevent overflow, or a_corresponding ,raising pf the height odncrease 
in the slope. lJncontrolled overflow would be almost certain to produce 
.landslides and breakdowns. As, apart from faults in' design, a small 
fall of earth may easily cause such ail overflow, it is sound practice 
.so ,to regulate the height of the side wall that overflow will take place 
most easily at places where it can do no harm, i.e:, over'solid rock, or 
into streams passed, by the way, er, in the 'absence of these, down 
artificial spiUways: '. 

"In order to prevent the channel being overfilled at the headwoi'ks a. 
method often used is to place. a diverting' place in the fairway at a 
point near th,e headworks,.such that any flow beyond the capacity of 
the c4annel is skimmed off and discharged back to the stream. -

" Where masonry or concrete channels are used most o~ the above 
considerations apply with equal force. Here it is necessary first to cut 

, a roadway for the foundation, so. that, the .liability to landslips and 
rock falls is greatly increased; Where the ground is at-all doubtful 
cut-and-cover is necessary, and it is better to spend money on revet
ments to begin with, than to take the chance of bad ground holding 
up. It, is esse~tial to make culverts under, or preferably over, the. 
channel for the very smallest lines of natural drainage, both for ,~afety 
and to prevent the access of stones to the channel. Often it WIll be 
advisable to lay small drains_down such places, with cross-collecting 
drain!! to pl'ev:ent q. wash-out. 

,. . , 

41 For detaUs see Captain Garrett's" Hydraulic Tables and Di9.grams " (Longmans). 
t "~Electrical Engineering Practice," 3rd edition (Spon), pa.ru. 349 to 85l. ' 
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U In exJIeme -eases tunnelling may' have ~o be' resorted to, for the~ 
avoidance of bad ground. It.may also pay at tImes to tunnel through 
a bluft rather than go round it. Tunnelling on a large scale is also 
sometimes required either to join up two sources' of supply in' different 
watersheds or to lead- water collected in one area to a different water
shed, where a more conve~ient or higher f~ll can be obtained.' There 

_are many examples of this class of, work in Ameri?a and elsewhere. 
"On medium Aeada.-While sm~l~ works on medium heads may be 

served by the same methods as apply to high heads, canals in earth 
are generally n"cessary. The C03t of an artificial channel would gelle .. 
rally be pronibitive over· a cartain size. The largest timber flu!D.e the 
author has 'seen was at Tacoma, U.S.A., and wa~ 8 faet square and 
about' 10, miles 'long, with a fall of 7 feet per mile. No other material 
could then be used for a t channel or this size, and, timber has its draw
backs. Unless the water is running- fuU all tlie time, warping is certain 
to occur, .while boring insects and rot have to be faced. The large 
flume of the Jhelum hydro-eleotrio works has suffered severely in this 
way. 

FOREBAyRESERveIlI.S. 

" Whether t.he forebay is mainly for regulation, or whether it also 
holds a con~iderabl6 re3erve supply, it is an imJ)orta.nt link in the chain. 
It must be so de3igned that, while acting as an efficient surge tank, 
anI as a regula~or to deal with 10a4-s-temporarily exoeeding the capacity 
of the channel, it does not allow any foreign ma.tbr to gelicinto the. 
supply pipes. CdlN"se and fine strainers should be providel, and they 
.should be of su~hbreadth-that the full flow required by the wheels 
can pass through them if the water accidentally falls low. This is 
often- overlooked in designing. In some sml.ll installations the ""tual 
reservoir is ,at a little distance from the forclb:\y or pentrough, and the 
two are, connected by a clo3ed pipe large, enough .to deal with the 
peak load. In such cases the reaArvoir performs these latter functions, 
while the 'fol'ebay proper becomes only' a surge tank. 

'_ rt The fOl'ebay, or forebay reservoir where these are oombined, should 
if possible be sectionalized or dupliClate<l to admit of cleaning out j and 
the design should be such as to facilitate this, as .suggested above for 
silb traps. Where the ohannel-discharges into 'H, which should be at a 
point as fa.r as possible from the pipe entrl', there should first be a 
small cbamber to take eddies and induce still watel' j this will also oatch 
somj' of the residual silt, and as its walls will stop a foot 91' two below 
normal .water-level only the clean overflow will pass into the reservoir' 
proper, a.hd not.,t.he bot.tom layers,except at cleaning-out ,times. (This 

, of course assumes that the widt,h.of 'the sill is greatly in excess of the 
width offhe channel.) The spill-wa.y a.nd scour valves of the reservoir 
should be near this point, where most of the mud will collect, 

"The strainer that finally ensUres no foreigna;.atter getting into 
the pipe requires careful thought. The obvious pIa .• is to put it im~ 
diately behind the bell mouths of the pipe, and to close it in a.t the 
top. But there is a chance then that some part of it m:ly eventually 
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I1lst away and get into. a nozzfe. Repairs would be dilficu{l; without 
emptying the forebay and shutting down the plant, and it has-beeR 
found in practice that the al'ran~ement is not satisfactory. The alter
llative design, which should be ad,opt.ed, is to pllt the strlliners in the 
main forebay, at the entrance toa separate waUed"off 'chamber feeding 
the pipe, and this c}:tamber should be covered over. Rollihgscreens, 
operated by a winch; are useful because of-the fa.cilities theJ offe~ ·for 
cleaning. A point of importance is that the screens must be capable 
of passing the full flow ,,:hen the forebay is nearly. empty. 

"An emergency by-pass from" the chanhel, also pro:vided' with 1\ 

screen, should be ~ade to discharge direct into the bell-mouth llhamber. 
If repairs are- requii'ed to the reservoir this will prove in valuable, and· 
when the water is f1lnning clear it _ can, be used while cleaning out 
proceeds. These small points of design may spell the differen~e be
tween success and partial failure, though of course a good. deal depe~ds 
on .whether 'clear or dirty water is generaUybrought in. For reasons 
!Llready ~xplained high heads,nced the most carefUl treatment. Medium 
heads mayor may not-need complicated forebays, and with low heads 
a plain ta.nk is-generally sufficient. ""---

- ,/ ' 

PRESSURE PIPES • 

. tt There is considerable diversity of opinio'n as to the bes.t arrangement 
-of pipes for feeding a nulJlher of turbines. Apa.rt from the question of 

cost there can ~ nD doubt that the ideal arrangement is sel£~contained 
units of pipe, -turbine, generator '!tnd step-up transformer, jU"!tas in 
mo~rn steam practice. Where very large units are involved no other 
arrangement is likely to be used, and on low heads no other arrange.. 

.ment is generally possible. Intermediate cases must, however, be 
discussed. '.Structural design is beyond the scope of this paper, bUt 
it may be stated that the diameter of a short pipe on a moderate -head 
may be such as to give:avelocity as high as O'IV(2'g .H) or 10 per cent. 
of the spouting velocity.· The loss of head' with mch velocities· would 
soon "become too great, and about 3 _to 4 feet per se~on,!l isa good aver
age. On high h~ads9 to 12 feet per second in the smallest section_ 
is about the limit used. . '" .' " 

" . 

" On hig'" heads.-With very high heads compai'atively small pipes of 
great strength are required j the locality is likely to be far from rail-' 
head, so that carriage to site is an expensive matter. It therefore pays 
as a rule to keep down the weight of individual loads, ,and to u~e a single 
pipe for each turbine. -It i~ however, often advisahle to . interconnect· 
the various pipes at the foreb3Y. Each pipe should be -capable of being 
instantly closed at the forebay in the event of a bad blow-out, either, by 
an automatic valve or by electrical control from .the pnwer house: Each 
pipe must also have an isolating valve at the forpbaY-Or a gate in thp. 
forebay. Air pipes and filling valve may also be l'equirlld . 

. "Where conditions are fa~ourable a single pipe is often used to serve 
two or more units by means of a receiver at the powf>r house, especially 
in the case of small plants, -but this is not ordinarily recommended •. 

B2 
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f'In order to reduce the thickness of the lower sections of pipe it is 
customary to use two 01' more diameters, the smaller at the bottom, 
and this al~o economiz(ls in freight where they can be nested. 

"'Where illdividual pipes serve each wheel it is advisable to intercon
nect them at the power house, so that in the event of a. joint blowing 
on one pille while another generating unit is eut of service they can be 
cross served. I This involves extl"a expense in isolating valves, but 
is generally worth it. It is nQt_ an identical proposition with the-
r~ceiver. . 

ct Long lInes of pipe, such as are required on high heads, require very 
substantial anchoring not only at the top and bottom but at several 
intermediate points.' These also provide· safe positions for .expansion 
joints, which can be di~pensed with only where, the temperature valia
tionsare small 01' the line has many angles in... it-and not always. 
then. 

" Air valves are not often l'equired, but will be where there is an 
.n~avoidable rise in the pipe line. OccaSionally air cushions are provi
ded in very long lines, to take up shocks; .at the Mill Creek plant in 
-California the pipe is 8,700 feetlong fora head of 1,950 feet, and both 
air valves and cushions are instaUe4. The latter consist of duplicate
cylinders for recharging at.the necessary high pressure. 
. " The reducti6n of effective diameter dUe' either to ordinary furring 

n'om lime, etc., 01; inore particuJ8,rly to fine mud deposited when the
water is standing, may seriously increase the lo~s of bead. AlthOugh 
cleaners of the Tevolving turbine 'type can remove a good deal of this 
deposit, the initial diameter should be always greater than is indicated 
by the velocity decided on. _ 

" On medi:m heads,-There are no special points in which the pipe' 
system on medium heads differs from that already dealt with. The 
pipes are of larger sne, and their carriage becomes more serious unless 
they are built up at site, but on the other hand the. locality is generally 
more accessible. Air valves and cushions are seldom required. . 

"O'll,'-Zou) keads.-With very low, heads and submerged turbines- the 
,draft .tube is the only pipe r~quired; while with somewhat higher heads 
there will be both pressure pipe and draft tube, With large units of 
vlant the size of the pipes becpmes very great and, the jI~terna~ hydrauliC' 
pressure becomes a secondary consideratioD~ Cases are on l'ecol'd where 
an automatic gate~ serving a very large pipe, was closed at the forebay 
and ,air presJ;lure cau,sed a complete collapse. No interconnection is 
\lsually practicable or necessary' with low heads: JJ , 
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2. Reconnaissance, Survey and Report Form.-In order ·to be 
able to compare reports on sites it is desirable that data shall be 'collected 
in a more or less stanCIard form; and the following form was therefore _ 
prepared an4 printed on one side of. the paper only; leaving the, blank , 
pages for the answers to the questIons,. It has proved most useful and 
-copies litre-obtainable from the Chief Engineer. .' 

..... 

Hydro~Electric ~Ilrvey Reconnaiss-'ince and Sarv ~y 'of Sit'e3. 
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IX.":'-Head-works. X-.-Open channels or cana.1s. - XI.-Forebay. 

-XII.~Pipe line., XIII.~Power ,house. XIV.-Irrigation • consider~ 
. ations. XV.-Facilities and materials. XVI.-L~al Rates.' XVII. 

-Additionalinformation.' ' " . 

~ P ART_ B.-SuRVEY OF ~ITES. 
Para. I-LongitudiQal section. 1I.-"':Cross sections and contour'ed 

plan. ilL-Site of power house and for~aj\ -and location of: 'pipe, 
line. ,IV.-Survey of open channel. V .. -Headworb. VI'"TStoragey 
IYII.-Proj~ estimates. ( .,. . . 

PART C.-GENERAL REl'ORT OY SITE. 

Note by.tlte CltielEnginee1'/or -OtJicer8/ngafi~a 01£ the work. 

ThEf following notes have been .prepared to show generally what .. , 
required in the reconnaissance (Part A) 9i· the Survey (Part :8) ,of a watel"' 
power site. Some of the information will not be easily obtai!led; during 
the reconnaissance stage and, if so, 'the fact should' he stated. Any 
other information bearing on the site, although not specifically asked for, 
will be useful and may be added in the space at the end of_each part. 

'Xhe following abbreviLttions are used below:- .' 

" Report" refer,; to the (( Preliminary' Report, on Water, 
:rower: resources in .India." . " . -

"Practic:?l Conditions" is brochure on" Practi<.la,t:-Conditions i'n 
deterll!jning the value· of Watel' Power" by the Electrical 
Adviser to the Governmmt of India.. . 

, II Elem3ntal'Y Note" is that by the lat'} Mr. llarlow on. th!fpreli
m~nary inveatigation 'of wd.t!r power sit~8J repri'ntd as 
App911dix. 1 to " Report." , 
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rr I. E. E. paper" is the paper on " Development _and Storage 
of Water for.Electrical P!lrposes" in the' J ooIDal of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, VoL 57, No. 283. -

Where alternatives are given in the forms below those not applica.ble 
should be struck out. -. : - -

PART A,-RECONNAISSANCE OF SITES. 

I. Site,-Jiap squat'e according to Atlas shaet.* Sheet Number 
IJetter - , Square , Square of 1 inch map 

.' ," 

River , tributary of 
Reached fi'om viti (1:oute, 
r~st houses, etc.) , 

~y motor, otheFvehicle, or on foot? 
Transport available 

• See method expJained on the key map in pocket of "Report." The I-inch 
- map squares generally have 9 squares, but 'old ones have more. - The

same estern may be used for these, viz: I to 9, etc. For end; 
location of a particular spot give bearing and distance from nearest 
village shown on I-inch map. - _ 

iI. 1ype of project possihle.-.-Mark off which division or subdivision 
appears most likely fJ;.om inspection of site. For classification according 
to head see I. E. E. paper'page 426, where general descriptions of -
layouts on high, medium and low heads are also given on page 433 et 
seq. [The'illustt'ations refen'ed to below are those, in -the present Rep01" 

-,ee pat'a. 1.] -

Hi9h 0'1' medium heads with --artificial fall. 

(1) 

(2) 

~~ 

Headworks (or diverting dam) with pipe line direct to power 
station, and no open channe1, either. 

(a) with pipe line on a steep grade throughou1f,not involving 
a s.urge tower; (Figs. ii and v) ,--

(b) with upper portion of pipe line on a gentle slope~ 
probably involving a surge tower at- junction witli more • 
vertical part of pipe line. (Figs. iii and vi) 

Headworks (or diverting dam)wit-h open channel (which 
inchides tunnels) to forebay from which pipe line will take 
off to power-station, either. . 

(a) as iii. 1 (a) above, wit~pipe; (Fig. i) 
(b) as in 1 ,(b) above,' with surge pipe; (Figs~ i and iii 

combined) 

(e) variation where the open chann"el will pass through s' 
'Watellhed in a tunnel, giving a better fa.ll on the other 
side. (Fig. v) 

I 
Nu,e.-Purely storage schemes,. such as those depicted iIi Figs •. vand vi, should 

be reported as such. 
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Medium lzeada-

(S) Natural waterfall or series' ()f cascades capable of develop~ 
ment by direct pipe line from forebay at head of ,fall to the 

. / f0o.t of ~~e. fall; with no opcn_ channel,'-as in case lea) ; 
, (FIgs. Vll, lX, x) , 

(4) Natural waterfall or series of cascades where bed slope of 
rf.ver enables extra he~ to ~e got by d~velopment on the 
hnes of 2 (a). A surge pIpe, IS seldom necessary on medium 
heads. (Fig. viii) , -. 

Medium, or 'low "eada-
(5) Rapi~s,developed 

(a) by means of a hJladworks dam, to give extra head only 
(not for storage except regulation), with . pipe ' line ,to 

. power house below rapids; (Fig. iv)-
(6) by a low diversion dam only, wp.ere the natural he~d 

cap.not be increased conveniently~ with a 'short pipe 
leading to the power ho.!}se below the rapids, but no' 
open chan;nel~; (I<'ig. iv) , 

(a) as in case (a) or (6) 'but wito. an open channel (which 
may include tunne1s}'1eading to a: forebay, from which 
a shorter pipe line will saHice. (Fig. i) 

Low head&-
(6) Single canal fall. (Fig. xi) 
(7) Combination of ilwo ~r mo~e~allal f;tlls~ 

(a} by reconstruction'oJihe length of the canal i 
(6) by means 'of a s~bsidiary channel leadi,ng either to a 
- power house. near the lowerfall or from the tail race -

, of It power house near the upper fall, as may suit best. 
(Figs. xii, xiii) 

(8) Special case of utilizing a faU from a hIgh level' canal to, a low 
.leyal canal, or from river to a canal. ,This might be a 
medium head proposition\ but would generally ,be .. a low 
head. ' 

IIi. Head o1·/all.-Approximate gross height of, p.atural waterfall 
, feet; , 

.Approximate gross height of artificial faU (Prelii:J;linary Report para. 
S) or oinatural fall inCl:eased by extra head obtainable above or below 
same, by means of an open channel, feet. 

State method of determination, by· level, aneroid 01' map contoul's. 
,J'he gross head shollld be estimated froIJ). the power house site to the 
forebay site ill the case of high and medium heads; For falls- classified 
as "low," take the vertical height' betweenhe~d waters and, tail 
waters. , 

(.Vi4 notes on aneroid survey.in Preliminary Report, para. 13 and in pal·a. 4.' 
'of this Report. .:state if aneroid readings have been COlTected for d~Ul'Dalvariation 
ayd air femperature or not.) 
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IV. Flow and Sto1'a,ge.-State whether it appears probable that the" 
\ project in the first instance willl:Ilature :- _ 

(a) on natural flow alone, with (without) regulatinO' storage 
only. Nearly all low falls will be of this nature ~s cost of 
storage.is usually prohibitive. -

,(b) on' natural flow supplemented by storage in dry months. 
Applicable to medium 01' high falls.' 

(c) on siOl'age alone. High. fails only, as a rule. 
(See flow and 8tOl'a~e curves in "Practical Conditions" and I. E. E. paper. 

and also page 60 of Preliminary Report.)., _ . 

V. Flow of ,·ivera.-If known give the maximum l'ecorded flood 
discharge, ' eusecs .. 

If known give the minimum recorded discharge 
eusecs .. 

Recorfted at (location) • . 
W.hererecor.ds are kep~ give the ro'~gh average discharg~ 

that is found during the dry months in -good 
and bad year,; : eusecs at 
(location) • 

"\'\Chere no regular- reCords exist give results of any special 
. gaugings availabl~ in form: . 

Year' ,date , previous 
rainfall_ of month inch, discharge observed 
~ cusecs. When is the ,discharge likely 

to 5e at its lowest? ' -,- . 
In the case of low head ;'iver developments of type para. II (5) 

above, state whether it is likely that .. ..,in flood times the tail waters below 
. wiU back up more than the head waters, and thus diminish the available 
head. _ In a gorge, or where there is a gorge near by down stream, this 
is likely.to be the case. With a river I1'lI.rrowat the head works ana wide, 
with a. f~ir, bed slope, below tille station site the head will probably be 
inoreased. 

Is the river liable to sudden spates of gI'eat in:tensity? 
Is, it snow fed from permanent or from winter snow? 

(See" Elementary Notes" on gauging and Preliminary Report, para. 10 and -
Appendix I, II.) . 

VI. Rain/aU; catchment; run olf
Catchment area above dam or headworks 
Rainga~ge stations within or near same 

(a) Average total rainfall in dry months from 
to 

inclusive, inches. 
(b) Minimum raillfall in dry months from 

to 
inclu~ive, . inches. 
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, (e) Average for rest of year 
(d) Minimum for rest of year 

Maximum rainfall'in one day, if known; (small cat1l~ments \ 
only) , 

Proba:Qle annual run-off (known or estimated))n million cubic feet 
in average year ' 

Probable annual run-off (known Ot estimated) in,'Il!-.inimum year 
VII. Regulating Storage.-'-In the case of high or medium' head 

llchemes there should be a£ least a few hours supply stored. preferably in 
or close to the forebay, but if no site exists then further back. State if 
such a site exists and in what position relative to the probable layout; its 
capacity very roughly if all- intelligent guess will giv~ it ; whether it will 
be formed by a dam in the main or a. subsidiary stream or by an at.ii
fi~ial tank; and l!'ny further information as ~o prob~bU cost of 5onstru~
bon, nature of ground, .etc., s.o far as mspecturn only -makes thIS 
possible. ' -

Site for regulating storage at 
Distance from forebay site 
Capacity toughly _' cubic feet. 
Whether formed by dary.)n main ~tream. 

, Ditto dam iIi subsidiary valley. 
Ditto 3liifici~1 tank. 

Further detai,ls fro~ inspection. 
VIII. Main Storage.-In' ,the case of medium or high fall 

projects dependent partly or entirely on storage give£as near as may 
be) location of dam and natur~ of ground, very roughly the length.and 
height, withcotresponding capacity, so far as inspection or l-inch maps 
-will give any information. 

L~cation of dam (on I-inch map) 
Approximate length -
Nature of ground 
Height likely to be adopte.d .(so far as can be seen without 

survey) 
Probable method 9f surplussing Hood waters' 
Probable c'tpacity in million cubic feet (or approxima.te length 

and breadth oUake surface) , . 

(See Pl'eliminary RepOlt, para. 4-, and addendum to "Elementary Notes.") " 

'If aata under para. vi are-- scallty, state if there is a reason~ble 
probability of filling the, reservoir preposed and whether the conditions 
render a large carry-over necessary for probable bad years (two fairly 

" bad yeai's are genel'ally more dangeroys than one excepti(}nalIy bad one 
between good years). _ 

State nature of ground which will be submerged, whetherforest. 
jungle, waste land, good or bad agricultural land. 
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Does it contain ~ny villages, tempfes, etc. 
- IX. Headwo1'lcs.~(See 1. E. E. pape~, page 435.) Give particulars 

so far as inspection ditcloses them as to how the supply from _ the 'river 
(in cases o~ river development) will lte -regulated at tbe head worksr 
and brought mto the open channel or forebay, as the case may be. -

Probable location of hea~ works 
. State if the ~ater is t~irly free f~m, or .paliicularly charged -with~ 

sIlt and detritus In the rams. ,_ 
. State if river is used fer timber flotation, and if this is likely too 

interfere with its development for power. 
X. Open Channels 01' Canals.-Where the site involves these tne-

ground should be examined. In the case of low heads a canal in ealih 
or rock alone will serve. - With medium (or even high) heads where 
the power will be large, the same remark applies. In smaller high or 
medium head projects an. aliificial ~uct will generally be indicated: 
timber- seldom lasts well, so masonlY -or conCl'ete is generally used. 
Masolll'y l'equires special case whel''il crabs -al'e found, as they l'apjdlJ:--
cause heavy leakage. Fol' small schemes on high heads even galva- -
nized iron tl'oughing has been:' used, -with a compal'atively high 
slope. _ - -. -

State type of channe'l pl'obable, 
State if tlie ground is favourable 01' whether special difficulties • 

will be involved 
Stat~ if any tunnelling, bridging or syphoning will apparently 
. be necessary) with such bl'ief paliiculal's as inspection 
'discloses' - • 

Approximate length. of channel fl'om headwol'ks to forebay 
In most cases it is. unnecessary' 

at this stage togo into.details as to (lapacity, slope, 'etc. 
Which Lank does examination show to be most favoul'able 

for the open channel or canaf? 
(See" Canals and open channels" in I. E. ~. paFel', page 436.) 

XI. Forehay.-State position -of forebayand whether the site is 
'good. (This may _be, but is not necessarily, the means fOl' l'egulating
storaO'e; but it must be large enough);.o take chai'ge of ordinary fluc
tuati~ns of load if the l·egulating storage is at a distance.) There 
must he. the possibility' of surplussing water not l'equil'ed for the power 
house and in some cas~s of dissipating considerable energy in the 
process. In other cases this is necessary at the main 01' a -subsidiary 

- . , resel'VOlr. 
-(See 1. E, E, papel', page 437.) ___ 

XII. Pipe lin e.-Give approximate length of pipe line'from forebay 
to powel' station si~e (alternatives may be s.uggested, wit~ head in each 
case). Pipe_ detalls need not be gone mto, but the hne should be as. 
short as pl'acticable, ~ 

- (See I. E. E. paper, page 437 bottom.) 
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XIII. Power hOU8e.-Give information as to area. of site available; 
approximate height above' river bed and above Hood level if ascertain-
abl~ _ 

As noted iIi para.. III, the gross head should, \lsnally be estimated 
from this site. 

Probable location 
Area of .. site approximately 
Height above bed level 

Ditto HOod level 
Nature of gronnd:..for building 

Note that in low head installa.tions the power house .can- be placed 
(if necessary) up to 24 feet abovalow:.water-Ievel, by the use of dr~ 
tubes. Where tpe height is greater the turbines -can 1;Ie' placed i~ & 

pit and ~onnected to the generators by a. lo~g vertical shaft. 
Will any difficulty occur over the tail race discharge? 
XIV. Irrigation Con8ide1'/ition8.-Will development of the site in 

any way interfere with the functions of existing irrigation works? 
Are th&re any vested rights ~uch as privately owned water courses 

fot: ~.1"rigation,. of to feed mill wheels, between·the proposed headworks 
and power station site? ' . 

In the di8t1'ice one in which ilTigation exists rir is needed? 
If this is so, would the fall it-is proposed to utilize or develop have-

, to be curtailed in order to utilize the tail waters? This will generally. 
not b,e so if the power station site is at considerable altitude ab6ve the 
neighbouring plains, so that the tail waters wo~lil in any case continue
their course in the natul'al channel: on the other hand,there are cases' 
where the tail waters 'qould conveniently: be led hereafter directly intO' 
a canal, where some power head might', have to be 'sacrificed to give' 
command. ---- -

XV. Facilities and 'nzaten·als.-Will existing roads (riversJ carty 
the machinery, etc., required? 

If so by what means?' 
If not, what-length of road approximately will be required to com-

plete connection? • 
. Willthere be exceptional difficulties in making ~his road? 
Are bl:idges iuvolvlld ? . 

. Ar~ stone, bricks, lime, suitable' sand, kankar, etc., known-to be: 
available in the neighbOurhood or the works? 

. Is labour available 01' would it have to be obtained from el;ewhel-e,?' 
XVI. Local ratea.-=-State l'3.tes, if known, or propable"rates, for: 

Masonry.in lime'per cent. . . . . 
Masonry in cement per cent. 
Concrete in lime per cent. 
Concret\, in cement per cen't. 
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Excavation in ep.rth per thousand. 
Excavation in hard ground per thousand. 
Blasting rock per thousand. 
Contour roads, 4 feet, per .J,OOO r. feet. 

[~ara. 2. 

XVII. Additional information ac~uired during reconnaissance. 

(NOTB.-Photographs of headworks site, power station site or any other 
feature may be of value. A sketch l>£ the plan and longitudinal section should invari-
ably accompany the report.) _.. . 

Signatu1·e. 

lJesignation. 
PART B,-SURVEY OF SITES. 

When reconnaissance shows that a site is probably. worth developing 
the data I'equire to be checked by actual survey, on the lines laid down 
in Part I, but sufficiently accurately to enable estimates to be framed 
for the civil engineering works. The various palis that make up the 
scheme are all dealt.with in the 1. E. E. paper. In the case of canaf·~ 
falls the survey will already exist,. and what is rel1uired is a detailed 
report as to the best method of utilizing the fall . Or falls with rOl\gh 
estimates of the works I·equired. In most,other cases there will exist 
at the best a 4-inch contoured forest map and at the worst an uncon
toured (and practically useless) old-style I-inch map, 1'0 that very littlll 
~xact knowled~e cat;l be obtained. -, . , . 

I. ,Longitudinal section.":""In the first place a longitudinal section 
should be made. of the bed of the river, between the limits' that may 
prove useful. ' 

II. C1'OS&. sec#on8 and con"toured plan.-The next point. is to deter
mine on which bank the works may best be placed, and for this purpose, 
unless the maps gjve a clear answer, it is necessary to take Cl:Oss-sections 
across the vallef ;;tot intervals, extending up to the ..highest point where 
there may be works. This will enable a large scale contoured plan 
(8 or 16 inches to the mile) to be made, on which the lay-out can be 
sketched out roughly. The best site for the headworks, the alignment 
of the canal (if any), the position of the forebay and of the regulating 
reservoir (if ,-any), tile best alignment for the pipas and the position 
oitha po~er station can be approximately determined on this plan. 
'l'here will often be many alternatives to' choose from, so that it 
will be a case of balancing probable extra cost against extra- power 
obtainable on a higher head. It may be noted that if the· best 
site for the headworks is considerably above the highest level olf which 
an open channel appearS feasible the' e3-ha head can be sacrificed. 
Until. the survey is complete it is obviously impossible to say exactly 
what the best lay-out will be . 

. III. Site of power house and f01·eba.¥ and location of pipe line.-A
plan and sections on a large scale should next be prepared o~ the forebay 
site; o~ the regulating reservoir if ne;!.r to 01' combined. with the fOl'ebay. 
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[none may be needed); of the -pipe line route;. of the power house 
;ite and tail race. From this the best locations can be definitely deter
nined, and the capacity and rough,dimensions of the forebay andregu
.ating reservoir worked out. Pipe design need not be entere<\ upon~ 
Ind the power house, can beJeft over so long as the plan shows the area 
lvailable for it. The tailrace back to. the nearest stream should be' 
lealt with and· also the overflow from the reservoir. (See paras. on 
., reservoirs," " storage," "£~rebay," "pipes," "tail races" in I. E. E. 
?aper.) - , 
.' IV. Survey %pcn cnan1Jcl.-The route already determined on for

;he open channel (when one is .involved).from the fc,>rebay up to the 
aeighbourhood of the head works wIll ne~t be surveyed, and its nature, 
limensions an,d slope determined' according tu the flow to be allowed 
for. If the regulating reservoir has to be placed somewhere along, this. 
channel, instead' of close to. (or combined with) the forebay, this will 
involve a break of levels; i.c. it' will be fed at top level and will 
discharge at bottom level. Silt traps may have to be provided for in 
~he run: of the channel, unless -clear water can be counted on' and land
slips are improbabl~. Various pointtl to note are . dealt' with in . the 
paragraphs" Headworks and clear. water" and "cana's and opeili 
cftannels" 'in the 1. R'R paper. Tunmilling may be requi~, as well 
as means of crossing nalas or the route and. of allowing overflow at 
safe points if the channel gets blocked. " 

V. Eeadw01·ka.-Siniilarly the head works site will be 'sw;veyed 
(it is. assumed to have been definitely located before the channel is' 
surveyed) and examined with' a view to such a design as_ will secure 
the supply in times of low water !l'nd Doth the supply and security 
in times of flood. ,Protective works may' be necessary to ensm'e this, 
probably in the form of· boulder crates, Itnd this' matter.· should be 
examined. 

VI. Storage • .....:.I! storage on Ii largescale is involv~d the., dam site 
and submerged- area will be s1fl'veyed so as to determine"the.dimensions 
and consequent capacity at 'draw off level; and the practicability..d. 
the site for ponstruetion. The problem of surplus sing .extra water 
must also be dealt with in the design, by whichever method appears-
to suit the conditions best. . 

(See also enquiries in Part A.-VII.); , 

, . VII: ProjeetJatimatca.--Rough project iestimates' should then be 
framed, of the quantities ,involved and approximate cost, care being. 
taken to indicate VfY1'y clearly what is included and 'excluded. It is 
not intended that the estimates s~ol1ld do more than indicate w1l.ether 
the s!)heme will prove cheap, moderately cheap; moderately expensive 
01' very expensive in terms of rupees pel' hors& power capable of devel
opment. Beyond this point the matter· can b~ left over until it is 
decided to proceed with the works. • / ' . 

Signatu1·c .• 

IJate IJcsignatiot)-. 
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PART C.-GENERAL RErORT ON SITE. 
, 

Such information as is available should be summarized in, this- form, 
which is dra.wn up to be progressive from' ·the worst to the best 
sites. ' . 

I. The site is certainly (very probably) useless as shown by the 
particulars in Part A-B para. above; or because the cost of works 
especially (the ' ) would be prohiLitive ; or 

II. It is useless:to investigate the ~ite further until gaugings ha.ve 
shown what the minimum How and/or the yield of the catchment will 
be; but if these prove favol.ltable development under a head of about 

feet may be. feasible. / . 
III. The site appears ~ to be worth further investigation but its 

value for power is very indefinitE\ owing to lack of knowledge of the 
m1nimum How and/or yield of the catchment and for storage ptlssibili--
ties or . 
'. '. It is however probable 
that the power capable of development under a head of about 
feet is of the order of : 

e.h.p. for the 3-4-5 ill'iest months: 
e.A.p. for the rest of the year. 

(For power from How and storage see I .. E. E. paper.) 
IV. The site is worth a preliminary sW'vey as it appears favow'able 

and can be developed under a head of about feet. 
It is_likely to yield power of the order of : 

e.h.p;· for the 3-4-5 driest months: 
e.ll.p. fOT the l'est of the year. 

V. The site)s cert~inly worth detailed survey. Under 'an available 
head of about feet it will, if the~esults of the survey 
.are satisfactory, yield not less than: - . 

e.A.p. for the 3-4-5 dry months: 
e.lI.p. for the rest of the year. 

Signature. 

IJate 
Re.l~af·18 hJ higher authority" 
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3. Pipe' data -and diagrams.-From time to time enquiries have 
been made as to pipe layouts, although the -time has not yet arrived to 
go into details in such matters." Nevertheless the following memorandum 
with its two accompanying loga~rithmic diagrams (Figs. xiv and xv) 
will be found useful for rough estimating purposes. The' general form 
of the curves follows that given in Garrett's" Hydraulic Tables and 
Diagrams" for cast iron pipes, and acknowledgment is aue to that Author; 
it has the advantage tl).at complete datQ. for any size and thickness of ,pipe 
can be contained in one diagram. To avoid crowding however separate 
cnrves are given for A. Welded pipes and B. Rivetted pipes. 

Wodcillg aead; ba8iIJ. of diagram. 

, In Ilalculatingthe wol'1q:ng nead'the ultimate strength of the steel is 
taken as 25 tons. A factor of safety, of 4 is assumed and, in the case of 
li.vetted pipes, an in-efficiency of 08. The formula then: becomes " 

Working head, H = _t -_x 1; 
" ". 

• Hxr 
or t=-. -'-1;-

where 1; is 32,000 for welded pipes and 26,000 for rivettedpipes; 
bei-ng the internal d~~~eter a~d nhe thickness, both in inches. 

Jfl eight p/ pipes; basis of diag1·am. 

The weights given are only aPP!oximations, as for any particular 
complete pipe the addition due to the weight of flanges of varyinO' 
thickness may be lipread overa length of 10 to - 30 feet. Garrett i~ 
the book quoted "above gives curves for the plain tube only, with a 
note as to the way to add for the flanges. The present curves are based 
on the weight of the tube at 41 lbs. pel' sq. foot 1 inch thick, so that"r' 

Weight per foot l'un in pounds is 
" 3·14d(41xt)12. 

For welded pipes 25 % 'has been" added for llanges in th~ thinner 
pipes and 20 % in the thicker ones. Rivetted pipes havlYbeen taKen 
as 16 % to 20 % heavier than plain t~bes, with as addition as before 
for flanges. Reference-io the. weight list of pipes in catalogues (where 
flanges are included) show that the,results are nell.);' enough for" rough 
estimating purposes. ' " ' 

JlTf!rki"ng head; "example. 

The diagonals sloping downwards from left to right are used to find 
the. -working head for a given pipe, o~ the thickne~s .of a pipll of given 

--lIizp. to work on any head. Thus,. findmg the working head on the 
abscissae and the diameter of the pipe oIl. the ordinates,. the diaO'onal 
.at which they intersect gives ~he required thickness. " ) _ b 

So,lrom diagram B, a rivetted pipe of 50 inches internal diameter 
to work ,on a hea~of Z60feet must be ! inch thick. _' 

Remembering~b~t the s<;ales are logarithmic, interpolation can be 
effected by eye nearly enough. . I~ however a slide rule is "laid across 
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a~y of the scales (vei-ticaJ., horizontal or diagonal) in such' a way tha.t 
any two numbers correspond on the paper and the rule,tnen exact 
interpolation is obtained.,' Care must be exercised not to~use the wrong 
set of diagonals. ' 

In the above example, as 1 f~ot head~O·4331bs. per square inch, 
~he sta1ic pl'essure will be 112 Ibs. 

Weight of pipe8; example. 

The diagonals sloping upwanls from left to right are used to find the 
weight of the pipe, afte~ determining its thickness. _ rraking the internal 
diameter on the ordinates, and running up until the diagonal for the 
requh'ed thickness is met, the ab!!cissa opposite will give the weight per 
foot run approximately. - Interpolation as before will give intermediate
points. 

The scales have been made so comprehensive that they include pip,es 
which would ordinarily be impracticable, asJor instance a 250 inch pipe 
of un mechanical tp.inness. Thi!!. however will cause no confusion, and a 
very thin pipe of large diameter may be used as a core in a concrete pipe., 

From diagram A, a welded pipe of 50 inches ihternal diameter and 
! inch thick will weigh (with flanges) about 161 Ibs. per foot run;. 
while a rivett~d Pip~ oOhe same size will (froin diagrain B) weigh 
a1>0ut 193 Ibs. / -' , . 

Ca1'1'!ling capacity and loss of head in pipes. 

For convenience the following table is addea to show, for a pipe of 
any given diameteJ:~ the flow in cusecs Q with the corresponding 
velocity in feet per second and loss of head L per 100 feet of pipe. As 
however pipes invariably become encrusted to some extent, and some
times to a very serious extent, it is always advisable to use a somewhat, 

'larger pipe than would serve at~he first. ' . 

Velocity in feet per second. 
Diameter, 

inches. I " I - s~o I 3'5 I 4'0 4'5 i 5'0 I 5'5 • 6'0 
- _---______ ______ ----L--- ___ , 

'88 I 
, . 

t Q '58 '6B ''18 '98 I'm 1'1'1 
6 

1'80 _, L '82 '1'13 1'50 2'30 2'80 3'20 

------- --' ,-------------' 

! Q 1'05 1'21 l'4{) 1'57 1"13 ' ,,1'92 2'08 
8 

,L '56 ''17 1'00 1'30 1'60 1'90 '2'20 

------ ----:---,--

f Q 1'62 1'92 2'18 :"45 2''12 S'OO S'26 
10 

L '42 '5'1 ''15 '95 1'20 1'40- l'5B 
-I -, \ 
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Diameter 
Veiocity in feet per second 

inches. ' 

-----

12 'i 
Q 2'36 

L '33 
! --,----"----,--------

l40 f 
I" , 

4:28 4'80 i 5'34 
! 

L ,~ ~ ~ ~I fl ~ ~ 

Q, 3'20 1i'88 

16 f . 
Q r-::---:;---::--::-~ ~-:; 
L I '23' '31 '41 '52 ,- '6' ''17 '92 

-----
18 f 

21 f 
! 

240 f 

--;--;.;- --;.;-Mo\---;;-! 8'M '-:;-1-;;-, 
L S •• ~! ~I ~, ~ 

-------------, ___ 1 __ 1----.;... 

Q I as 8'41 9'60 I 10'I!0 \' 12'00': 13'20 ! 14'40 

L I '16 '22 • ,'29 I '37' '40 '55 I . '67., 

--- ---" ---.--------, -,---
9'42 9'90· 12'60 114'10 "II 15''10 1'1'20 1 18'90 

L, '14 '19 '25 '31 '38 '46.1 '55 

Q 

" 
27 f 

-" --------"----------
Q 11'90 13'90 U'90 11'1'eo \19'80 j21'SO 23'80 

L '12 '16 '21' '2'1 I '33 '40 ,~' 

30 ~ ": ":: ": os: I": ": t ":: t, 
I 

33 f 
36 f 

Q 17'80 --;.;--;;;;- ~6;'10 -;;--;;-1-;;-
L ~ U ~ fi _ fi ~' , 

Q -;.;- " ~4 .. 70· .2S'30 /31'7J 35'40 38'80'~ 
L ~ fl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Q I· 2S'80' 

L I . '07 

1_' __ -
33"10 38'40 4S'20 48-oo11i2-OO 67'50 

'12. '16 '19 ! "23 ' '28 
{ 

c 
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4. Anero~d levelling notebook.-In many casea ipformation 
h~s been sent 1U as to falls of so many feet "as found by. aneroid ~', 
wIth no statement as·to whether the readings have been " reduce4" or 
n.ot, 'A handy, notebook for rec.ording and reducing such readings was 
cIrculated to the officers on special.duty 1I.nd is reproduced here so" far 
as the explanatory mltter is concerned; the form of sheet for readinO's 
is also given.,. b 

Notes on Lenelling wit! 4neroirJ and forms for f,eeorilinf/Levels. 

Notwithstanding claims made on behalf of the Aneroid for accurate 
levelling it is certainly true of most instruments by the best makers, 
that, after the necessary couections have been made, there remain 
!3el'iolls discrepanuies j this is especially the case in extremes of climate, 
whether in the not weather in India or in the polar regions. In the 
latter case Dr. G. C. Simpson, F.R.S., found this method of determin
ing altitudes unreliable and the.present writer's experience confirms the 
opinion in warmer climes. . ", 

The majority' of levels based on aneroid reading that the writer' has. 
'received have however not been corrected at all, so that they may be 
wrong to an unnecessary degree unless the corrections happen to balance 
out. In. the first place it must be remembered that the aneroid, even 
thuogh calibrated in feet, shows the pressure of the atmosphere and not the 
altitude. Owing to a, depression or to anticyclonic conditions varia
tions of an inch or more are common enpugh at different times of the 
year, and may occur in a day during disturbed conditions; this represents 
from about 900 feet variation at sea level to 1,100 at hill station altitlOl
des. The actual c< reduced level JJ 01' height above sea. level can therefore 
only be found (approximately) when a known altitude or contour line is 
included in the readings; and then not easily in disturbed. weather condi
tions. Nevertheless the method is 11100o:;t useful in hydro-electric recon
naissance, where ilillere nees of altitude aC6required. 

Clearly "the best results ~Il be obt~lned when one instrument is left 
at the starting point and read at· intervals, so as to give the actual 
atmospheric variations during the. time the' readings are being ta~en 
elsewhere. From the fixed instrUment a curve can be constructed whIch 
'will give the l-eading at that -station at the time other readings are being 
taken, thus balancing out diurnal and climatic variations by simultaneous 
readings.. This method however is sellfom praCticable in the field. Even 
when two instruxnents Q.re available it is generally necessary, and always 
more convenient, to take both over the ground and average their reduced 
results. For one thing the discrepancies between them give an idea. of, 
the probable error. .. 

Diurnal variation. - This i'eduction offers no difficulty when it is 
undei'stood, but cases are on record where a correction has been a.pplied 
in the wrong manner for the diurnal variation. MoleswOl-th's 'f Pocket 
Book" gives two curves (see <t Aneroid levelling") showing the mean 
annua.l c01'l'ection for diurnal variation for Calcutta. and Simla.. respect-
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ively, with factprs for correction for latitude' ~nd altitude. The differ
ence in these two curves, and -the fact that they are only mean 'l'ea ultl 
and that the mean results elsewhere will differ from either, shows at 
(lnce that unless the actual diurnal variation for the period in question 
is known there m,ay easily be considerable uncertainty. In fact the 
actual variation will sometimes be half that of the curve or may be 
masked by other changes: Taking these curves as the basis however 
it will be found that the diurnal variation crosses the zero line at about 
I hour, q to,7 hours, 13 to 14 hours, and 20 hours. Where 2 aneroids 
are employed their readings should be kept separate and· independently 
reduced. To each reading should be added or subtracted the. diurnal 
(lorrection in feet from the curve to give the reduced apparent -altitude 
of the station. Thus if t.wo readings are taken at different places at 11 
hours and 16 hours some 40 to 50 feet will be added to the apparent 
altitude at the former and the same amount will be subtracted from the 
latter, so as to reduce both readings to the zero Ot datum line of the 
curve. This may convert an apparent rise into a.n a:ctual fall or vice 
versa, as-Bhown in Table XVI. 
. _ The following pages give the actual mea.n correction -i~ feet at a 
number of stations in India, alphabetically arranged, for every month 
.in the year, aBd have been furnished by the' Meteorological Department. 
In any case~the nearest station should be taken, or the mean between 
adjacent stations, the plus correction being added to the observed height 
and the minus subtracted. T~is will give closer. accuracy . than the ~ 
·of Molesworth's curves. The tables give local, ·not standard tIme 
(82!D East or 5l hours -East 9f Greenwich). Thus BelglJ.um is 74!D 
longitude or 8° West of the Indian standard meridian. 1\s each degree 
is equal to 4. miqutes of time Belganm local time ill' 32 minutes different, 
local noon in the table being 12·32 Standard time. Burm_a. Standard 

: time is based on 6 hours East of Greenwich 01' 97 iO longitude so is 
J>ractically Rangoon local time: . 

[Tables. 

c2 



Table I.-ALLAHABAD. 

, COBBBOTION TO BB APPLIBD TO DETBBHINATIO!i OP HBIGHT BY BABOHETIIB. FEBT. 

Local time. I . . t .: t 
to ~ .co t II -i ~ 

.co , .. e -5 :;:l ol .g 13 13 

" ~ i- Ii ~ 
l" 8 

0: ~ 
.. 

~ .. 0: t: <5 .. co " .. .. .. .. 
.... "" .):;1 ):;1 ..... ..,. ..q c£, 0 Ii!< ; Q . 

, I -
Hn. 

0 -1 0 + 8 -1 + 4 + 7 +14 +12 + 9 + 1 _. 4 -- 2 

1· -5 -7 -5 -18 -9 + 1 + 4. + 2 + 1 -8 -9 ,. -6 
2 -18 -15 '-14 -20 -17 -7 -8 -9 -8 , -15 -16 -13 
3 -20 -22 -20 -25 -17· -12 -15 -16 -15 -20 -19 , -18 
4 -24 -26 -22 -21 -11 -9 -15 -18 -14 -21 -22 -21-, 

5 -19 -18 -10 -6 + 2 + 2 -8 -8 -5 +-11 ·--140 -14 " 
6 -4 -1 + 7 +J7 +21 +19 + 6 + 8 +13 + 8 !2~ 

"':"2 

7 +16 +21 +32 +8S +.48. +38 +21 +21 I +81 +29 +21 
8 +40 +45 +"7 +60 +57 +48 ,+85 +35 +48 +49 +48 +43 
9 +64 +65 +78 +72 +65 +66 +41 +47 +55 +63 +66 +64 

10 +73 +71 +74 +72 +62 +54 +44 +61 +66 +63 +66 +70 
11 +55 +62' +63 +59 +112 +44. +a7 +44 +48 +49 +52 +53 
12 +28 +38 +39 +41 +34 +29 +26 +29 +27 +25 +24 +24 
13 -4 + 6 + 7 + 13 +10 + 7 + 7 '+ 8 -1 -6 -9 -9 
140 -27 -21 -23 -17 -16 +14. -17 -16 -27 -28 ...,..,31 -31 
15 -42 -41 -47 -41 -89 -41 \ ..!-39 -39 -49 -43 -43 -43 
16 -45 -48 -67 -58 -61 -58 -53 .,.-54 -61 -48 --44 -&6 

17 -40 -48 -68 -62 -66· -i4 -56 -66 -119 -43 -38 -42 
18 _ .• 33 -39 -61 -54 -67 -54 -48 -48 -49 -37 -29 -31 
19 -19 -26 -38 --41 -47 -37 -29 -31 \ -30 -23 .,.-16 -20 
20 -5 -9 -20 -21 -27 -19 -9 '-11 -6 ~3 -2 -6 
21 + 5 + & -3 -4· -9 -8 

I 
+ 7 + 9 +10 + 6 + 6 + 6 

22 + 9 + 6 + 8 + 6 '+11 +11 +23 +21 +16 + 9 + 8 +.9 
23 + I) + 6 + 7 + II +10 +12 +21 +18 +18 + 7 +.4 +6 . 

~ 

-



Table iI.~BELGAUM. 

CORBECTION TO BE APPLIJlD TO DETBBVINATION 01/ HEIGHT BY BABOMETEB. FlIT. 

I 

I 
----

Local time. >. 
.. Iii 

t-
o. .: 

r ~ -; j -; .. .. ~ 
.. 1 

" :::l >. ~ !b " i ~ - ~ ~ 
.. 2 ~ " 

~ ... ~ " ..:: .. !! 
1'00 ~ ... rJl 0 Z P 

,--- . . -'---1----

• 
Bra. . 

0 + 8 + 8 + 9 +' '1 + 7 +14 d~ +13 +10 + 7 + '1 +10 

1 -8 - 6 -'1 -9 -'1 + 2 + 6 -4 -)I -7 -7 -4 
2 -16 _20 -19 -18' -1'1 -10 -19 ' -17 -16 -19 -20 

, -20 

3 -2'1 -Ill -28 :-25 -22 -18 -26 -26 -24 -25 -2'1 -28 

4 -25 -32 -28 ;:."':'23 -1'1' -19 -2'1 -26 -28 -28 -24 -27 

6 -18 ' -19 -15 I -8 -4 -11 --21 -21, -13 -11 -10 -16 

. 6 + 4 -1 + 6 + 9 +18 0 -7 -8 0 + 7 + 8 _1 

'1 +26 +25 +29 +33 +33 +13 + 8 +10 , 
" +18 +29 +29 +23 

8 +50 +48 +55 '+54 +49 " +26 +23 +26 +35 +45 +48 +45 

9 +67 +64 +68 +62 +5'1 +83 +88 +3'1, +45 +57 +60 +158 

10 +67 +72 +71 + 61 +54 +38 +34 +40 +50 +59 +60 +60 

11 +45 +51 +53 +'45 +37 +20 +20 +31 +34 '+37 +84 +89 

12 +18 +22 +21 +22 +13 + 6 +11 +15 +10 +. 8 0 + 9 

13 , -18 -9 -'1 -10 -12 -10 -I -4 -17 -22 -\14 -20 
14 • -44 -37 -39 -38 -85 -21 -18 -21 ":"38 -4'1 -45 -42\ 

15 -59 -55 -60 ...,.59 "":'53 -8'1 -'-28 -35 -62 -60 -67 -66 

16 -69 -61 -67 -66 -61 -41 -36 -42 -60 -59 ,54 -55 

17 ..:..4,9 -61 -54 -59 -54 -37,- -29 ":"86 -34 -43 -4~ -44 

18 --'30 -36 -40 -43 -37 -25 -19 -24 -25 -27 -24 -l!7 

19 -12 -15 -20' -14 -19 -'1 -4 -6 ..... 6 -6 ~5 -'-3 

'"I 
+10 + 8 + 4 + 9, -;1~ + 8 + 8 +10 +12 +16 +111 +16 

21 +24 

I 
+23 +22 +22 +20 +21 +80 +27 +27 +26 +28 

22' +25, +28 +29 ' , ,+26 +80 +27 +28 +,85 +32 +2'1 +80 +28 

23 • +15 +18 +20 +17 +21 +25 • +22 +27 ' +24 +18 +21 +19 

" '" -
( 



Table 1lI.-BELLARY . 
• 

COBBBCTIOlf TO JIB APPLIBD TO ])JITlIBHINATIOlf OP BBIGBT BY BABOHBTBB. FBBT. 

- , 
Lo~l time. r>. I j ~ .: I t r>. .. ..J ~. 

I 
t 

Q) .. oS .= a '" '" .. " =E 
.. a a .. " .. <> r>. ,p r>. e, .8 :S .. Q) 

Ii '" 
.. " I- g 

Q) )i "" )i " ";; !i 
Po· 

'" " 
I . .. ... 1"1 < . ... .... • rn 0 Z A 

~n. , - 1+22 t22 0 + 9 + 8 +·9 +10 +10- +22 +22 +140 +12 +13 
1 + 1 U -1 0 + 1 +10 +10 +10 +9 + 1 0 -t' 2 
II -Ill -12 -Ill -12 -8 0 -2 + 1 -3, -10 -12 -10 
3 -20 -22 -19 -19 -13 -8 -12 -11 '-:"13 -19 -22 -19 

" ~2 -24- -211 ~19 ..... 11 - 9, -13 -11 -13 -18 --22 -21 
5 -10 -8 -7 -4 + Ii 0 - - 6 - 1 0 -6 -8 -8 
6 + 9 + 9 +11 '+17 +22 +12 + 5 + 9 i"14 i"14 +11 i" 7 
'1 +80 +32 +3'1 +38' +43 +115 +18 +2'1 +30 +36 +82 +28 
8 +5" +" +66 I +60 +62 +89 +32 +44 +50 +55 +52 +52 
9 +72 +'1' +'13 +71 +'10 +45 +40 +51' +59 +66 +68 +65 

10 +'15 +82 +7" +73 +'10 +46 i"40 +50 +58 +67 +68 +'10 
'11 +60 • +'10 +61 +58 ' +58 +34 +30 . +86 +48 +4; +49 +56 
12 +27 +38 +34 +34- +88 +16 +13 +20 +1'1 +14 +16 +18 
13 -9 + 5 -2 + 5 + 8 -6 -7 -6 -16 -1'1 -19 -18 
14 -42\ -33 -34 -28 , -2'1 -27 -30 -33 -4'1 -48 -42 -46' 
15 -63 -53 -58 --57 -52 -49 -48 -55 -69 -6'1 -64 .-68 -
16 . -68 -'12 -'10 -72 -'11 -68 -57 -68 -76 -'11 -68 --ti8 
17 -62 -67 -67 -'11 -73 -61 -1i5 -64 -69 ..... 60 -57 -58 
18 -48 -54 -119 "-60 -68 -51 -41 -51 -53 -45 -41 -43 
19 -28 -3'1 -40 -43 -44 -31 -21 -31 -'-29 -22 -17 -21 
20 -7 -15 -IS' -22 -25 -4 -1 -5 . -3 + 4 + 5 + 8 
21 +10 o , 0 -1 ~ 7· +11 +16 +16 

j 
+ II! . +18 +19 +19 

. 22 

I 
+18 

I 
+1'" +15 I +16 +ll . +27 +2!! -81 +31 +26 

I 
+24 +26 

23 +16 +16 +1'1 +17 +16 +29 +so +30 +30 +23 +20 +22 . 
"8 . _Z __ . .J~_. - .S .. 5 a ] ; . . . • 



Table IV.-CHllT AGONG.' . 
• CORRBOTIOli TO .BB APPLIED TO DIITBRKINATION 0" HBIGHT BY BAROMBTBR. FBET. , 

.. , 

I 
i 'l. 

c-
, 

Loca.\ time. >. 

j 
j I J I .: 

I. >. .. ~ 
.' .. 

... .. .d j ~ 
.<> 

• e :ii I I ~ @ 
" 2 >. .; 

,~ " .: ~ " 
III> Po ... " 

,!! 
.::; ~ " " ..'ij .. 0 .. 

f'<,o ::o! I ~ ~ fLl Z A 

HTB. 
0 + 14 +14 + 7 +4 +18 -fe15 +25 +21 . +21 +7 +12 +14 

1. + 5 + 8 -4 -18 I -' 2 + 8 + 5 + Il +10 -1 + 8 + 8 

II' .~ 5 - 8 -17 -20 -16 - 9 .- 8 -3- -i - 8 - 5 -1 

3 -111 -17 -27 -SS "';2S -17 -12 -10 -14 -17 -14 ";12 

4 ~21 -26 -29 ...;33 -21 -19 -18 -14 -18 -16 -19 _15 

Ii -19 -20 -19 -18 ~ 6 -17 ' -IS -10 -9 - 7 -10 ":'8 

6 -4 -3 - 1 0 + 5 + 1 0 + 2 + 1 +11 + 6 + 1 

7 +12 +19 +21 +24 ' +23 +20 +14 +16 +20 +27 +25 +17 

8 +S3 + 37 +46 +47 +39 +31 +27 +30 +39 +46 +43. +36 

9 +li6 +58 +63 +'61 +52 +36 +36 +40 +50 +60 +59 +53 

10 +68 . +'i0 +,68 +66 +56 +38 +88 \ +45 +51 +60 +58 +57 

,n +49 

·1 

+57 +58 +58 +44 +31\ +30 +37 +38 +43 +37 +36 

12 +20 + 3] +37 +43· +31 +IS +16 +22' +1S + 17 +ll. + 8 

18 - 9 + 4 +10 . +el7 +14 .. 5 - 1 + 2 - 9 -12 -lIl , -2A 

)4 "':SI -24 -14 --12 -10 -13 -22 -23 -35 -37 -40 -42 

15. • -47 -51 -38 -31 -34 -31 -·35 -43 -55 -51 -52 -51 

16 -61 -53 -52 I -45 -fi5 -44 -50 -'05 -65 -57 -66 -56 

17 -42 I -'-50 -52 -55 -56 -4S -50 -55 -D5 -"-49 -45 -46 

18 -31 ,-41 -47 -47 -45 -40 -39 ":'44 -41 -40 

I 
-81 -33 

]9 -IS -32 -32 -31 c'_36 ,,;,.25 -21 -27 -24 -24 -15 -17 

20 - 2 -11 ~IS -11 -18 
_ 6 

-1 - \I .0 -'4 + 3 + 1 

21 .j.11 + 7 + 5 + 6 .+ II 
I 

+13 +IS I , .. 13 +17 .+ 9 +17 +16 

22 +17 +20 I +19 +20 +15 +97 I '+31 +29 +29 , ... 20 +211 +25 

23 +IS +17 +13 ,r 16 +21 +241 . +34 +29 I +26 I 
+15 +19 +2!! 

~ 



, Table V.---CU17 ACK . 

• . 
COBBBOTION oro BB APPLIIID TO DIITBBKlliATIOll OP RIIIGRT BY BAllOKETBB. FBBT. 

" , 

/, I J,ocBl time. . 
~ t ,; t ~' -'" .. ' ., 

• .. .. ..= 1 a .. ''9 l .. .. d ~ 
.. .g .. .. <> ~ ~ ~ .. ,1>, .. .. !>f) Q. "t: " " .. .. "" .. " " ~ '" z, '" ... "" ,::.1 

"'" 
::.1 ... ... rn 0 " A -, ------- ---

Bra" 
0 +11 +21 +16 +12 +16 +28 +22 +18 +15 +11 + 1 +12 
1 + 4 ... I) + 5 + 2 + 9 + 8 +10 + 1\ + 6 - 1 +-21 + S 
2 - 5 - 5 -5 -: 7 0 -2 + 1 - 7 - 7 -10 _- 8 '- '1 3 -13 -15 -14 ' -15 -Ii -10 -8 -14 -16 -16 -16 -14 

,4 -17 -14 -16 -11 -9 -14 + 8 -16 -1'1 -15 ,-16 -13 
5 -7 -8 - 6 0 + 2 - '1 - 4 -10 - 8 - 9 ~6 - 2 
6 + '1 + 6 +15 +18 +21 -9 + 7 -2 + 4 +11 +11 +11 
'1 +26 +27 +36 +39 +36 +23 +21 +16 +20 +30 +30 -+30 ' 
8 +49 +49 +55 +58 +48 +33 ' +29 +3l +3'1 +45 +45 +51 
9 +66 .+68 +71 +67 +56 +41 +35 +41 +47 +57 +62 +68 

10 +68 +'11 +71 +63 +51 +3'1 +35 +43 ::: +53 +60 +62 
11 +49 +53 +51 +47 +36 +26 +29 +31 +34 +37 +42 
12 +19 +23 +22 +23 +16 +11 +13 +15/ +15 + 9 +10 +11 
13 -12 -11 "':10 " -8 -10 -10 -10 . -'- 2 -12 +22 -23 -18 
14- -44 -41 -44. -40 -37 -30 -28 -25 -33 -39 -42 -45 
15 -62 -65' -69 ":61 -59 -48 -44 -41 -49 -53 -55 -60 
16 -68 -'13 -81 -77 -76 -61 -57 -53 -5'1 -56 -61 -61 
1'1 -58 -66 -73 -'13 -69 --55 -48 -48 -51 -'-46 -50 -51 
18 -43 -51 -60 -58 -53 -38 -40 -33 -35 -32 -34 -38 
19 -23 -28 ~ -33 -29 -31 -18 -21 -16 -18 -1'1 -14 -21 
20 - 1 -3 - 6 ,.- 6 -11 + 1 + 1 + 3' +,5 

, 
+ 3 + 3 - 1 

21 +17 +16. +14 +15 +10 +16 +15 ,+20 +19 +22 +12 +13 
22 +26 +26 +2'1 +23 +26 +31 +28 

I 
+28 +26 ' +24 +18 +20 

23 +20 +24 +22 + 22 +23 +29 +2'1 +23 +25 I +18 +16 I -+17 . 
• 



Table VI.~OEESA. 

• 
, 

CORRBOTION TO BB ~pPLmD TO DETBRMINATlON 011 HEIGHT BT BAROMBTER. • FBB'r., 

-. 
T,ocal time. ;>,. J .: 

, 
~ I ~ 

.. j 
~' .; ~ t .c 

.::l d .g, a a' 

= ~ 
e 

~ 
. ;>, g ;>, ~ ~ ! I ~ .. :a )l " ;; " '" ... • ro. ... .... j a2 r:I ,--

Hr •. 
0 -1. + 8 - 2 - 5 - 4· + 1\ + Ii +' 1 + 1\ .-2 + S + 1 
J -10 ;,. '1 - 8 -12 -10 -'9 -4 - 4 -8 -10 -6 -'1 
2 ~17 ,-16 -15 -19 -14 ~6 '.-11 -14 -12 -16 -14 -12 
3 ,;,,24 -23 - -20 -22 -15 -9 -17 -20 "';10 -20 -21 ...... 22 
4 -29 -28 -19 -19 -IS - '1 -24 --'-22 -18 -22 -21 -22 
6 -16 -1'1 ':....- 4 - 1 + 9 + 7 -11 ':":11 -2 -'/ -9 ,-11 
6 + 2· -1 +12 +19 +29 +2tl + 6 + '1 +14 +14 + 8 + 9 
'1 +20 +18 +81 +40 +48 +48 +25 +24 +82 

, 
+3'1 +30 +20 

8 +40 +41 +56 +&7 +62 +54 +39 +40 +50 +53 +49 +44 
11 +65 +60 +69 *,10 +68 +58 +47 +50 _ +58 +66 +63 +62 

10 +'12 +67 +'18 68 +66 . +55 +48 +54 +61 t 66 +58 +66 
11 +58 +111 +5'1 +112 +48 ' +43 +41 +40' +4'1 +45 +38 +46 
12 +28 +29 +81 +29 +28 -22 +25 +22 +28 +14 +10 '+15 
13 -9 ..... 1 0 - 1 + 8 ,-I + 7 + 3 -6 -16 ..... 18 ..-12 
14 ,...85 -29 -27 -2'1 -2l! -23 -13 -15 ~S2 --87 _39 -35 
15 -47 -48 -52 -49 "';'45 ~45, -81 -35 -47 -50 -51 -49 
16 -48 -56 -61 -63 -63 -64 .. 47 -49 -54 --58 -55 '-54 

17 -43 -50 -540 -56 -62 -66 ';"'50 -49 ~511 -46 ... 46 "";'45 

18 -30 -37 -44 -46 -53 ...,.5'1 -41. -38 -4:( -32 -2'1 -32 

19 -10 -18 -27 '-29 -40 -40 -28 ~23 -24 -18 "':'13 -14 

20 ... 6 + 1 -11. J..12 '-18 -16 -9' -'1 -10 + 1 + 4 + 1 

21 +15 +13 + 4 + 2 - II + 2 + 6 + 7 + 8 +12 +1'1 +13 

22 +22 +22 +11 +10 + 8 +13 

I 
'+16 ' .. +16 +16 +20 

\ 

+26 +21 

23 +10 I +14 + 6 I + 6 I + 9 +11 +14 I 
+12 I +13: +11 +18 +13' 

- ' 



Table VII.-GOALPARA. 

COBBECTJOlf TO BE APPLIED TO DIITERHINATIOlf Oli' HEIGH,!, BY BAI&OHliTEB. . ' 
FBBT. , 

.. 

Local time. 
t-

o! .: .: ., 
~c ... .: 

., ., 
~ ~ 

... .. .. .d II ~ .§ ~ .. 
~ :E ~ 

~' " ~ ;:. ., Ill> eo t ... '. ~ .. 
~ ~ " " ~ ., ... "" ;:;t ... , -sj rn ·0 ! Z A . . , .,-- . ---

Rre, 
0 +11 +14 +10 • 3 0 +14 +13 +19 +19 '+ 8 + 9 +11 
1 + 6 + 6 + 2 -6 -11 + 4 + 6 +10 +10 + 1 + 6 + 6 
II -1 -'I -11 -19 -16 -9 -2_ 0 + 1 -8 -1 + 1 
8 -11 -'-16 -18 -:-21 -22 -16 -9 -8 -9 -18 -11 -'I 
... "':"21 • -111 -21 -'-21 -14, -15 -12 -12 -10 -17 -17 -140 
&; -17 -15 -11 -40 -4 -7 -:'1 - 5 -6 -10 -18 -13 
6 - 8 + 4- +12 +1& +18 +12 + '1 + 8 + 9 + 8 + 2 + 2 
7 +19 +80 +38 +4 +4040 +29 _::+22 +26 +29 +81 +27 +25 
8 I +46 +53 +66 +68 . +63 +42 +3'1 +42 +47 _ +64 +112 +50 
9 +70 +71 -+79 +78 , +73 +49 +44 +540 +59 +70 +72 +'76 

10 +'16 +76 +77 +'78 +78 +409 +46 +66 +59 +70 +'140 +79 
11 +55 +60 +640 +66 +62 +405 +3'7 +405 +50 +56 +55 +60 
12 +21 +29 +36 +43 +40 - +31 +21 ,2~ +26 +26 +25 +25 ' 
18 -15 • -9 -1 +11' +17 + 8 w+ 3 -5 -'I -11' -16. 
140 -'2 -4() -340 -240 . -12 -15 -19 -28 -35 -340 -41 ' -440 
15 r 58 -61 -67 -50 -39 -39 -42 -49 -56 -53 -57 -62 
16 -·640 -'11 -73 -66 -60 -59 -56 --640 -68 -59 -·62 -66 
17 -56 -64 .' -72 -74 -69 : -63 -58 -66 -69 

, 
-57 -57 -60 

I I 

18 -42 -51 -62 -64 -6'1 -M -50 -57 . -58 -60 -47 -407 
19 -21 -31 -42 -403 -61 '-34 ' -29 -39 -89 -31 -27 -'-27 
20 • -2 

':-13 
-15 -26 _80 -16 -8 -13 -13 -9 -9 -11 

21 +11- + 4- -8 -8 + 5 +140 +12 +10 +'8 + 6 + 5 
22 +16 +18 +15 .0 + 7 +20 +26 +23 +1I1 +13 +12 +15 
113 +16 +18 +12 , + 6 + 8 +21 +23 +28 '+25 +140 +15 +16. 

, 
2_ ~ . 3_ • 1._ - .... 



Table VlII.-HAZARIBAGH. 

CORRBCTION!l'!, DB APl'LIBD!l'O DB~BMINA!l'ION OIP BBI~B'I',DY BAROMBTBB. FBB!l'~ 

I 
• 

I I I I Local tiqto. 
~ 

.: I j '~ 

., .: .. 
1 I 

~ 1 t .8 
" e ;: ~ g b :S ,~ a 
" il flO , ~ ~ :a ,~ '~ ~ " ~ , .. ., Z fio< ... CZ) 0 A , 

Hili. 
" 

,0 + 4 + 8 + 8 + 5 + 4 +11 + 14 +14 +14 + 5 + l! + 6 
1 ,() + 2 -3 -3 -6 + 3 + 4- + 8 + 6 ,-8 -5 -1 
2 -7 -9 -12 -5 -14 - 5, -'--6 -5 -3 -11 -12 -7 
S -15 -18 -22 -.-22 -19 -12 -15 -14. -18 -17 -9 -15 
4 -22 -26 -26 ":"'22 -18 -15 -18 -16 -16 -22 -22 -20 
5 -22 -illS -19 -14 -11 -9 -14 ,14. -11 --17 -19 -20 
6 -12 -14 -5, + 3 + 6 + 5 -3 -2 + 1 -9 -9 _11 
7 + G + 9 +17 +24 +24- +19 +12 +13 +20 +11 +11 + 8 
8 +28 +30 +39 +41 +39, +81 +23 +27 +36 +38 +31 +27 
~ +51 +48 +55 +54- +48 +37 +81 +39 +47 +52 +60 +50 

10 • +59 +60 +59, +57 +52 +89 +35. +44 +49 ,+51'1 +56 +58 
11 +48 +54 +58 +51 +44 , +33 +32 +87 +43 +45 +46 +48 
12 +26 +35. +37 +36 +33 , +22 +22 +25 +28' +26 +lIh +26 
13 0 -9 +12 +14 +11 +4 + 7 + 5 + 2 + 1 0 -8, 
14 -22 , -17 -15 -11 -10 i -:15 -11 ,-17 -25 -20 -21 -28 

.. 16 -36 -35 ~37 ""':'34 -29 -33 -80 -35 -44- -35 -36 -!.sa. 
16 -41 -43 ~46 -60 -46 -45 -40 -49 -58 -41' -42 -40 
17 -37 -41 -54 -64 -56 ·-46 -44 --60 -60 , -37 -38 -36 
18 -28 -33 -42 -49 -46 :""39 -38 -42 -40 -32 -so -28 
19 -15 -lI8 -28 -37 -8S -26 -25 -28 -25 -i9 "':"'16 -15 
20 I 0 -6 -10 -17 _IS I -9 -2 -Ii 

I' 

-5 -2 -1 -2 
III + 9 + 6 + 5 , 0 +'6 +6 +11 +14 +14 + 9 + 8 + 8 
22 +13 +14 I +14. '+lS +16 

I 
+19 +28 +24 +22 +14 +"12 +16 

23 i +12 +13 +13 +12 +14 +18 +22 +22 +19 +11 +10 +14 
; 

._, -



"fable IX.-PACHMAfutt 
, ; 

COBBBCTIOll' !fO II APl'LIBD !fO DBTBBMIJlA!flON 0' JlBIGJI!f BY BABOMB!rBB. FBB!f • 

. -.-
oca.! time. JJ I l I .: .: e- o: 

., 
2 .c ,.J .&l 

" . i. g, ! 
., s s . 

" ~ =il I .:. .; .:. ~ ~ 
., 

" .= " " ~ ~ :; " .. " 0 ~ .... ~ ... ... ~ <1.1 0 Z 

L 

, . BrI. 
0 • + 6' + • + 6 0 + 2 + 9 + 7 + 4 +ID + 2 + 1 + 2 
1 -6 -7 -II -11 -8 -2 -1 -6 -3 -8 -9 -6 
2 -140 -19 ";"2D -21 -16 -11 -11 -16 -14 -19 -2D -16 
8 ...,...26 -29 -28 -28 -18 -17 -19 -23 '-22 -26 -27 -24 
4 -29 -33 -29 -26 -16 -17 -19 -22 -25 -29 -28 -3D 
6 -24 -26 -2D -140 -6 -9 -18 -14 -16 -18 -22 -22 
6 -12 -12 -6 -1 + ~7 oj. 4 - 3' -3 -6 -4 - 8 -10 
7 + 3 , + 8 +11 +UI + 3 +17 +l() +ID +11 +14 +10 + 15 
8 +22 +26 +83 +35 +85 +27, +21 +24 +26 +29 +28· +24 
9 +43 +44 .,.60 +4Q +46 +36 +30 +34 +38 +43 +45 +44 

10 +57 +59 +67 +66 +50 +40 +36 +41 +45 +61 +53 I +63 
11 +44 +62 +60 +48 +44 +35 +83 +38 +39 +88 +41 +89 
12 +24 +30 +32 +34 +32 +24 +23 +26 +28 +18 +21 +18 
18 -8 + 6 7 +13 +13 + 6 + 9 + 9 + 3 -3 -6 -6 
14 -24 -17 -]6 -l() .-9 -13 -8 .-9 -18 -22 -26 -26 
16 

I 
-34 -82 -33 -29 -28 -29. -22 -26 -116 -32. -34 -86 

16 -88 :-88 -43 -43 -46 --43 -37 -37 -43 -3~\ -87 -87 
17 '-50 -84 -40 -42 -48 -44 -87 -35 -38 -81 -81 -28 
18 -18 -21 -29 -82 -37, -85 -211 -25 -27 -19 -20 -15 
19 I -4 -9 1-17 • -19 -·23 -112 -16 -13 -9 -7 -2 -2 
20 +10 + 4 -1 -6 -10 -6 -3 -1 + 6 + 9 +12 +12 
21 +20 +15 +13 :+ 6 + 1 + 7 + 9" +111 +19 +17, +20 +19 
22 

I 
+22 +20 +20 +16 +10 +15 +21 +21 +25 +19 +19 +19 

28 +15 
·1 

+14- +13 +10 + 9 +16 I +16 +140 +18 +10 +12 +13 
, 



Table X.-POONA. 

COBRBOTION TO BJII APPLIBD TO DBTBBHINATION 011 HBIGHT BY BABOHBTBB. FBBT. 

I 

LOlal time. I I 
/ . 

t-
..: 

Ji . ..: 
~ " <.! -a ~ 

" .. ,.; ,Q 

" e ~ \ ~ ~ ~ i> " -[ ~ El 

" .g bi> 8 .. >-1 '" >-1 " " " 'J1 " ~ " ... fO. ~ ... ~ ~- 0 Q 
~ --'-

Hra, 
0 +10 ' +14 +15 + 7 ,+12 +18 +12 + 9 + 12 +10 + Ii +12 
1 -1 + 2 -1 -8 + 2 ,.: 5 -8 0 "- 2 -1 -7 + 1 
2 -13 -12 -13 -15 - 8 -10 -18 -16 -15 -13 , -18 -13 
8 -21 -19 -22 -18 -15 -14 -27 -21 -21 -17 -16 -22 
4 '-17 -19 "-18 -14 -10 -15 -30 -24 -21 -14 -10 -17 

-5 -7 -14 -5 -1 -2 -10 -22 -12 ~12 -4 + 1 .-7 
6 +Ir + 8 +16 +18 t 17 + 5 '-10 -13 + 1 +16 +21 + 9 
,7 +32 +33 - +40 +40 +84 + lI1 + 7 +11 +21 +85 +45 +32 
8 +58 +5, ' +63 '+58 +49 +80 +20 +28 +40 +58 +62 +57 
9 +75 +72 +78 +67 +53 +85 +30 +85 +46 +68 .. 74 +69 

10 +71 +74 +71 +59 +48 +32 +83 +88 +47 +57 +66 +63 
11 +47 +63 -51 +88 +31 +22 +28 +27 +82 +8B +41 +41 
12 +11 +19 +22 +14 +10 + 8 +16 +15 +8 + 8 + 7 + 9 
13 --24 -18 -15 -17 -18 -10 + 2 -1 -21 -24 -25 -27 
14 -52 -46 -47 -44 --41 -28 -13 -19 -43 -58 -51 -51 
15 -66 -68 --68 -67 -56 -42 -24 -33 -65 -67 -68 ~ 

16 -67 -78 -76 -70 -64 --49 -32 ":"'41 -1i4 -68 -67 -68 
17 -ii7 -66 -71 " -62 -57 -46 """32 .,-88 -44 -50 -67 -63 
18 -89 -52 -63: -44 -89 -28 -23 -25 -26 ~S3 -41 -39 
19 -15 -28 -27, -.-20 -21 -12 -6 -8 -1 -,9 -16 -16 
20 + 4 0 -1 0 0 + 7 + 9 +11 +16 +11 + II + 6 
21 +20 .,.20 +18 +16 +17 +21 

! 
+ 21 +20 +29 +26 +18 +21 

22 +25 +29 +27 +26 +24 +82 +80 +80 +29 +25 +19 +24 
23 ... 16 +23 +24 +20 +24 +81 t 24 +22 +22 +18 +14 +17 

.. 



table XI.-RANGOON. ~ 
~ 

, ' 

COBRBCTION TO BB APPLIBD TO DBTBB.HIlIlATION 01' HBIG!n: BY BABOIDTBB. }'BBT. 

( 

I , 
I, Local time. .: \ 

j eo:. ., \ t &- .. .: .., .: .., 
GO 

.. ..ci .. ~ .. s 

\' 

s 
" e ~ :;::: eo:. .; ,;" '" 2 ~ "" .... .. 
'" ~ '", '" C; "" C) 
co .. "" )1 '" 

c .. '" ~ 
., 

~ fZ< :.l <II ~ ~ -Il CZI , 0 A 
A , ~- < 

Hrs. \ 
0 +13 +11 +15 +12 +12 +l~ +15 +20 +IS +18 +15 +16 
1 + 9 0 -0 + 4 -1 + 3 + 5 + ~ + 6 + 4 + 3 + 5 
2 -'6 -12 "-18 0 -15 -8 -'~ -3 -~ -5 -5 -6 
3 -19 -20 -16 -1 -20 -14 -14. "":'15 -17, ~14 -13 -16 
4 -18 -23 I -13 -5 -20 -20 -17 -18 ..,-20 -13 -14 -16 
0 -9 -11 -6 -4 -10 -19 -13 -111 -12 -6 -:-9 -11 
6 + 6 + «I +15 +aJ. + 6 -5 -3 -5 ( + 3 +14 + 4 + 5 
~ +24 +33 " +39 +44 +~9 +16 +15 +13 +19 +33 +22 +2~ 
8 +51 +50 +65 +66 +47 +32 +32 +29 +40 +51 +42 +53 
9 +66 ,+72 ' +~3 +~3 +58 +40 +42 +40 +54 +61 +ii~ +S7 

10 +66. +~~ +74 +73 +55 +37 +41 I +42 +55 ,+62 +59 +69 
11 +46. +55 +5'1 +5S +43 +29 +31 +35 +41 +43 +36 +45 
12 +1'1 +l!4 +29 +31 +l!,1 +14 +111 '+111 +22 +14 ~, +,9 + 9 
13 -19 -6 -3 -S -3 + 2 + 1 -4 -6 _18 -23 -2'1 
14 -42 . -35 -35 -39 -2,t -19 -IS -22 _-30 -45 -47 -49 
15 -63 -58 -65 ! -63 -48 -36 -36 -39' 

I 
-48 -65 -61 -63 

16 , 
-54 -0'1 -76 , -76 -s; -49 -53 -49 -60 -S6 -60 -S2 

17 -52 -60 -~O -81 -62 -45 • ......49 -48 --57 -59 -49 _61 
18 ...,..36 -47 -52 -66 -49 -36 -41 -39 -45 -41 -29 -36 
19 -20 -28, -37 -45 -23 -19 -20 -22 -22 -23 -11 -13 
20 -3 -~ -1~ .... 18 + 1 + 7 

I 
-3 -1 -1 -'2 + 8 + 5 

21 

I 
+18 + 6 + 8 + 3 +17 \ +24 +16 - +19 +21 

I 
+15 +16 +18 

22 +18 +1~ +17 +1~ +25 +30 +30 
I 

,+29 +29 +22 +21 +21 
23 +16 +18 +19 +19 +23 +30 +26 +26 +2~ +20 +21 +22 

I 

I ! 
, 

I I 



• T ahle XII.-SIMLA. . . 
CORREOTION TO BB APPLIBD TO DBTBRlIINATION, O~ lIBIGlIT BY BABOHITBB. FBBT. 

, 
I 

I Local time. 
t j I ~ t- .: 

cd ..c:i ~ 1 .: .! 
" 'il .. s' 

I 
s " .g ~ ~ or :b g, , 1 : .. 8 = = g-cd 

~ = " ~ . 0 .. ... .,"- , )l )l ... ... rn 0 ~ Cl 

H,'ll. 
0 + 3 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 1 -8 + I) + 9 + 4. 0 + 1 -1 1 -3 -- 1 -3 :""7 -11 ~7 +2 -1 - 8, -9 -5 ~7 2 -7 -9 -13 +17 _19 -15 -6 -9 -16 -16 -18 -13 3 -15 -19 -24 -26 -25 -20 -13 -15 -20 -23 -19 -19 4 -22 -2;' :'-31 -29 -25 -20 -16 -17 -21 -25, ·-28 

I 
-25' , -23 -27 ·-29 -27 -19 -15 -13 :""15 -17 -22 -22 I -27 6 -20 -21 -23 -18 -9 -7 I -6 -9 - 8. -·15 -14 -19 7 -11 -10 -11 -5 +5 . + S + 3 + 1 + 3 -3 + 1. -7 tl ... 6 + I) + 4 ,.10 +17 +14 +13 +11 +17 +18 +17 +10 9 +24 +21 +19 +28 +26 +28 +19 +111 +27 +:16 +29 .+28 10 +84. +32 +28 +31 +32 +27 +24. ,. +25 +88 +32 +85 +88 11 +83 +35 +31 +38 +83 +29 +25 +25 .+33 +29 +31 ,-+35. 12 +21 +27 +26 +27 +30 +2b +20 . +21 +27 +.19 +17 +22 13 + I) +18 +14. +19 +22 +18 +13 +11 +17 + 6 + 8 + 8 14 -6 -1 + 1 + I) +11 + 9 + 2 0 + 8 -5 -7 -7 15 -12 -11 -9 -7 -II -2 -9 -11 -9 -13 -13 -13 16 -15 -15 -15 '-15· .... 13 -13 -20 -20 -15 -16 -16 -14 17 -14. -15 -16 -17 -19· -19 -27 -28 -16 -13 "'-15 -15 18 -9 -11 -11 -16 -18 . -17 -25 -21 -~4 -8 -1~ -9 19 -8 _5 -8 -7 -12 -18 -16 -13 "- -7 -1 -3 -1 20 + 8 + 3 + 7 oj. 4 

I 
-4 -6 -7. -1 .j. I + 7 + 8 + 6 I 21 + 9 + 9 +13 +11 +,3 + 1 + 3 + 8 + 7 +11 + '1 +11 22 +11 . +11 +16 , +18 , + 6 + 6 +11 +13 + 9 +11 + 9 +18 23 + 9 + 9 +13 +10 + 1 + 6 +13 +14 .+ 7 + 7 + 6 + 9 



Table XIlI.-TRICHINOPOLY. 

COBBBCTION TO ~B Al'l'LIlDD TO I>BTBBllINATION Oil HIIIGHT'BY BABOllBTIB. FlIT. 

r.ocal time. 
~ I t .. .. 

;;,. .., .: .. .. 
~ 

.., .., 
! 

.. I 1 
a .. a ~ e d ~ 

oj ;;, " .$ .g .. 
<l .g ( 

.. <l 'i3 
"., 

'" ... .~ ~ .. ~ " " .. 
~ "" :a ::<I ~ ~ -cI rLl 0 Z A 

- --_. -1- , 
Hra. 

0 +18 +25 +24 +24 +23 +26 +25 +27 +26 +22 +18 +17 
1 + 4 + 3 + 9 +10 +.9 +12 +11 +16 +13 + 5 + 1 + 2 

2 -~o -10 -5 -2 -4 0 -2 + 1 0 0 -13 -13 

3 ~22 -20 -14 -10 -13 -10 -11 -8 -10 -HI ' -23 -25 

4 -29 -'-26 -20 . -18 -21 -17 -20 -16 -17 -25 -31 -34 

5 -14 -12 -5 -2 -6 -2 -4 +'1 -1 -12 -16 -20 

6 + 2 + 6 +13 , +11 + 9 ... 11 + 9 +12 +13 + 7 -2 -3 

7 +21 +29 +37 +30 +30 +28 +27 +31 +31 +31 +22 +15 

8 +46 +60 +56 +52 +47 +40 +S7 +45 +49 +49 +4S of 38 

9 +61 +67 +70 +1l4 +55 +47 +45 +62 +57 +60 +54 +63 

10 4-67 +73 +74 +67 +58 +50 +49 +56 +60 +65 +68 +69 

11 +45 +53 +62 +44 I +S7 
. 

+27 +28 +36 +S8 +38 +S5 +S9 

12 +18 +23 +24 +21' +12 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 7 + 7 + 7 ,-+14 

13 -12 -9 -12 -12 . -19· -18 -15 -21 -27 .-=24 -21 -14 
14 -43 -43 -45 -42 -44 -42 -S9 -48 -55 -54 -46 -s8 

15 -62 -70 -72 . -69 . -67 -C.60 -59 -70 -74 -70 -62 -53 

16 -7s -81. -811 -84 -82 -74 -72 -84 -85 -76 -67 -60· 

17 -57 -72 -76 -74 --71 -62 -C.62 -71 -72 -59 -51 I -47 

18 -42 -58 • -62 -59 -54 -45 ·-45. -52 -51 -39 -SS -32 

19 -19 -S3 -39 -32 -25 -24 -21 -26 -211 -IS -8, -10 

20 + 6 -3 -9 -3 + 5 + 4 + 5 + l! + 2 +15 +17 +14 

21 +27 +22 +20 +23 ... 29 +23 +25 +26 +31 +33 +S4 +32 

22 +40 +41 +42 +44 +45 +40 +40 +48 +50 +45 +44 +4~ 

23 +29 +36 I +33 +28 +S5 +31 +Sl +36 +38 +33 +S2 +30 
, ... -12£ t , 



Table XI~.-TRIVANDRUM. 

COBRIIOT~ON TO BB APPLIED TO DETBRMINATION 011 BEI~BT BY BAROHBTBR. FBRT. 

Local time. 

~ I t I ~ ~ ::;' 
~ 

,Q .: ,Q 

~ ... ~ I '" a ,Q 

" e e :;:: ::; ~ ::;. " .g ~I 
a .. ,Q .. bIl go '" .. 

~ :l. "S " .. '" ~ '" ~ " '" .... ro. .q ... .q en 0 Z ~ , 
. 

Hrs. - ' ' 

0 .. 19 +21 +i9 +28 +19 +19 +22 .+21 +21 + lIS +13 +16 
1 + 1 (i 0 0 o· 0 + 4 + 4 + 8· -7 -8 -1 
2 -18 , -18 I -18 -16 -16 -14 -11 -12 -14 -22 -24 -18 
8 "':"29 -28 I -27 -28 -25 -28 -20 -20 ' .... 19 -28 -33 _27 
4 -28 -28 

I 
-26 -20 -24 -24 -21 ;'19 -17 -26 -29 -24 

" 5 -19 -17 -16 -10 _15 -15 -14 -11 -8 -15 -16 I -12 
6 -8 + 1 '+ 4 + 5 -1 ",...:8 -8 -1 + 8 + 8 + 3 • +' 6 
7 +21 +25 +27 +28 +19 +14 +18 +15 +8S +25 +26 +26 
8 +48 +50 +49 . +47 +88 +28 +27 +82 +42 +44 +49 +49 
9- +58 +65 +60 , +56 .- +47 +89 +35 +39 ,. +50 +53 · ... 55 +56 

10 +52 +60 +56 +51 +42 +37 +81. +86 +43 +49' +49 +49 
11 +85 +88 +36 +35 +28 +25 +20 +24 +25 +25 +28 +28 
12 + 8 +.7 + 7 + 9 + 8 '+ 8 +4 + 3 -1 ,-.~ -1 0 
18 -22 -28 

" 
-24 -22 --15 -12 ..;;.,15 -22 -27 -,-29 -29 -81 

14 ·-50. -51 -49 -47 -87 -sO '-82 -41 -50' -52 -53 -54 
15 

, 
-68 -65 -64 -63 -54 -48 ~48 -,55 -63 -68 -62 -64 

16 -61 -64 --66 -69 '-55 --60. -68 -59 -65 -57' , ~55 -59 
,17 ~48 -'-52 -55 -57 -45 -42 -43 -46 -151 -41 -39 -44 

18 -27 -'-34 -34 -83 .,,27 , -24 -23 "":"24 -28 "":"19 -16 -2] 

19 -5 
, 
-11 -10 -8 -6 -2 -'-3 -2 I -4 + 5 + 7 + 1 

20 +20 +14 +16 +12 I' +.14 +16 +18 +19 +19 +28 

I 

+29 +24 
21 +38 +34. +33, +SI +32 +31 +33 +s6 +36 '\42/ +41 +36 
22 +41 +41 +42 +40 +89 +87 +89 +44 +45 +43 +38 +87 
23 +34 +35 +37 +34 I +33 +34. +88 

1 
,+39 +88, +83 , +27 +28 

I 



48' ANEROID NOTEBOOK, [Para. 4. 

Ail,temperature cOI'1'ecti?n,~After 'applying these corrections the I 

apparent -differences' of .leyel must be multiplied by a factor K depend- , 
ing on the temperatures of the ail' at the two stations, A table of ,values 
of K for various values of T + t in Fahrenheit degrees' is also given in 

- l\foleswOlih's « Ppcket Book," and reprinted here, _ -

o 

40 

-44-

~6 

48 
-

'97~ 

'976 

'978 

'980 

'982 

'984 

'987" 

,'989 

'991 

~8 '993 

60 '996 

il2 '998 

()4 J.'OOO 

il6 1'002 

~8 1'004 

Table XV. 
TABLB SHOWING VALUBS 01' K, 

T + t in Fahf'enheit, 

o o o 

70_ 1'007 100 1'040 130 1'073 160 

72 1'009 102 1'042 132 l'O7!! 162 

74 1'011 104 l'C44 134 1',078 164 

76 1'013 106 1'047 136 1'080 166 

1'016 108 138 168 

80 1'018 110 1'051 140. l'OS4 1'j(J 

112' 1'053 

114 1'056 

116 1'058 

142 

144 

146 

1'087 

1'089 

1091 

172 -

174 

176 

88 1'027 118 1'060 148 1'093 178 

90 1'029 "1.20 ) 'OS2 150 1'<)96 180 

112 i'031 123 l'GS4 152 l'09S 182 

94 1'033 124 ·1'067 154 l'100 184 

96 1'036 126 1069 156 1'102 185 

98. 1'038 128 1'0'71 155 i'104 188 

I ' 

l'106 

1'l08_ 

l'Pl 

1'113 

1'117 

1'120 

,1'122 

1'124 

1'129 

1'131 

1'133 

1'135 

J'137 

. In the absence of a thermometer (which however is ve1'Y necessary) 
K may be taken as from I'} 0 in the cold weather in the plains up' to 
1'14 in the hot weather; while in the hills it will generally vary between 
1'08 and 1'10, 

Method of f~ecordi"fI'~Two exampies will illustrate the method 
and'serve as a peg for further advice; also to show the form of note book 
which may" advantageously be used for this work, The following table 
illustrates a not uncommon case in difficult country where it is }'equired 
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from a go:>d fore.bay site to determine appro~mately where the head
works of the feedmg, channel would b3. It may in such cases be 
necessary to make a long detour to 'traverse the~ route, ,and ordinary 
levdling would take much longe! than determination by aneroid . . 

- .J'able XVI. 

Dale. Hour. 

------1--- -,--

ii7th Ootober 

17th Ootobor 

8 

" 18 

8 

" 16 

I Forobar. 

II Hoad-works 

1- Forobar. 

I Forebar. 

U, Head·works 

. I For.bar. 

8 

u 

Mean. 16 

It will be observed that the site which in the reducedreading& is the 
towel' one app.ears in all the ,original l'eadings to ,be at the higher 
-elevottion, 'the diurnal correction '(from Molesworth) being greater 
than the difference of height. ~ Giving less weight to the abnormal 
.2J, feet the actual difference of height may' be taken as fairly close 
to 17 feet provided the aCtual diurnal 'variation followed the curve; 
But this may easily have ha'i a less amplitude by 10 01' 15 feet, so, the 
£.nal results are far les~ certain than they' appear. At the. same time 
the general indication will suffice in reconnaissance. The anomaly ~hows 
the necessity, where small differences of level are inv!;>lved, ,of allowing 
·a.s short an interval as possible to elapse between. the readings and. of 
taking them (if possible) at the tim~s when the variation is least •. Thus, 
in the case of a small fall, a series of readings up and down between 
15'30 and 16'30 or between 9.and 10 houl's would generaUy give 
"eally a~curate-results on reduction. . 

The final tabl{l relates to points on a, considerable fall, and hEll'e the 
percentage errO!.· due to the curve being incolTect is minimized; on the 
other hand, there is a greater chance of, errors due to jars on the road. 
'l'he corrections for diurnal are taken here from Molesworth, and are 

.considerably too great. 
D~ 
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rable 'XVII. 

I~ 0 I . , 'j it • o~ := 

.; ~ ~~ 1· ~ iZ cP~ 
Date, HDur, Locality, Temp, tIO ''do _~ J.4 K, :: ;5'0 0 oS II=I:po ~~ 0 i 

_ cI~ 

-g a- 0 t tOGj 0 .ct,,; ~ ~ 
Ui ~' i=i1l0il~ 8'" ~ .E~ "'ra 

"" p., ----
Au .... ill 18, 

8.560' +80 ~,580 -}-, -
19th October . 8'30 I BahU 80 2,540 ·S,lOOi 

Tacklech, 
2,365 1'078 

" 
10'~5 II 70 8,180 +55 6,215 1,900 5,561>' 

15'SO III Kalaola .- } 1,'20 1'108 .. 92 ,,620 -25 ~,'96 812 8,65. - -30 ,',320 } 
. 275 1'135 .. U'O IV Bridge . 96 ',260 - 3,34:1' 

I Total drop . ',758 

-Datum, 

If in this case no intermediate readings had been taken it will be' 
found that between stations I and IV the conected difference comes to 
4,800, instead of 4,758. The use of ~single instrument, and the fact· 
that the difference was measured only once (downhill) gives l'Oom fo1" 
much greater doubt than anything in tJ;iediurnal correction. ]n this 
case the starting elevation was known to be 8,100 feet arid the finish 
about. 8,300 feet, so the .actual drop of 4,800 feet agrees fairly wen 
with the readings and the intermediate l'eadings will be .moderately 
a.ccurate. \ .\ 

One correction, however, has still to be dealt with, The temperature' 
correction shown above is for the varying density of the air, but there
is generally also differential expansion. not fully compensated for, in the
metal work of each instrument, In ~ll the above 3 sUl'Veying aneroids 
half an hour in the sun caused a definite rise (after allowing for the
diurnal variation and air temlJerature by means·of a shaded control in-. 
strument) of about 60 feet, af~er which -further heating caused the rising 
curve to tum over and descend again. It follows that unless the in
struments are. carried in well lagged cases, 01' left to settle down in the 
~hllde for a considerable time befol'a each reading, enol'S :will creep in 
which are peculiar to the particular instl'Ument and can only be corrected 
for when its individuality is known. These enol'S will be greatt'st 
in intermediate:readings and will hardly effect terminal results when there
is time for the case tQ settle down before beginning and after finishing the-
day's work. . ' , 

In the case given in Table XVII work was begun in the, cool of 
the morl'llng and the joumcy was made in the sun, Therefore, while
aotually dropping down all the time, the readings of the instrument in 
feet tended to rise from the heating up. The drc.ps shown are there
fore less than they should have bl:1en, 1 t is probable that. some 10 feet 
extra drop should be allowed to Station n, 80 fe~t to Station III, and 
60 feet to Station 4 where the instrument had no time to cool down .• 
l\~ aking this allowan~e it is Ill'obable tbat the computed elevations are-_ 
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within 30 feet or $0 of the actual reduced levels. The computed values 
are as follows :- ' 

Station I datum 8,100. 
Station II Drop 2,540. Extra for, heating 10 feet. Elevation 

5,550 feet. 
Station III Drop-l,906. Extra ,fOl' heating 30-=1'0=20 feet. 
. Elevation 3,624 feet. 
Station IV Drop 312'. 'Extra'fol"heating 60-30 fe~t=30f~et. 

Elevation 3,282 feet. . 
Where the readings are taken without an appreciable change in, the 

:temperature of the instruments no Buch correction is required. If the 
~nstrument is warmed up as the reader rises in altitude the estimated 
~ol"l'eetion must obviously be deducted instead of added, assuming that . 
the heating error is of the same nature as in the 'instruments here used: . 

[FOI'1n:for recording readings; P. T. O.J 

f! ~Reference was niade in the Preliminary Report (page 12) to the 
~lack of correct compensation in anel'oids. Further trials confirmed the 
fact that errors of 60 and 70 feet are commOn from' t9is cause; 
.Correspondence with the, makers througb, the Mathematical Instrument 
Office in Calcutta elicited no information of any value, and the 
Director of the National Physical Laboratory has now been adaressed. 
It has been ascertained that, in certifying certaiI!. aneroids now in 
'use the National Physical LaQoratory did no't test the, compensation .. 
the fact being stated on th~ certificate.. ' 
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Aneroid 
Temperature 1 Readin~ L~~:C:i~~ No. . Hour Station Locality • 0-240 No. F. . feet.-· + Or-Date. 
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-

Correctea Rise or Kfor Corrected Ic~ tempera· rise or for 
resding; f&ll. ture. fall. , instrument. 

-
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l- I 
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fall. 
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, level. 
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5. Instrumenls.-Although, comparativ:ely few of the sites 
enumerated in the Preliminary Report have been" proved" sufficiently 
to warrant survey, 'yet, had this been so, lack of instruments would 
have pi'evente,d it. 'The late Mr .. Barlow wished to hav-e a p~rticlllar 
type of level, embodying certain recent improvements, and he according
!y ordered' levels, of that type through the usual channel. ' These 
levels have not as yet alTived, and j.t has been ascertained that 
exception was taken' to the order of instmments from a particular 
maker with' the result that the order was placed elsewhere, Whether 
the 'improvements will be incorporated in these instruments l'emains 
to be seen.. ' 

As rega!,ds the tacheometric plane tables ordered in 1918, aelay 
was experienced owing to the fact that priority was withheld, 
without the c'ognizance of the Chief Engineer. The instruments 
were to have been shipped in 'February 1920, so are too late in any 
~ase for this season's work. One,or two were however obtained in India. 

Nine aneroids. ordered in 19J8, were r.eceivedearly in the season 
1l.nll distributed. Those subsequently ordered ,have not arrived at 
the time of writing this Report. It has been found however that 
a. .number of suitable aneroids, celtified by the National Physical 
Laboratory, coufd be obtained by local purchase and several were so 
obtained. 'fhe machinery for ascertaining how urgent requirements 
~an be met in Inma itself appears to be in need of overhaul. 

TwelV\e self-recording gauges, giving a six months' graph of water 
level without attention, have been l'eceiveJ and distributed. British 
manufac~urers,whos~ similar instruments in all cases require frequent 
winding up of the clock work,have been addressed on the subject. 
A long running period is essential for rivers which are practically 
inaccessible for months on· end. A u~eful feature of the gauges ob
tained ,is that if the needle should reach the limit of its travel it 
automatically retraces its steps; and this cannot be mistaken, for a 
sudden fall in level. _. ' 

A self-recording raingauge (as distinct from a. tank gauge giving 
merely the total rain fall) is greatly 'needed for many places where, 
no reader can be found. A record over at least four and preferably 
six months, is desirable; and there should be- no great difficulty in 
designing such an instrument. Automatic instruments to show the 
~han!!'in!!' 'intensity o~ a ,fall are also required 
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6. Fuel consumption in power houses.-In paras. 16 tQ 18 of 
the Preliminary Report the question of fuel Ilonsumption in relation 

. to the cost of power 'fas disc~sed. . Enquiries have since been received 
·on the subject and two curves are now l'eproduced from the report 
of the Hydro-electric, . Power . Commiss~on of. Ontario to ,illusil'ate . the 
matter. Fig. xvi sho,ys, according to' the capacity of the station, the 
,average number of pounds of coal used per horse~p?wer hour, in -America; 
the horse-power hours obtained per 100,000 BritisQ. Thermal Units ;anll 
the load factors 'of the particular plants from which these CU1;ves 
wer~ derived. Fig; xvii sbows the number of pouuds of coal 
.consumed per unit (kilowatt hour) according to size of the plant and 
he load factor, based als9 on American _ data, 
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COAL CONSUMPTION PER UNIT ACCORDIIYG. TO PLANT SIZ£ & 
LOAD FACTOR. 

(fI'~' P. C. 6nff1,.;·o -.) 
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PART II.-A DMIN,IS1'RATIVl!! MATTERS. 

7. ~ecommendationsin, Preliminary Report~-Attention
~ay_ agam be drawn to the following matters which require detailen 

, investigation; the few officers employed on the Survey cann:otun4er
take these duties without neglecting their immediate wor~ of reconnais-
sance. 

(a) ,ccnsus oj Powcr.-(PreliIIlioory Report, para. 31.) .A memoran-: . 
dum was sent to all Chit:"f EngIneers and all DirectOl's of Industry ill 
December 1919, ,explaining what is neeaed and how ibnay be obtained. 
Results al:e awaited. .' -

(6) RainfaU 1·ccords.-"--(Preliminary Report, para. 32.) So fa.!: as i!t 
known no action has been taken on this very important recommendation;. 
nor is it clear by·what agency it can best be undertaken. Tecbnical 
knowledge is requiredy but the Meteorological Department has no spare 
staff fOl' such work. " 

(c) IJisclta1'fjc8 antt ntn-off.-(Preliminary Report, para. 33.) In 
the United States t11e, Geological Department has long been engaged 
on examiI;ling the discharges and run:.offs of rivers and technical works 
state that the conditions are known for practically every riyer in the
country. In India thelrrigation Branch has data regarding the rivel'S' 
which are used, or likely tob~ used, ~Ol' irrigation canal,;,.; but no
information whatever exists as regards the greater pl!-rt, of. _ the immensC' 
number of rivers and streams, even in accessible places. 

(d) Training in ltYdj·.o-elccf4'iC work:-(Pl'eli!llinary Report, para:' 
36.) The question of 'special classes or -special lectures Qn the subject 
of hydro-electric work was taken up bY,the Government of India ana: 
proposals for meeting the suggestion made have been circulated by 
them _to certain local Governments and Administrations. The- employ- ' 
m~nt of special lecturers to J:hil'd -year students at, Engineering' Colleges. 
has been recommended, and a grant made for the purpose, 

8. Form of Lease or' Concession.-Reference was made in 
Chapter V of the Preliminary Report to the 'generaf question of' the 
control of watel' power, and in para. 21 the need of _ a definite policy 
iii tlie matter of leases was urged. A considera,blenumber of applica.';' 
tions have been received, and in severi): cases concessions have been 
given by the Local Governments concerned j but in more thl\Il one case 
attention having been called to an obvious site, generally in the neigh
bOUl'hood of some hill station, which might or Plight riot in· the eud _
prove capable of econoinic development; before full investigation has' 
been made either bY' any competent authority or by the wCluld ,be con
cessionaire an applic:ation is put in for the exclusive use of the water 
power.: the intention (generally apparent and often admitted) is to
sell the concession so obtained to the highest bidder, so that if the work 

. is ultimately taken in hand the consumer will for all time be handi-:
capped by the watered 'capital due t~ the bonus paid to the original
discoverer of the site. A glaring instance of this was encountered during. 

, the reconnaissMlces made this cold weather. This is obviously alto
'gethoc contrary to the public interest j where the site is remote and, 
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inaccessi~e and money has been actually spent in investigating its 
possibilities it is a different matter. '. 

. The qu.estions referred to in Chapter V are now being considered, by 
the Government of India who· will consult Local Governments and 
Administrations at all early date. 

The following paragraphs deal with one difficult aspect of the 
question in relation to works owned or worked by Government, and to 
some extent the remarks may also apply to company run concerns. 

9. State control of water power.~In the Preliminary Report 
(para.. 1\), et 8eq.~, the question ofthe control of water ,power was tenta
:tively examined, but nO'definite opinion was expressed ail to the method 

. wh~ch would prove of the greatest advantage to India.. 'The investiga-
tion has not yet reached the stage where a definite policy can be proposed; 
at various times however -during the past season enquiries have been 
made as to the possibility of combining State and Company ownership. 
,Hitherto as is well known there has been a tendency for local bodies to 
wait uutil companies applied for electrical licenses before themselves 
applying and opposing-the applicant; being afraid ,on the one hand of 

. incurring l!' loss and apprehensive on the other hand of the licensee making 
a profit. A Bill proposing to give the local authority. the prior right to a 
license where the project has been investigated by an outside promoter has 
lately been before the Imperial Legislative Council. .Here a constl'Uctive 

. .suggestion may be put forward from German practice. "In Germany, 
.before the war, not a few of the great municipalities entrusted the manage
ment of undeliakings of public utility, gas, water, electric light, tramways 
·and so fOlih, to a Com.pany in which the municipality held shares sufficient 
to make it an i~portant if not a predominant shareholder. The system,is 
,understood to have worked satisfactorily. The public authority protects 
the public.and gives the company the benefit of its superior credit, while 
at the same time' the benefits of private enterprise are preserved."* The 
.article here drawn on is on the subject of railway nationalization, but the 
.proposal appears to contain the germ of a principle of very- wide 
application. The writer goes on to point out that (as jn Canada) the 
busin~s could be managed by a Board of business directors, but, in the 
case of undeliakings so combining State or municipal with Company 
ownel'ship, the Board would consist partly of official nominees and' 
partly of. representatives of shareholders. The private shareholders 
would then receive some agreed proportion of the net profits aheve their 
guaranteed net income, as already suggested in the Preliminary Report . 

. 10. Accounts of undertakings belonging to Government.-
"There is a general consensus of opinion, both illY and technical, that it is 
both impolitic and impracticable to attempt to run a Government hydro
.electric project on the accounts systems of the Civil Accounts Code. 
There are· no doubt many excellent reasons why the various 'Codes -
.are necessai'y for "the ordinary run of Govel~ninent work, including such 
quasi-commercial undertakings as irrigation works. An electrical under
taking however is on avery different footing and it is submitted that its 
.accounts (at any rate after .construction is completed) should be kept on 

• Quaderly Review No. 460, July 1919, p. 174. 
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strIctly. ?usines~ lines, by commercial. accountants, and subject t~ 
commerCIal audit by a Chartered Accountant. At that stage it wil~ 
doubtless be possible for the' Accountant-Genera.l ·t6 take the audited 
accounts and pass them into the Provincial accounts in 'any form he
thinks fit. It has been suggested by the Director.of Industries, UnIted 
Provinces, that the best way to compass this end would be to place the· 
·management of ,such a concern in the hands of a responsible firm of 
Managing Agents, who would deal with the concern precisely as though. 
it were a. hited liability company up.der their charge, subject to the 
decisions of a Board of Directors itrwhich Government would have the
.deciding voice. No' doubt grav'e oojections will be raised' to any such-. 
procedure, but it seems essential. if such undertakings are. to be run on 
sound lines; a.nd new departures require- new methods. To tak'e only. 
one instance, a scheme of this nature must be written down for deprecia-, 
tion and must carlya reserve fund foreme1'gencies-; 'otherwise' its real 
financial position will never be known. ~ c.a'nal does' not depreciate· 
beyond the extent to which periodical rep~rs' will bring it- 1.>ack to it!!. 
original condition ; whereas plant not only wears out but may become
obsolete while stilI in full workin~ order, by which time it will have· 
been already written down to scrap value so that there will be no 
disturbanc~ in the' accounts, ,No . Accounts Code takes account of 
" obsolescence," if the us~, of this Americanism is permissible; hence' 
examples: can. be found of plant working in: Government factories that 
has been obsolete for'many years but has been l'etained because it will' 
s,till work. . The success ot a company-run electrical scheme depends OJ}: 

the dividends which. the balance, of revenue over expenditure and capital. 
charg-es enables it to pay, ;tfter providing for contingencie~. This
margin is increased by enlarging the sphere of operations and' the 
sales; and the sales. are increased by judiciously lowering the. rates. 
charged for energy so as to . bring in new consumers. While_ the same· 
careful provision for the future in the matter .of depI'eciation and, 
reserves is necessary in a Government concern-indeed, without it, the' 
l'eal position can nevel' be gauged-there is no necessity to ,pay' regular' 
dividends beyond the provision of the ordinaryi'ate of interest on' 
capital. If there'is a further surplus in). particular year the rates 
charged for energy should be IQwel,'ed in the following yeal",;.thU8' 
increasing the demand on the concetIl and its utility to the public and 
increasing the industrial prosperity of India. The indireet benefit from 
the expansion of industry and amenities of life will, it is submitted,. 

. take the place .of. adil'ect retul'n ;incash. As regards reserve funds, 
. it may at first sight appeal' absurd that an undertaking with Govel'n-· 

t ment behind it should require. such a fund; but reflection will show 
that what is sound finance in company management will not be the~ 
revt!rse in this case. The reserve fund, as is ofterl thE: case !in compaDie~, 
can be " invested in the business'" and used for extensions; and, by, 

.- having it, the management and progress of the, undertaking -will be
&trictly comparable with other similar.but purely commercial eoncerns .• 
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PAllT IlL-PROGRESS OF THE SURVEY. 

1 i. R~connaissances by the Chief Engineer and the Electrical 
-Adviser.--:-During the cour~e~f their tour, indicated in the introduc
tion, Messrs. Bull a~d Meares made reeonnaissances of a number of 
possible -sites; either because information indicated that they were 
favourable ;01' for pW'poses of instruction; or, again because their 
OptnlOI). was specifically asked, especially in the case of IN ative' State~. 
In every case a specia.l report was written, and the following ia.therefore 
.a precis of the work ooly.-1n some cases the Report was a criticism or 
.second opinion on all existing repolt. . 

U) ALWAR. 

The proposal for a. storage weir at Bars (Preliminary Report, p. 
46) appears likely to offer'some 250. e. h. p. with a carryover sufficient 
to meet a year of deficient rainfall: Precipitation varies from 10 to -37 
;inches. Further observations are }'equired to determine the run-off 
factor. 

(it) ASSAM. 

Um T,'U River.-A. reconnaissance of the Um Tru River (vide 
Appendix: V, page 68, of Preliminary Report) was made in' company 

. with Mr. Blenkinsop .. A tentative enquiry fOl: a concession for this site 
had-been recei\Ted by the local Administration. The river has -a fair 
perennial discharge and two series of. falls and rapids, with possibilities 
-of consider.able storage also. 'l'he data collected were only . approxima
tions and several alternative methods.. of development were foulld 
possible (as Figure vii or viii), the rela~ive me~'its of which could only 
be determined by survey. It appeared probable that SOlDe 1,600 + 
900 e. h. p. could ·be obtained at two sites, and a survey of the ground _ 
,coupled with tbe collection of further data as to rainfali and run-off, 
'was recommended. (Map 78 N 16 and- 013.) 

(iii) BARODA. 

Sanlcheda Tall~ka P7·oiect.~The project originated by Mr. A. Loving, 
A.I.E,E., for develdping the Orsang and Himm Rivers by means of a 
:farge stol'age lake·in the Unch Riyer was visited in February 1920 and 
fully reported on. The site is only 24 miles from Baroda city, wh~l:.e 
-thel'e is believed to be a demand for several thous'lnd horse-power for mtll:; 
jl.lld town supply; Except in the worst famine years this power can be 
.obtained from the pl'oject.A storage (already surveyed) of some 7,000 
million cubic feet is pl'oposed, feJ by the 3 rivers named, . by means of 

.shol't callaIs. (Figure v with canal through. watershed instead- of 
. tunnel.) The preliminary levels and the lUll-off (based largely on 
·actuals at the J ojwa calia.l head works) are favourable, .though the 
.question ot Cll'ry over 01' other reserve for years of vel'] deficient· I'ain,,

fall requires further investigation. The maxilllum fall obtainable. iii 
-unfortunately only llO-feet, near Sankheda, but on the actual workmg 

~orB.-The ml\ps referred to Bore the Degree Sheets and 1·· sheets puhlished by the 
;-Surv~y of India, 
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llOurs this will give all the power requu'ed when starting with It. full 
reservoir. In most yeal's thel'e will be a large !lul'plus in the monsoon 
{Uap 46 F,ll, 12, 15,16). . 

(il,)l3ENGAJ •. 

JaZda1ca River.--,-Certain qtlestions regarding a lease for the water 
power of this river (see Preliminary Beport, page 69) were discussed 
with the Chief Engineer, BengaL The river has been' further examined 
by the applicants for1l. concession: and the results of' the original re
~onnaissance were confirmed. The (Jeneral Electric Co., (India), Ld.) 
111'e now sW'veying the site in detait. 

Tista Rire1·.-An application for. a concession was made to th~ 
Government of Bengal, an.d certain matters in this connection' were 
referred to the officers of the Survey~ (Preliminary Report,p-. 70 and 
.addendum.) , 

The sllggested utilization of the JJamoda,; and B41'a1ca'l' ,RiveJ'8 and 
the Val'i Nala 'at certain reservoir sites investigated by the' Irrigation 
Branch; Bengal, has proved impracticable. . 

In his report. on the" Methods of <:'oal 'Mining in Indi/!- }} . Mr. 
'Treharne ReeH has urged 'the construction of large centl:al generating 
:stations in Raniganj and Jherria .. Jwiging by some. of the estimates of 
the cost at which power can be sold to Jollieries~ given before the subse
oquent Coal Committee;' there is an opening for hydl'o-electric power 
·even in competition _with waste fuel. ' Electricity sold at 0'75 anna a 
unit for industrial purposes is unlikely j;o .make headway when it could -
probably be delivered in the area at a small fi'action, of that cost. 

No further l'eQonnaissances wei'e made in BengaL during the 
year} as no staff. ,vas available. 

(1') BHOPAL STATE: 

City haketJ.-A small s~heme for utilizing the tWl> city lakes, 
prepared by Mr; H. P. Gibhs, M.I.E.E. (on the lines of figure x), 
was examined and proved favourable. Certain' further proposals 
wel'e made as. to details, and the whole scheme was reported on. 
(Map 55 E.) ._ 

Tlte Gadal'ia Nala.-This~ running parallel to the railway from 
. Bhopal to the Narbada., was- examined ,with a view to itslltilization' for 
the new industrial city near Budni.Data were insufficient to form an 

·:opinion on} but the prospects were more favourable than appeared fl:Om 
1tccounts previously received. Survey and further collection of data 
were recommended in a detailed report, in which 'various alternative 
methods of development (as Figure .vii,. vii~ 01' x) were shown to be 
possible. _(Map 55 F 9.) 

/ 

(vi) BIHAR. 

The HltndJ'ufjafjlt falls~n the Subarnarika R. were visited, where 
investigation -is. proceeding. -There appears -to be a probability of 
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obtaining, with storage, a minimum. How of about 1,000, cusecs with a 
fallof 700 feet or say 60,000 e.h.p. continuously. The Chandil site 
(Preliminary Report, p~72) is reported to be practicable. but prohibitive 
in cost. " • 

(vii) .BOliBAY, 

T.apti Rive1'.-The rapids in the Tapti at Bhusaval were examined 
following on a preliminary reconnaissance by Mi'. Bowers. Further 
survey is required befOl'e the best method of development can "be decided 
on (Figure vii. or viii), but there appears a likelihood of obtaining some. 
1,500 or more e.h.p. D'om this source. (Map 46' 0 16.) < 

(l;iii) BURMA. 

Only a Hying visit could be paid to Bur~a during the year, but, 
as reported elsewhel'e, investigations are proceeding. A copy of the 
Report dated 12th September .1907 by Mr. Alexander, referred to 
on pages 37, 38, 76, 77,' of the" P!eliminary. Report, has been 
obtained. In addition to the Heho River Mr. Alexander refers to the 
Balll Chaung at a point two miles below its junction with the Tagyit R. 
south of Banhat, where a fall of 212 feet exists in 3'8 miles and some 
2,800 h.p. is said to be available. Also the headwaters of the Panlaung 
31 mile~ north-west of Ihamakanand 27 miles from Kalaw on a bearing 
of 3480 were examined by him." Here the Ngok and Sillgaung 
Chaung entcrs a lake near Kanbyin at 21° by 96° :il'. -The lake has 
seyen outlets below high water, through "fissures in the limestone, but 
these canan be stopped. With aD open channel a head of 745 feet is 
obtainable with 1,20U-feet of pipe line. The lake can be I'llised and it is 
stated that 350 cusecs are obtainable, giving 21,000 e.h.p. 

{ix) CENTRAL PROVINCES. 

I t is to' be regretted that· the possi~ilities of the Penclt River and its 
neighbou~ (Preliminary Report, pp. 86, 87 j Silewani Ghat) could not be 
fully examined in the current year as Nagpore can absorb a large amount 
of power. Mr. Batchelor has taken exception to the" Summary of his 
proposals in the PI'eliminary Report and believes that 470 cusecs could 
be obtained (,n 900 feet head, giving a development up to 60,000 
kilowatts of plant at a capit.al cost of Rs. 163 pel' kilowatt for' the 
hydraulic development. The P~nganga R. (Preliminary Report, p. R6) 
may be capable of developmentll-t the great double loop bordering on 
Hyderabad. There is a total fall of son:e 1,250 feet if it can be 

. developed, but it has not been examined yet (Map 56 K & I.). 

(x) COORG. 

Bara Pale Rivei·.-As a preliminary measure -a photographic en
largement'was obtained of the contoured map of the area where' this 
I·iver passes through a long gorge. with a steep fall j and examination of 
the ground was recommended. Type of development . probably its 
Figure i. No visit could be arrang-ed.this seasonCMap 48 P. 16 square (). 
upper part). 
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.... (xi) INDORE STATE • 

. Kan'ar Rivel'.-A scheme dependant on. storage .above it natura[ 
,water fall on the Kanar River was examined'and reported on (Typeof 

Figure v) •• It could be developed probafily for some 350 e. h. p. for use, 
'in lndore city, but the cost is likely to prove prohibitive. (Map 55, B 2.) 

NadJaaa River.-:-The rapids in the Narbada 'near Milheswarwere 
examined And development was 'reported to be out of the question. The 
cold weather fall of some 20 feet,disappears...entirely in therainli, and the> 
river has been known to rise as much as.li3 feet at Mandlesar a -few 
miles upstream. -Any barrage across the river sufIiciElntly high to be 
of use would cause th,e surrounding country to be submerged. (Ma'p' 

'46,N12.) . _ " 
The Patalptlni Waterfall~Was reported to be usele{ls, owing to itS ' 

deficillnt catch~ent area oia few ~<Juare miles only. (Map 4'fl"N 14.) 

(zii) ~Al>RAS, 

. Palni HiU" KoaaiRanal.-,-Applicatio~ has been made for a conces
sion for the Gundar and Pumbar~i ,strea'ms; but a recminaissance 
showed that the-applicants' proposals were impracticable. ,Further 
examination lower down may prove more favourable but no discharges 
have been taken as eyet. The Parappar Rivel~ was' also examined and 
found practicallyuseles~ Arrangements have' heen made to take d~s
charges of the rivel's in the Palni Hills-"-(Map 58, F 8)~see Pr,eIiminary
Report page 90. 

(aiiii) N.-W; FR()NTIER PROVINOE • 
. 

, No work is being done' forreaso~s, explained in the Preliminary 
Report. and the district was not visited. 

(ziv) PUNJ-AB: 

Sutlej Rive)·.-The KhatollJ gorge (Preliminary Report, page 9'7) 
was examined, Development is possible on the lines of Figure x but, 
in,view of tile work proceeding lower down' the Sutlej..River detailed 
investigation is not called for yet. A report has b~en '!fitten on the 
site. (Map 53,. E 14.) , 

Sutlej .R~ver, Chaba.-The proposed' extension site of 'the Simla 
works was visited and found practicable but not veryfavouraMe as'a 
permanent dam would be esseri~ial, costly and-liable to destruction from 
the rocks in the river. -

Jxv) "RAJGARHJ C. I.. 
~ , 

:NeIDaj Rive1'.---'This river was examined near Rajgal'h but it; was 
found that both the fall and the dependable ,discharge from storage 
were too small to be capable of economic .development. The collection 
of Ju~-ther data regarding the river higher ,up was suggested. 
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(~vi) RAMl'UR-BASHAHR: 

BogZi River.-A reconnaIssance wall made of this' ri~er showing 
considerable possibilities of development on the lines of Figure i, j but 
there would b,e no outl~t for the power that could not be better served 
from the Sutlej River scheme. FOI' 'Rampul' itself a' smaller and, 

, cheaper ilevelopment is possible, thollgh unlikely, to mature, A report 
was sent in tcrthe Durbar. (Map 53, Ell.) 

\ 

(xvii) Tu, v AlTCORE. 

The Pe1'i!la,' Lake was visited as the suggestion made on p, 91 of 
the Preliminary Report is being seriously considered and offers no 
insuperable difficulties of construction. A lease has been granted to Mr • 

. Garrett.' t 
12. 'General 'lines of investigation in Provinces ........ As recom

mended iI\ paragraph 34 of the Pr~liminary Report, the past season's 
work has been concentrated mainly on reconnaissance, more particularly 
in areas where there is a prospect of power being utilized where found 
and the result 'of these l'econnaissances is to emphasize the fact that in 
India the prQspect of power depend in 95 per cent. of the sites examined 
on the prospects of storage and h~e the paramount necessity of accurate' 
information both a.bout the actua'!. rainfall and the proportion discharged 
from the catchment area.Js shown; to determine the physical possibility 
of a given site holding a certain quantity of water is at the most a matter 
of a few months field work but the collection of data. to wauant the 
assumption that that qua.ntity of' water will be available is a, matter of 
years, and here the survey is handicapped as, except where the possibility 
of jrrigation has been considered, records of the discharges of streams. are 
pl'actically non-existent, and, this being so through,the rainfall may be 
known the run off, is largely a matter- of assumption: about 70 new 
raingauges have been put up in catohments under examination'but as 
mentioned in para. 5 some form of self-recording gauge at a moderate 
price is badly wanted. .The collection of a swtable staff of upper and 
.lower subordinates has been a matter of difficulty, but some surveyors 
and levellers have been set,to work by the various' officers in oharge of the 
survey. Instruments, as a.lready mentioned, were only with difficulty 
(if at ~n) obtained. Even tents have not always been procurable. The· 
fact that field work is limited by the season and the weather has also a. 
bearing on the progress of the work, as' suitable employment I has to· be 
found for the subordinate staff during the off season in order to keep' it 
together. This wilJ be no doubt ill' the form of rainfall and run-off 
observations, stream gauging and the like, wherever the locality makes 
it possible. . 

For next season's work arrangement~ are being made to ~ecl'uit a 
certain number of temporary Engineers .in England .. 

The estimates of ~ower in the subsequent paragraphs have been 
based on the following data.. ' 

Fall.-The height has been observed from reduced A.neroid readings 
.exoept wht>re levelling is specifically indicated. 
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])iachJ;T'ge-Is the minimum perennial discharge <Jue,to stream flow, 
stream How augmented by storage or storage alone, 

, Powe1'.-The,resultant poweds the minimum continuous power that 
.can be developed from the turbines assuming an efficiency factor,of sa 
per cent, and 100 per cent. load factor. / 

It has n/~t been considered desirable to burden the report with.. 
<letails of communications; but they are on record for all sites' on which 
a report is given. and can be supplied on application to the Local 
G~vernlnent8 concerned.' . 

13. Assam Provincial Survey.-Mr. Blenkinsop, reports that 
'in the course of the season Mr. Stevenson of the Assam-Bengal Railway 
made reconnaissances of the more promising' areas through which the 
proposed Ass~m-Burma. Railway northern link 'is being surveyed, 
between Mal'gherita and Myitikina (Map. 92, A) ; his repol't!lshow 
that power can -probably be ;obtained by,storage (llos Figure v or vi) 
in the Pat1eai Range of hills suffioient for the eleotrification of the 
line, if this alignmen~ be selected. . . 
. One site is 42 ,miles frpm Marghel'ita, where the NoolJong Swamp 
nas an area of 30 square miles~th a lake in the middle. On the 
north side a tunnel I:! miles, long would give' a fall of 2,000 feet. 
Without passing through the, watershed a fall of ~,OoO feet is 
.obtainable • 

. The S!Jmpana Nala offers a similar but smaller site othi square 
~iles .storage area with a drop of 1,60Q feet.' , ' , 

The Mongseanfl 'Lake is smaller still, but offers'a fall of 2,000 feet. 
'The Some8w,n'i ]liver (Preli.minary Report, p .. 6S) has 'also' been 

.examined in view of the sanctioned survey of the Bagmora-Sipl-
,Jhankeray railway to the Darwanagiri coal area.· --' 

,The TIm Tl'u River as already noted (para.. P) is being investi
~gated in some detail as it appears to have ample power for ,Gauhati, 
:ShiUong, and the proposed' Pandu-Shillong Railway., 

Certain possible sites for storage on the Ckerra.j)ungi Plateau; 
refel'red to in t,he'Pl'eliminary Report on pages '40,- &4 and 67, and 
draining into the Sheila River, are being contoured. The' first 
examined had a capacity- of some 700 million cubio feet, with a 
.moderate dam height, and the wOl'k is pr<>ceeding. 

Othllr reconnaissance work is also in hand; including' the survey 
-of the site at Maibang, Assam-Benga.l 'Railway (Preliminary Report, 
'Page 67). '_ ' . 

'~ , 

, 14:. Bihar and Orissa. ProVincial Survey.-Work has 
been_hampered by the difficulty in getting subordinate staff, but more 
,definite information has been obtained about most of the sites mentioned. 
·on pages 70-13 of the Preliminary'Report rendering it"unMcessary in 

'- several cases to go any further with them, and one good new site has 
.been located. ' " 
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Burha6ulonfl Rt~er.-There is a ~heer fall of 730 feet, and with a 2-
mile flume some' 200' feet more can he g9t, but the discharge runs down 
to 15 cusecs and storage Will be a difficulty;. No rock has" been found 
and the dams. would have to be of earth, and unless they were 1 ZO to-
150 feet high the requisite storage could not be obtained. Most o,f th~ 
land to be 'submerged is cultivated, and the power station site is very 
difficult to get~. Development would be expensive. " 

San"" River.--":'1'he catchment area is smaller and the fall higher 
than they were repol·ted, being 22 square miles an.Q :r50 feet respec
tively. With a tunnel 1,800 feet long the head could be increased to" 
500 feet, but 1,000 e.h;p. is pl~obably as much as the site is good fOl' 
even then. . - . 

. Su6arna1·ilca River.-:::-Two g~od reservoir sites have been found near
Tati a,nd Rosam villages abo~ the Hund~gagh fall and are being 
surveyed in detail. Owing to difficulty in the alignme~t of the flume
it may.not be possible.to get more than 550 feeMall, but with a 
·minimum discharge of 500 cnsel'S and possibilities of more, the site-
would be good for 30-59.000 e.h.p. . . " 

. Of the other streams catalog~ed in the Preliminary Report, only the 
Kanchi and Karo Rivers will probably repay further investigation; it 
is not proposed to do any work on the otMrs: " . 

IJum1·o,!lo,rhi.-;-There is a fall of 500 feet on this stream about It· 
miles from Jonha station on the Purulia~Ranchi· Railway. Reservoil·s 
co'uld be constructed on the Raru, Ganga,. and Dumragarhistream.s to-
give a discharge of 200 cus~cs and an outtUl~' of 9--;-10,000 e.h.p. -

_ This outturn could be increased by ·bl·inging in the surplus water of 
the Subarnarika from the resel~irs described above through short 
tnnnels into supplementary reservoirs in th~ valleys of these streams,. 
and more detailed investigation is required to prove which is . the best 
way of developing power from the Subarnarika. 

15. Bombay" Provincial Survey.-Theprospects of power ilr 
Bombay Presidency are very great, hut in many of the areas of" 
the West.ern Ghats inigation appears to have a prior claim. Where
as the irrigable areas are mostly in. the Deccan to the east of the" 
hills the steep fall required for power from storage works -uRen 
involves crossing the main watertohed' and discharging the tail waters.' 
on the we~t or coast side. The possible storage sites have been 
investigated'to a considerable ext~nt and the results bave been publi~hed 
in'Mr. Beale's Deccan Irrigation Survey. Mr. Bowers had the ad1.tan
tage of working undty Mr. B"eale in. this investigation, and is well' 
acquainted with many of the sites. Some of those found unsuitable 
for irrigation purposes may be useful for power. 

Mr. Bowers reports that sites in Bombay may be divided.!J.nder 
two groups of rivers-

(a) those Howing west into the Arabian Sea. 
(6) those flowing l}ast into the Bay otBengal. 

X'(D~t J \\~_": 27\' L' N·~ 
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Generally speaking the rivers in . the former group.· are ~ot. re
quired for irrigation purposes, but if storage sites tor· large power 
schemes should I?e found on the Mahi, Narbada and Tapti. Rivers the 
perenwal supply thus allsured could be used for irrigation purposes in 
Guzarat by means of pick-up weirsk . These may, be -divided up under 
four heads- ' . 

(i) 1'he large perennial.rivers ·ofGuzarat believed to have 
rapidti capable of cheap low-fall development on the bw 
water How, and to be capable of being further extended ust' 
by means of storage. (Type.of Figure x.) 

(ii) Rivers ofthe Dangs, Sout~ern Guzarat and Thana Distri~t. 
These are not perennial but have fair sized . catchments , 
with. a r,apid fall in a. short length into . low-lying country. 
They appear likely to be capable of development on medium 
heads from st01·age works, by means of canals. (Type of 
Figure i~r v.) . . . 

(iiifRiveJ'~ of the' Colaba al!.d Ratnagil'i District, :having . small 
catch~ents but large rainfall.' These are . unfavourable 
.as storage . can' probably' only be obtained at great cost and 
with high dams, owing to the rapid bed ~lopein the high 
ground j while lower down there is insufficient' fall. 

(iv(itiverl! of the Kanam Distnct:These ~ave good. catl;h- J 
ment areas above the Western Ghat line of heavy raui-

. fall,. and.- How through the. Ghats in a series of ,. W1!.terfall . 
. and" rapids. Some are perennial and offer immediate facilities 
for development; with extensions from storage, in view; 

. others would require .storage works from the sta10 

The waters of the rivers in Group B, flowing east, .are generally 
earmarked for irrigation purposes. Storage' higher up. than the irri-' 
gation headworks will therefore be necessary ill every case,· or 
alternatively piQk-up weirs, constructed below the headworks to allow 
the watei"utilizedfor power to be retained, until required for irrigati~n. 

Reporls have beeD. received· on the foll~wing I·lvers. . 
I Haiti River.-There are no- falls on this river, the fall would have to 

be got from the dam. There is allY quantity of water avail~ble 'for storage 
and the power scheme would be combined with· irrigation, Some -4,000 
e.h.p. could probably- be obtained with a 50 feet faU from the dam. heat 
Kadana. (Map 46, .E 15.) 

. Panam Ri~er.-Tributary of the above has a catclnnent area of ~17 
square miles above the dam site but runs dry in FebruaYJ. . Power would 
be developed off the ~m with ~a bead varying from 50 to 90 feet and 
would be of the ria.tnre of 4,000 e.h.p. constant but an irrigation scheme 
must be 'Worke<l i~ 'with it or it will be too expensive. (Map 46, E 
12,16.) , . 
• ,. Ne~bur1r1a River.-'L'here are rapids at Mokhida in Rajpipla State but 
they oJ?ly giv:e a fall of 25 feet iI).li.ve miles, the minimuin discharge iii 
590 cusecs. The same difficulties would arise here as at Maheshwar ill 

. Indore (para.. 11 xi). (Map 46, G 9, 13.) 
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Karja" Rive~·.-Tributa,J·y of above, has a catchment area of 400 sq. 
miles. There-is a good l'eservoir site about 3 miles south.;east of N andod 
and some U4 feet of fall with a channel of 2! miles. Some 3,000 e.b.pr 
could be developed but .it would be too expensive unless an irrigation 
scheme wa,s combined with it. (Map 46, G 9.), . 

Tapti River.-The rapids at Bhusawal ~re mentioned in para. 11, 
vn, in addition to these there are J'apids near Raygad ;with a fall of 
60-70 feet in 8i miles. The minimum discharge is 45 cusecs but storage 
may be 'difficult to arrange for; if the Bhusawal scheme realizes>, there
would be a; cO,nstant minimum flow of BOme 160.cusecs and 1,000 e,h:p. 
could be genei·ated. (Map 46, G 15, K. 3.) 

Gi1'a Rive9'-'hi}lUtal'Y of tIle PUl'na. A good storage site has been; 
.found with a catchment area (If 60 ~q.-.miles, rainfall varying between 60 
and 30 inche.s. A channel 2! miles longer willrendel' available a fall of 

, 380 feet and this with storage to give a discharge of .J.13 eusecs will en-
able 5,0( 0 e.h.p. to be supplied.' (Map 46, H 9, 13.) I 

lJ/iodM' Rive9'-Another tributary of the Puma. A good storage site 
is available 8 miles fl'qm the last site with a catchment of 58 sq. miles 
and the ~ame avel'age rainfall. A channel 2i miles will bring 174 feet of 
fall into play and with storage to give 135 cusecs some 2,500 e.h.p. can 
be depend~d on as a miI\imum. (Map 46, H 9~ 13~) . ' . 

lJa1"ria Rive1"-Another tributary of the Puma: There IS a site on. 
~his river 'in the same countl·y, as the two previous sites, where there is a. 
fall of 370 feet. No channel 'YiIl be required and some 450 a.h.p. can 
be developed. This amount of power would be useful locally for forest 
industries,. (Map 46, H 9, 13.) - . 

, There are two unnamed. streams which fall i~to the Khapri River,. 
which is itself a tributary of the Ambika River, on which sites have 
been found. 

, (a) A faUof35~leet'on a stream near Awah with a catchment area; 
of 7 sq~ miles and rainfall as for thi previous three sites. A cnannel of 
4i miles would be necessary to utilize the storage'and produce some 50G 
e.h.p. which could be applied to local, 'forest industries. (Map 46, H 9,. 
13~ , 

(h) A stream with a catchment of ~4 sq. miles in the same rainfalt 
area as the pl'evious four sites; 1 i miles of channel will bring in a faU 
of 280 feet and storage can be obtained to give 50 cusecs which 'Mrilr 
ensure l,250 e.h.p. There are o,thel' falls lower down on the Khapri 
whieh could also.be .combined- with this scheme to raise the output to 
some 18-1)900 e.h.p; (Map 46, H 10~ 14.) 

As will be seen from the map references all these five projects are 
close together, and could be easily combined. They are all within 50' 

.miles of Sqrat and other manufacturing towns in the district ',which will 
pr~de a market for the 11-12,000 e:h.p. available. . 

~ . t.,Kalinadi Rivn·.-(Preliminary Report, p. 74.) , 'I'he Lalguli falls on' 
this river are 370 feet as observed but 10 miles of flume would render 
900 feet of faU available, bringing in the Vincholi Raj)ids, the a,vel'age 
l'ainfall over a catc,hment 8l'ea of 274 sq. miles is 87 inches, with a. 
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. minimum of 53 inches. The lowest discharge' of the river recorde4 in May 

.1919 was 35 cusecs and a.s measured in March 1920 100 cusecs, 3,000 
e.h.p. could be developed without·storage. Two good reservoir sites how
ever have been found, one on the KaIinadi and one on the. Pandri close 
by which woUld together contain 28,000 miIIion c.' ft. and power of the 
order of ~.h.p. 'could be developed; There is no demand for 
ilTigation:,\ (Map 48,·1 n, 12, 15.) , .' -

Tattilalli River.-Tributary of tIle'above, by combining the LalguIi 
falls of 370 feet with the fall in this river a total fall of 730 feet can be 
obtained and an extra catchment area of 450 ·sq. miles brought in. The 
average rainfall is 4 ° inches but the minimum is 20 inc)les. A flume 9 to 
10 miles long would be required and 15-20;000 extrae.h.p.could be 
brought in. The two power house sites are cJo'Se'-"t'oone another. (Map 
48, I 12, 16.) . 

Kaneri Rive1·.-Tlibutary of the Kalinadi, a flume' 10 to 12 mile~_ 
long will bring in a fall of" 1,100 feet, the cachment artlB is 145 sq. miles. 
There are no record~ of discharge nor of rainfall within: the catchment. ' 
There is a. good site for a reservoir and a possible outtnrn of 30,OOO,e.-h.p. 
is a fair assuptiori. (Map 48, lIZ.) ,---

Gangavali River-(Preliminary Report, p. 74} also called the Bedti 
River. The Magod falls are, 380 feet high; a flume It miles long with 
! mile of tunnel will increase this to 650 feet. There is a catchment 
area of 760 sq. miles above the reservoir 'site with an average' rainfall of· 
44 inches running up to 90 inches ;, the discharge of the river in March 
1920 was about 10 cusecs; allowiug for a 'monsoon flow of 600 cusecs 
for 3 months. J.Q.QOQ.Q.h.p. can be developed. {Map 48, J 9. 13.} . 

Sonda Jlivet'-Tributary of' the above. 'There IS an actual fall of 
350, feet; this can ,be increased to 1,100 feet by a ;flume 5 miles long. 
The catchment a1'ea 194 sq; miles 'with anave1'age rainfall of 94 i,nches. 
The discharge in March 1920 was about 25 cusecs. The1'e is a good 
reservoir site and the scheme would be .good for 10,0(')0 e.h.p. on the 
natural fall or 31,000 e.}l.p. with the :tt:ume. This scheme could easily 
be combined witli 'the previous scheme as the power house sites..Are within 
3 miles of -one another. (Map 48, J 9, 13.) 

Tad,'; Rive1· • .,-(PreIiminary Report, p. 75.) The Lushington Falls 
al'e 380 feet high.- A flume 10 to 12 miles long would increase the 
available fall to 1,300 feet., There is a catchment area of 240, sq. miles 
with a rainfall of 107 inches and a minimum 'fall of 70 inches. The 
di~cha1'ge of the river in Ma1'ch 1920 was 40 cusecs. _There is a. rese1'
voir site that would hold 13,000' million o. ft. but this would entail a. 
dam 250 feet high. It maybe possible to' find a second site. Power of 
the nature of 2.Q.~ e.h.p. can be developed here. (Map 48, 111, 
15J ".' 

. . Bene PaZti-a. tributary of th~ above .. The Hebre falls are 520' feet' 
high, a. flume 5 miles 10llg would increase t~is to ~,200 feet. There are 
no records of rainfall in the ca,tchment but it iii an average ghat catch
ment area of 23 sq. ,miles; storage can be had and the scheme should be 
goodfor8~OOO "a.h.p. (Map 48, J _10.) 
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. . (From the reports on these seven sites in' Kanara it will be, ~bvious 
thatlhe possibilities of power are very grea!, and fadn excess, of tM 

19ea1 requirements. as there is no large mdustrfal centre withm orrunary 
reach; power however has an attraction for industries, and the fact that . 
this amount of powel' can be had may very likely lead to a large in
dustrial development in the neighbourhood of H ubli and D harwar 
which are within a 50 miles radius of the centre of the distr~c::>" _ 

The following are the sites left for reconn~issance; they are 
placed in geographical and-not alphabetical order - . 

GROUP A, FLOWING WEST. 

Pur' and uamanganga·llivera in Surat District and Yatturna and 
Bhat8a Rivera .in Thana District. ,These all have largecatchments.in 
the heavy rainfall Ghat· area. Falls' in the two last named were 
indicated. in the Preliminary . Report, pages 74, 75 (Map 4, 7 E). 

AmlJa, K unaalilca and Savat,'i Rivera in Colaba-District and the 
JIaldoti, S1la8tri, Muc1llcunai and other strea"lIls in Ratnagiri District. 
Nothing is at present known of these except for the Marleswar 
Temple falls on th~ Maldotrin latitude 17° 50. longitude-73° 60, 

". 
GROUP B, FLOWING EAST, WITH TAPTI TRIBUTARIES. 

Panj1lra River, tributary of Tapti. A storage has been examined 
at Pankheda and might be used f6r powet: with a pick-up weir at 
Nerfor irrigation. " \. " 

M08am Rive1'j-tributary of Tapti. .Repor~s have been received of a 
number of 6anaharaa, with falls up to 2.0 feet, which might possibly be 

.combined. . 
Girna River.-If the proposed Panjhan dam were constructed a 

large powel' schem~ would be possible, with a pick-up weir at Saigon 
fOI' irrigation. • ..-

Goaave1'i Rive1'-and tributaries in NasikDistrict. As the water 
stored in the Dhai'na reservoir at Nadgon is notl'equil'ed fOl' irrigation 
.till it reaches the pick-up weir at Nandur, some use might be made of it 
for power. It would also be possible to use' the proposed Aundha 
storage at Muknha to inorease the supply for power scheme on the 
Vaitarna (supra). . 

P1'ava'l'a and Mula Rivera.-(See Preliminary neport, pages 74, 75J 
Bkima River-and tributaries in the Poona District. These rivers 

have already been' investigated by Messrs. Tata and it is doubtful 
whether power a,ndJrrigation can be combined from .them. 
,Ni1'a Rive,'.-See-,Preliminary Report, page 75. The new Bhatghar 

dam will be completed about 1926. When visited by the Chief 
E.ngin?er it was observed that th~ original intenti?!l. to build su{ijcient' 
pIpes lUto the dam for' the future power possibIlities. of the lake had 
not been .cal'l'ied out; a. disc barge of 600 cusecs will be available for 
some 8 months j to supply power for 12 months it would be necessary to 
I?rovide compensating storage .a.ndthen by utilizing the Ing Falls SOme 
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4,400 . e,h.p. could be genera~ed but probably at a prohibitive cost;.. If 
irrigation interests would permit of the water of the Nil'a or Gunjawani 

. Rivels being diverted over the Ghats a faU of 1,700 ,feet co~ld be obtain-
ed and the Lake Whiti~g Scheme could be set aside. ., 

The Klu'ialma River-and tributaries in the .Satara District. 

Venna Rive"-has a catchment of 4 square miles on the Mahablesh
war plateau and "With the fall of,1,100 feet some 250 e.h.p. could be 
supplied and if the amenities of the place permitted more storage could be 
obtained and 2,500 ~.h.p. generated. (M.!lp 47, G 9, 13.) 

U"lIlodi River.~Somewhat similar conditions prevail- here j the,ca.tch- ' 
ment area is 8 square miles and there is afall'of 1;200 feet. It has yet 
to be decided wheth!lt the best treatment would be to enlarge the exist
ing lake or to make a new reservoir lower' down the valley. (Map 27, 
G.14.) 

For the Koyna Valley; see,PreIlminal'yReport, table. 5, page 38. 

Gltatapra~a and MalapralJa Rivera with their tributaries in Belgaum 
District. See Preliminary Report; pages 107 and 74, respectively. Small 
falls are reported on the latter river near Shivayog Mandir in Badami , 
Taluka, Bijapur District: ' 
, Generany speaking the water stored or to 'be. stored on the eastern . 
side of the'Ghats is required for irrigation there, and there are therefore 
objections to taking it through the watershed to the' western side. Canal 
falls have not yet been further examined. ' . . 

Ronda FaUa: .Bltandada,·a.~Lake Alihur Hill has a capacity of, 
nearly 11,000 m. c.ft. and a fall of some 340 feet is obtainable ~n 4! miles 
below the dam. As however there are four months when no water is 
l'Un-off for irrigation it· would. be necessary ,to 'provide some' 3,000 
m. c. ft. of compensation storage ill one of the available s~tesabove the 
lake. If this were done an eventual development 'of some 20,000 e. h. p. 
is possible, though it is unlikely to be required for many years. There 
are however local -demands for power for the Belapur Sugar plantation 
and elsewhere within easy transmission distance, e.g., ,Igatpuri, Nilsik, 
etc. (l\!ap 47, E and 'ropo she-et old, No. 194.) , 

Sind has foul' perennial rivers, namely, the 'Nazarani, Gai, Ho1'lJalJ and 
1ialari Riven; butno information is at present available regarding them. 

" '~ 

16. Burma Provincial Survey • ....,Aswill be realized !l'Om a peru
sal of the list of sites, pages 7 6~83 of the Preliminary Report, there are 
more possibilities of 'power jn this Province than in any other j distanles 
-are grCltt _ and communications difficult and to ascertain what all these 
possibilitieS are worth will be a matter of several seasons' - work, but· a' . 
lot of rough l'econnaissance has been' done this year giving sufficient 
data to eliminate many sites from the list as not worth . further investi
gation at present .and to add as m.any mo.e as being more hopeful jin 
addition to this detailed reports have been received on the following sites 
and survey is proceeding' in Tavoy but no report has been received up 
to date.' . " 
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BeAo River.-Preliminary Report, -page, 76. Detailel 'survey has 
proved that the possibilities of this site have been overestimated. The 
fall 'is better, 770 feet having been ascertained against 672 feet esti
mated, but with- a rise of 5 or 6 feet in the main channel near the falls in 
the small valley a considerable amount of water is carried off by "Ye
ngoks" or disappearing i!treams, and an examination of the main Heho 
valley revealed similar conditions: it is probable therefore that the 

, storage of a large or even moderate quantity of water may beimpracti-
- cable on account of the numerous passages by which 'Yat~r can find its 
way into Lake Sule. A flume 3,500 feet long will be r~quired and good 
sites for forebay and power honse can be found. . . 
- Pan lalln9 Rive1·.-Preliminal'Y Report, page 81. Reconnaissance 
shows that there are foul' sites where power ca.n be developed; the fall 
varying from 800 to 2,200 feet with a length flume from 2,000 feet to 17 
miles. The minimum permanent discltarge without storage is in the 
neighbourhood of 200 cusecs, so that the sites are good for between 13 
and 39,000 e. h. p. on a 100 per cent. load factor. Thedaw station on 
the Rangoon-Mandalay Railway is- only 30 miles away and the Thazi
Kalaw Road 20 miles so that this may prove-an !l>ttractive. proposition 
for industries. (Map 93, C 12, 16, :0 1,5). ' 

. Zaw9yi Ri1Jer.-Preliminary Report, page' 83. The Mong - Hing 
Falls 10 miles north of Lawk Sawk are 400 feet high, the site has been 
surveyed in detail and prospects are most favoul-a:ble, the discharge obser
ved in April 1920 was 800 cusecs and as the season was a dry one this 
may be taken ;l.S near the miDimum. The catchm~t ."area above 
the falls is. 400 square. miles and the rainfall 45 inches. ,A flume 3,300 
feet long could be run on practically flat ground to a ben4 of the riYer 
where there is an excellent site for a regulating reservoir, with a capacity 
of 10 million cubic feet and forebay. The pipe line would be abont 2,30() 
feet long of which 1,600 feet of light section would be on an easy grade 
and end in a surge tower. There is a. good site. for a. power house and 
Bome 10,000 e. h. p. could be cheaply developed as a minimum. (Map 
'93, C 15, 16.) . - • 

17. Central Provinces Provincial Survey.-Mr. Davies was not 
finally deputed' for duty on the Hydro-Electric Survey till December 
1919 and even,then had to continue to work as Under Secretary to the 
Local Government for some time~ his report ;herefore deals with only 
thi'ee-months work and about six weeks field work; this nece~sarily 
limited the scope of the. enqUiry, which was confined .to the following 
schemes, four of which are mentioned in the Preliminary Report (pp . 

. 8t-8 7) and the' other t~o have come to light since it was issued. 
Bina Rit'e1'~-This scheme was suggested by Mr. Batchelor bu~, his. 

estimate is too optimistic based as it is on the l'Un off likely to be avail
able in one fairly good year while with the moderate rainfall prevailing 
in these catchments it is essential to consiaer the conditions that would 
pl:evail after two successive yeaJ.:s of bad }·ainfall. Applying this test 
the effective stol'age~oull!' be about ~,200 ;million c. feet and with the 
available fall of 80 feet the scheme would be good for 1.000 e.h.p. conti
nuous on a load factor of 100 pel' cent~ 
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if it had been feasible to divert the water into one of the tributaries 
of,the Beiul River the fall could be increased to 120 feet but the . water' 
of the Bina River is reserved for irrigation in the Kh.urai Doab ant 
water taken from the Bina must'he returned to it; this also' puts the 
lower ,.eservoir· site out of count as a source {)f' PQwer as no fall can be 
obtained if command is to be' obtained for this doab. 

, Indravati lliver.-The work done this yeal' confirms the main figures
given before. There is "a good foundation for a masonry dam and' 63 
feet of height will impound 40,000 miIlio~ c. ft. Greater height would 
entail the submergence Of part olthe town of Jagdalput; the scheme· 
lies wholly in Bastar State and arrangements would have to be made
abQut land. The direct fall is 90 feet but a flume 15 miles long. wilt 
increase this to 300 feet. The discharge in March 1920 was over 1;300 
cusecs an~ the scheme should be good for 70-80,000 e.h.p.There is a. 
plentiful supply of limestone within easy reach and given better commu~' 
nications the manufacture of nib'ates could be undertaken; ~he site at 
present is 200 mi~es from a railway but the alignment for a propose<! 
narrow gauge line passes-within 15 to 20 miles of the site for the dam. 
(Map 65, E 12, 16.),· . , 

Naltara River.~AIIowing for a. carryover in the two worst years 
effective storage of~JlOO million'c. ft, can be reckoned on; 5t miles. of' 
flume will bring in a net fa:I1 of .660 feet,. the amount of fall being 
limited b1the necessity of getting command for irrigation. A canal 15 
miles long will carry the tail waters to the WaingiInga Canal and thus 
some 2,000 additional aCTes' of sugar-cane can be secured worth, 60,000 
a. year. This would justify capital expenditure of 12 lakhs a:ttd some 
5,000 a.h.]? can be generated. . '. 

Pertcl~ River.,-Work . was begun on the examinatio~of Mr. Batche
lor's propsals to which reference is made on page 87 of the Preliminary 
• Report and about which he has published a pamphlet. There is nO,doubt 
that the water and fall botli exist but some months survey work will be 
necessary to determine the best way of bringing the water to the fall 

'and the amount, of water available. Here also as in the Bina River 
scheme the run-o:if ~'equires more critical examiriation, a power scheme 
cannot be based on assumptions that may cause a. shut down of several, 
months when two bad years come together. 

As fur all this year's work goes the indicatiop.s are that it may be 
better to move the dam on the PetICh some 5 miles further ,down. 
streaJ;Il .. Th~ tunnel from this valley to the Kulbehra valley might thf'n 
take direct out of the reservior, the water from which will be passed 
down the Kulbehra River to the reservoir site near Rohba from which 
a 20-mile canal and 4-mUe p'ipe line will carry the, water to tlie' power 
house site. Mote' rain gauges are wanted in the catchments' of both 
livers, but as far as can be judged from existing data, on a 900-foot fall 
some 12,000 e.h.p. should be a fair'assumption with 100 per cent. load 
factor. ' (Maps 50, J 12, 15; 16 ; 56, K 13.) -

MacnnaRive1' . ...:-A good res~rvoir" ftt~ha~ been found 1), miles' 
~orth-west o! :B~tul wit~ ~_ ca~cb.me~t al'ea of 140 souare miles. With a. 
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water into "ihe Tapti. The rainfall is small and 2,000 e.li.p~ is as 
mu<;h as can be expected :from the scheme. (Map 55 G, 13~) 

Naji1oat·i_River.:...c....Thie river has a minimum ~is~harge of 30 to 40 
-cusecs and the' net fall that can be obtained is 750 feet. A tunnel of 
about a mile and a quartel' and a. pipe line 1 mile long will be required. 
With storage the scheme should be good for 4,000 e.h.p. The site is 
.5-6 miles west of Pachma.rhi. (Map 55, J 7.) 

18. Madras Provincial Survey.-MI·: Sneyd repQrts_ that he spent 
the earlier part. of the season on a thorough reconnaissance of certain 

-.sites in J eypore State, within transmission reach of the growing port of 
Vizagapatam which the Bengal Nagpur Railway are about to develop. 
He has sent in reports on promising sites as follow's:'-:" •. _ 

Kola~ iUvet';"-Tributary of Godaveri, at Bargra. Karaput Agency, 
Vizagapatam District (Map 65 J, 18) - see Preliminary Report, 
addendum to J.ist of Sites. -The developments contemplates the 
·diversion of ·the river into 8tl open channel at- a point where it 
-approaches the edge of a ghat, 800 feet high and passing the waterr. 
over this ghat, l'eturning the tail waters to the. same river. Tl;le -river 
makes a long bend. of I) miles here, which can be negotiated by a. 

_ tunnel 150 yards long only. The minimum -discharge is about 100 
cusecs, more 01' less f the catchment is 631 square miles; the -average 
rainfall is between 53 and 59 inches. With a dam of 100 feet ·height 
and 1,500 feet 19n9 some 1,640 million c. ft. can be impounded, and 
the run-off is ample-to fill this in the worst - years. The whole plateau 
4~ound8 in good t'c8ervoir Bite8. The site can develop some 6,500 e.h.p. 
(!ontinuously without storage and 13,000 e.b.p .. with it. A full 
reconnaissance report has been received, and: is most favoUl'able except 

- for some difficulties as to communications. (Preliminary Report, 
addendum, page 107.) The Kolab has.further possibilities lower down. 

- Mack!.:anil'River.-Tributary of Godaveri, at Duduma., Jeypol'e 
Agency, Vizagapatam District (Map 65 J, 21). The development 
.contemplates the diversion of the river into a short open channel, whence 
a pipe line will lead from a fore bay to the' power station. The minimum 

.disoharge is believed to be a.bout 104 cuseC$; catchment a.rea 904 square 
miles; average rainfall from 53 to 75 inches lit 4 _stations. With leo 
foot dam 1,200 feet-long some 3,300 million· c. ft. can be impoqnded 
and the run-off is ample to fill this in the worst years. There is a 
natural waterfall here of 540 feet and 580 feet -head can be obtained 
:altogether. . The site may be expected to yield some 5,200 e.h:p. 
continuously without storage and 15,000, e.h.p. with storage, (PI'eli-
minary Report, page 90, and addendum to List of Sites.) . 

Several other possible sources of power are indicated in the Vizagapa
tam District, where practically all the conditions are favourable if load 
can be found.' There are mineral possibilities and presumably the 
Jeypore state would welcome the development of, these and of the 
power generally for its own benefit as well as that of the Vizagapatam 
area. There is no appreciable prospect of ilTigatio~in the area.. 
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, -
( J7a'l'ani Biver.-Tri!>utary of the lIaladi River, South Kal,lara.' , 
~'he K~,m chi Kal Abbi Fallll of 1,400 feet ~mthis river {)ffer good: 

possibilities 0 f power._The minimum How of the river is put. at 2U, 
cusecs. The catchment area is {)nly 18 square milelil but .the rainfall is. 
round about 100 inches. A good storage site can:-be found capable of 
holding 250 million _cubic feet. The catchment and Submerged areas 
are in M YIlO're, the falls and pQwer house iD, Maaras~ The site sho.uld. 
be good, for 5,000 e.h.p. continuous alld development cheap as only 'I ~ 
miles of ·channel are required. Additional power could be obtained 
Jater by diverting the Malatte Hole in~oihe Narahi River. ' 

The power house site is, 20 miles from C~ondapur ana 65 miles -from 
Man galore. (Map 48 K,)' _ ~ , , , 

An article in the" Madras Mail" .describes a somewhat similar site 
discoverd by Mr.H. D. Rice and situated some 10 miles east of'Bhatka} 

'and laid to be gopd for 28,000 e.h:p. continuous, assuming a ~'ainfall of 
..250 inches -with a ruI40ff of 50 per cent. There is obviously plenty 
of -power in this neighbom'hoo,d but there would not seem to be rOom lor 
more than one good scheme: the ,three Gove£nments of Mysote, Madras 
and Bombay are concerned both with the power and the' territory 
involved and a joint agreement about the.site lind method of. develop-
men~ would'seem the right solution;) / ' 

.J.!/!I~r River . ....::.KollimalaiHills, a .storage site to hold 700 million 
cubio feet has been found by. Mr.H. W. Perry who IS, responsible for 
the diS'covery of-this Bcheme and has done a lot of work,on reconnais- , 
sance. The direct fall is 2,OOO.feet and the minimum How measured in 
April 1920 was 7 cusec~. Rainfall records are sc~ty but 40 to 60 
inches is a. fair assumption. Rain gauges 'ar~ being put up. The site
should be good for 5-6,000 e.h;p. continu,ous and there is a good market. 
for power in Trichinopoly ,some 35 miles away. (Map 58, r 11, 12.) 

Palni Hills.-:-In addition to the Gunda-r River (para. 11, xii) the
following sites present possibilities. Th-e rainfall in these hills is about 
60 inches~- ' 

(a), P01'altdalar Bive1'~~,Thereis a -fall of 1,500 feet arid an
estimated minimum How of 5-cusecs. A reservoir'would. 
be expensive and would not yield more than 10cusecs; 
The site might be good for 2-4,000 e.h.p. continuous, 
the amount d~pending on mol'~ accurate observations. of' 
the amount an4 duration of the stream How. 

(b) Kunba1'-Rive1·.-The water of this river· is ,largelyw;ed fOll 
irrigation aiId the construction of a reservoil' must interfere 
with this. Some 1,500 feet of fall can be used and the. 

, - river may be good for 2,000 e.h.p. continuo.us. 
(e) Pinjikave Rcae1'voir;-A-fine site alluded to in old rep01t~ of'-

1809-70; the catchment area is 30 s<illare~mile,s and by 
divelting the watel' into the Boddinayakanur va.l!ey a fall 
of 5,000 feet can be obtained; the minimum rainfall at 

,Kodaikanal is 45 inches. There' are good facilities fOl~ 
irri~ation and the IJ()mbination of irrigation and powex: 
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should make this .,ite one of the best. worth devel,oping in 
this' part of the Presidency. The minimum yield should be 
10,000 . e.h.p. with 100 per cent. load factor. (Map 58 
.F,8, 12;) . 

Naflavalli River,-This river has a perennial How of at least 100 
·C\lsecs and the schemlkwould depend on this as no site for a reservoir 
:Can be found. The fall is' ] 20 feet at Royagedda and 1,000 e.h.p.· 
would be the least continuous ouUurn. The power house site i~ within 
.2 miles of the alignment of the proposed branch of the Bengal Nag
pur- Railway froIlJ. Parvatipur to Raipur. (Map 65, M 8.) 
. In addition to th~ above tIle following ~c1:temes anuded to in the 

Preliminary :Report have advli'nced a stage further. 
, Kundalt Rive1·.-(Preliminary Report, page 90.) A concession has 

:been given to Messrs. l'ata for the use of the water of this river.. Power 
will be supplied in bulk to Coonoor, Wellington and Oota(Jamund for 
lighting and Coimbatore will furnish a market for power .for commer-, 
.cial ·pw·po$es. . - .. -

Si"uu;ani Rive1·.--(Preliminary Report, page 92.) . A!'J a corollary to 
the above the water of t1!is.liver .is to be r~served for water supply pui:-. 
poses only. . 

Periyar Project.-An agreement has been arrived at between the 
Madras Government and Mr. Garrett h.nd a lease has been given to him. 
{preliminary Report, page 91.) , 

Cltandravaulci Rif'er.-(Preliminary 'Report, page 89.} This should 
'he the Epitolala .Fall on the Chandravauki River: Examination ha3 
proved that there are no possibilities here. Storage would be verv expen-

. sive and. the fall ts only 70 feet. • 
Gundat' Rive1'.-(Preliminary Report, page 90.) No site for a rese1'

'Voil' can be found. ·Minimum. How about 5 cusecs with falls of 800 feet, 
hardly worth survey in view of the possibil~ties at other sites close by, 
.described above. . 

19. Punjab Provincial Survey.-As stated elsewhere, Mr. Nichol
. son's services were again. required b, the irrigation branch before he 
-had begun the work of reconnaissance. He called attention to the 
.Jhelum and Kishenganga Rivers'(preliminary Report, p. 95) at theil' 
junction where he believes 600 feet head could be obtained by tunnelling 
through the watershed. Unfortunately the power house would be in 
Kashmir. -, 

Mr. Lindley, Executive Engineer~ sllggests additio~al outlets for, 
power from the 50 feet fallon the Upper Jhelum canal (Preliminary 

. Report, p. 99) at Rasul, for irrigation by pumping (from the water 
ilagged area at Raniweh) from Miani to' Shahpur and for lifting ,sweet 
·water from thel'iver to irrigate and wash the salty tra.ct between Pind. 
Dadan' and Khushab. 

The Sutlej Hydro-Electric Project (Preliminary Report, p. 96) is 
being surveyed and examined m. detail by Lt.-Col. Battye, R.E., 
D.S.O., nnder the direction of the Chief4 Engineer4 Buildings .and • 
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Roads Bran~h, Punjab j meanwhile as powe~ will be ~equired for the 
constl'Uction of the Bhakra Dam, and to develop it for that alone might 
be expensive, a scheme has been-worked out for using some' 2,000 cusecs 
on the 32 feet net fall available in the river at :Nangal tode.velop some 
-6,000 e.h.p. Of this Simla 'will probably _ be ready to take about 
1,100 }(.p. for the new water supply scheme involving pumping against, 
.a. lift of 4,000 feet, the KalI!;a-Simla Railway would require about 2,000 
e.h.p. for its _electrification and the balance would be 'used. oli. 
construction work. An anonymoult writer in the « Pioneer JI of 
December 31st, 1919, urged that the States 0f Patiala, Nabha 
and Jhind (especially the first named) ,had ,a' lien' on -.all the 
power obtaillable fl'om the Sutlej in the neighbourhood of the Bhakl'a 
dam site, and could utilize it for subsoil pumping and the prevention of 
water logging. If the demand for these purposes is in the neighbour
hood of the 80;000 e.h.p. actually available as an absolute 
minilll,um the project is assured of success. At the Ilame time it is 
.abundantly clear that so large a series of, pumping, scllemes would not 
:and could not all be carried out at one, time;' there would be ample 
power available for the needs of the Punjah as well. If it should happi
ly torn out that the demand is in excess of the minimum supply the 
latter can be very greatly increased by the provision of storage at known 
Bites upstream.ofthe Bhakra Dam. In any case the above. minimum 
will seldom occur, and will then only last for IJ, very short period' j and it 
must be remembered.that the volume of stored water which will give 
lLO,OOO horse power for a year on a particular head will give 120,000 
.horse power for a slngle month. ' 

The Chief Enginer, Irrigation Branch, notes that it is proposed to 
utilize the power of Canal falls at the following sites :"-

, Upper,Chenab Canal rroga~walli fall, site No.2, page 91 of Prelimi
nary Report. A lease has been granted for the generation of eleotrical 
power for lift ip'igation from wells and general agricultural purposes, 
the lessees are Sir Zulfiqar Ali Khan and Sir Dalip Singh. 

Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram propo~es to ~tilize the power of the 
Renala fall on the Lower Bari Doab canal ,for lift irrigation of un
.commanded land and the p~oposal is under consideration. 

A syndicate, known 'as the Punjab ~ydro-Electric and IndUstry 
D.evelopment Association, has obtained from Government a' concession 
to develop ana, work four falls on canals in the Punjab, and a. Company 

, ~s about to be formed to take over and work this concession. , 

The falls in question are-
. i(a) Joyanwala, on the Upper Chenab canal. 

.(b) Gujranwala~ on the Upper Chenab canal. 
(c) Bhimber Weir, at the tail of the Upper Jhelum canal. 
(d) Rasul, on the Upper Jhelum canal. 

, ' , . 
A fifty years' lease of the iIse of these falls has been granted, on 

terms which include the ,Payment of 'a small yearly sum until the under~ 
taking has reaohed the profit paying 'stage, and thereafter of a. 'per
,,:ntage of the profits earned. as payment £01' tlie use of the-water. ' 
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The lease contemplates that the works may be taken over by Govern

_ment under certain conditions and after certain periods have elapsed, and 
lays down the conditions under which the works would be taken over. _ 

It is -estimated. that 3,000 h.p. can he' deveioped at each of falls 
(a), and (6) on which there is a drop.of 7 and 9 feet respectively: 6,000" 
h.p. can be developed at fall (e) on which there is a fall of 15 feet; and 
12,000 h.p.can, under certain conditions, be developed at the Rasul 
falls. - _ . '- . 

Falls (a), (6) al1d (e) al'e on the canals themselves, but at Rasul the-'·· 
water in the Upper Jhelum carlal is to be dropped back into the river 
Jhelum, which runs just below, down.3. drop of 50 feet. A pOliion 
only of the water in the Upper Jhelumt~erefore can be used. at this, 
fall; but this water would not be entirely lost for irrigation--:' purposes, as 
it can be taken out of tlie river again by the Lower Jhelum canal, the
headworks'of which are immediately below the point at which thQ. power' 
station- will be built. ' 

It is proposed .to join the power stations at these falls together by 
a. transmission line which will be about one hundred miles in length, and 
as the lease provides that the Upper Jhelum and Upper Chellab canals 
shall never be closed at one. time for repairs, except in cases of extreme 
emergency, power will always be available on this transmission line from 
one Qr more of the power stations. . ". 

It is proposed to supply electricity to- all towns on the route of the
transmission line, and those near it, which towns will be served by. the
power which is continuously availabe, and it is also hoped to develop 
loads which can be. served intermittently, such as pumping for ii·rigation. 
purPoses, 'which will be served by the excess power which is not contin-
ouslj a~ailable. , . 

The pressure of transmission along the main transmission line will 
probabl,: be about 100,000 Volts, and it is proposed to continue the line, 
at some lower pressure, to the Salt R!,Lnge; where it is proposed to estab-· 
lish two manufactUl'ing companies, one for cement and the other for 
. calcium carbide. It is also hoped to supply power to the Khewra salt 
mines,· which are ShOl·tly to .be fitted up with machinet·y for power' _ 
working. 

The conditions will enable electri!Jity to be sold at a very cheap rate. 
, for purposes which only require an intermittent ;supply, far cheaper than 
it can be obtained from ~l1Y other source, and it is hoped that the scheme
-will benefit both the industries of the Punjab and the promoters of the-
undeliaking.· - . . 

. The present promoters are all local men, and it is hoped to raise the 
bulk of the capital required to develop the scheme locally, so that all the
profits of the undertaking willl;emain, quite rightly, in the Punjab. 

. 20. United Provinces Provinc.ial Survey.-Mr. Lyle_ was: 
appointed in charge of the Survey in September 1919 and Major Cairns, 
It..E., WQS appointed later ,on to assist him .... but want of instruments ~n(l, 
subordinate staff hamperedprogt·ess. Survey work was actually begun. 
in December and the .followin~ ground has been covel·ed. 
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Belan River.-Preliminary Report, page 100;- Mol1l detailed sUI'vey 
has discovel'ed further possibilities. in the Mukha Dali site but the 
~objection due to the necessity ot submerging good land still holds good: 
the catchrnltnt arp.a, is 290 squal'e miles, with a. rainfall of 46' inches~ 
assu~ing a run off of 25 per cent. 7,740 cubic feet could be stOl-ed giving 
a discharge of 220 cusecs, By diverting the whter into theSone .river 

. a fall of 300 feet can be obtained, but a difficult line Ht miles long would 
be required to render this effective. The site would be good for 5-6,000 
e.h.p. but development would be. expensive. (Map 63, L.9, 10.) -

BakluJI' Ri!ler-Tributary of the above. Further investigation. ha"s 
modified the figures given in tlle .Preliminary Report, page 10Q. Some 
6,000 million cubic feet can ber~koned on from the 220 square miles of 
catchment above the Sh'Si resel'Voir site gi'ing a eonstant discharge of 
168 Ctlsecs. Ailsuming half the reservoir head to be useful the available
fall is 155 feet and 2,300 e.h,p. could bjl developed with a pipe line 
of 4,000 feet without any Hume. This should be a cheap scheme as the 
cost of the main reservoir would be shared with the Irrigation scheme 
and the only extra work necessary wouf~ be a small Ijubsidiaryreservoir 
to hold 165 million cubic feet to increase the supply to the Irrigation 
requirements of 228 eusecs for three weeks, . ' . -

Both this and previous site are within 50.wles of Benares, 70 miles 
of Allah~bad and 30 miles of Mirzapur. '(Map 63, L 9.) . 

Ka1'a1lZ1Ia88a Rit'e1·.-Preliminary Report, page 101. A resef\'oip site 
has been found above the Deodari fall of 180 feet wher~ 12,000 million 
cubic feet could be stpred, but owing to It-rigatiOJi demands-for the 
Ghagh~r Reservoir only 8,400 million would be available for power pur
poses; this would give.a discharge of 240cusecs which could be . 
used for power and picked up for .irrigation in .the Benares State 
at the existing dam near Chakia, an(t the cost of development would
thus be reduced: there is a second fall of 140 feet at Chandpattar 4! 
miles below the Deodari fall and these two falb could be .combin~ with 
a total head of 425 feet giving some 8,500 e.h.p., or developed separate
ly with outturus of 4,500 and 4,000 e.h.p. respectively. 

An extra 450 h.p.could be obtained from the Gurwal Nadi at the 
Deodari fall. -' ./ . 

The sites are about 4'0 miles-from 'Benares: (Map. 63, P.5.) 

Cltand1'apraMa .River.-PI'eliniina~y Rep9I't, page 100. A reservojr 
site is being sUl'Veyed about I! miles above the 400 feet fall :ilear 
Baraur : with a catchment area of 107 square miles and a proved 1'UD. off 
o.f 33 per cent. on an avel-age l-ai-nfall of 46 inches, 4,000 million ~ubic 
feet can be stored and the site ,would be-good for 4,000' c.h.p. with a 2l 
miles flume. . This could be brought in to supplement the Kat-amnassa 
power scheme if required. (Map 63, P .. q.) / 

Reconnaissance is in progress in the Naini Tal'and Almora Dist{icts 
on the Kosi, Ramganga .and Sarda livers. The' Board of Communi
cations in the United Provinces are emphasizing the importance of !Ii 

ropeway from Kathgodam to Almol'a vitt Ehim Tal and Ramgarh and 
power will be required for this and other. similar schemes. ,. 
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In ~dition to the pioneer work of the survey one Hydro':Electric 
Scheme has passed fl'om the stage of -discussion to that'of sanction. 

, The water of the Naini "Tal Lake is to be 'used on a fall of 1,400 feet 
to generate 30o-Kilowatts. The scheme is estimated to cost about 10, 
lakhs~ SOIne 700,000 units will be generated at a cost of 2'55:- annas 
per unit. '.l'he power will be u!led for lighting, domestic purposes, and 
the electrification ,of the water supply.. -

!tis not anticipated that \ it will be necessary t'o raise the level of the 
lake for some years. These figures have been-supplied by the comiesy 
of the Chief' Engineer, Buildings and Roads Bram:h, Public Works 
Depaliment:. _ 

The Chief Engineer, Irrigation Branch, notes that the following 
schemes fOl' utilizing the power of Canal falls are likely to be canied 
out in the near future. . . 

Bltola Falla.-Pagel04, "Preliminary RepOli, will be employed to 
I'un three 250 k.w. sets to generate some 2! million units in. the year 
for use in Meerut. 

Bumet'a Falla.~Page 104, Preliminary Report; here three sets of 200 
kw. will be wO~'ked and power delivered in Aligarh. 

Palra Fall,-. -. Page 104, Pl·eliminarY Repoli. 400 k.w. are to be 
generated here for use in Kliurja, 8 miles away, where there is demand' 
for flOU1' and lime mills and for cotton ginI).ing and pressing as well as 
for lighting and domestic purposes and water supply. 

Gkuna anit Bade.ar;' Falla.-Preliminary Repoli, page 105. The, 
power' from these fall~ will be used in Saharanpur, about 300 k.w. being 
l'equir€.d, . 

It is hoped tha.t it may be possible to' }·elieve.the Agra Canal, of 
the demand for the Parks by generating power at the Malakpur and 
Chota Kosi Falls on the Agra Canal and pumping from the Jumna or 
from reservoirs, Transmission distance would be 20 to 30 miles. 

Rewa £State,-Investigations have been carried on in this State by 
the officer in charge.of the Survey in the United Provinces, but palily .' 
owing to sh.Oliage of staff and 'palily to the- formalities attendant on 
entry to the State work was not begun till late in the season, but thel'e . 
are celiainly three 'l'ivers with good possibilities fOl' power. ' 
_ Odita River.-There is a stol'age site at Babuti with a catchment al'ea 
of 280 squu'e miles above it. liOO feet of fall can be brought into -play 
of which 415 feet is a veliical drop_ The site should be good for 10,000 
e.h.p.. . . 

Goo1'11ta Rit'el·.-There is another good fall of 450 feet here of which 
420 feet are sheer. The catchment al'ea above .the fall.is 150 square 
miles and some 4,000 million .cubic feet could be stOl,ed. The site should 
be good fOl"4-5,000 e.h.p. - Both these sites are within 50 miles of 
Allahabad, (Map 63, H 9, IS.) "' . 

Tons River.-Mr. Joyner repolied some years ago that thel'e 'were 
three faUson this river from which 30,000 e.h:p. could be developed. 
The fall near Poorwa is shown in the fl'ontispiece to the RepOli. SU1·vey:. 
work is in pl'ogressr' . • 
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. The results of a rough reconnaissance are to, ~how that there are 
great possibilities at this site,: there is a good storage sit'e about 1 

.mile above the fall and from the catchment area of 2,0.0.0. square miles it 
shonldbepossible to impollBd 55,000 million cubic feet. with. a dam 120. 

. feet high.. . Th.e vert.ical fall is 146 feet, and taking ad val!J;age. . of head 
availahle in rapids above and below the fall, a, total: fall of 40.0. feet can 
be obtained. The power available should be in the neighbouJ."hood of· 
.50.,0.0.0. e.h.p. . ' 

In addition to this, within a 12 mile radius on the Beehar and 
Maha rivers, tributariesorthe Tons, it should be possible to .develope 
18,0.0.0. and ]0.,00.0. e.h.p. 

The sites are within 60. mil~1I of Ailahabad and 130 miles of Cawn-
pore. (Map 63, H 1, 6.) , 

Arrangements have been made between the Government of United 
- PrQvinces and the Chief Commissioner, Delhi, for the survey in detail 

.of the Jumna Rivet· pl'oject undlr the direction of the Chief Engineer, 
Delhi (Preliminary Report, Table 5, page 39). Should the .existing 
·concessionaires decide not to proceed with the work, lor the purpose of 
smelting the iron ores found in the locality,--it: is . doubtful if they can 
sell power to Delhi and the other cities along the line of . transmission at 
a rate which will compete with fuel power, On the other hand, if both 

·the Sutlej and J ilmna pJOojects should be constructed by- the S.tate, !lon 
immense area would be served alld the possibility of linking up the two 
,schemes would not be remote. From site to site, "Vi£! the plains, is only 
-a matter of ·120. miles. The permanent electric supply of Imperial 
Delhi and i~s Cantonments is already under examination by Col. 'J .. S: 
Pitkeathly, C.V.O.; the remainder of the towns tliat -Can' be served lie 
.in the United Provinces.. ' . 

- ~ 21. Summary.~The positive results recorded in the eight preceding 
:paragraphs are a tribute to the enterprise of the officers in . cha.rge of the' 
Survey, but until ad<J!tional staff can be recruited and an·adequate supply 

.of survey in!'truments assured i~ will not be possible for the work. to 
proceed on more satisfactory lines; meanwhile the Nitrogen Products 
'Committee has issued its Final.Report and.urged the importance of a 
,sourceof nitrogen products in England both for military andagricul-

·tuml purposes which shall be independent of the necessity of importa-
-tion from abroad. Whether the agl'icultm-i.st in India will ever be 
o8.ble to afford' the cost of artificial manure for ordinary cultivation isa 
moot point~ but if any increase in the production 6f sugar is to be seri
ously considered some fO'f'm of fertilizer will be an important factor as 
-the' Dutch have appreciated in Java, 

The question of utilizing water power is attracting attention all 
.over the world. Canada has increased the number of watts installed 
pel' head of population from 148 shown on page 13 of the Preliminary· 
Re~lOrt to 20.0. . 

, A survey_ of water powerresoul'ces has been' carried out in British 
Guiana showing J.lossibilities of 800.,0.00 h.p. on the three main rivers: 

- F 2 • 
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and coming nearer home the. W ater P~we~' Survey Depad;ment of the' 
Dutch East Indies notes that the· minimum estimate of power. in the· 
islands. without storage is 51 million h. p. of which 60,000 are develop-· 
ed or under construction while projects are in hand for 660,000 .b.p. 
of which 500,000 are to be devoted to the production of nitl:ogen fer-
tilizers mainly for sugar cultivation. , . 

'It remains to be seen as-the result of the wOl·k of the survey 'in the· 
course of the next year or two to what extent it will be found possible to
utilize the latent.possibilities of power in India at a reasonable cost. 
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APPEN1)lX I. 

APPENDIX I,' 

. -I. ADDENDUM TO ELEMENTARY NOTE,'; FROll THE PnELIYINARY REPORT. 

Usef1tZ H!Jrlrauljc lJata {in l'ound numbers genera.llY). 

llo'lD. 
ICUBec flow:: 1 cubic foot per second = 62'4 Ibs. per second; 

= 60 cubic feet per minute, = 3,74J. Ibs, per minute, 
= 374 gallons per minute, 
= 3,600 cv.bic feet pel' hour, 
=. 86,400 cubic feet per day, 
. = 2'6 millioD .cubic feet pel' IP-onth, 
= 3Il millioJ,l cubic feet pel' year. 

'Gallons pel' minute::;. cusecs x 374 

oCusecs == Gallons pel' minute 
874 

,Regulating Storage . 

.100,000 cubic feet stored will give 1'16 cusecs for 24 hours 

" '" " I, ".' 21 " ,,12 .. 
\ " ".1>" I> 4! ""6,, 

" "" " " 91 " "3.,, 
" "".J) ,,27! " ,,1 hour 

Main storage • 

88 

3I! million cubic feet sto\-ed is ~uivalent to 1 cusec for a year; but 
.owing to evaporation and percolation more storage would actually»e 
l'equil'e~. .Ip. l'ound figures :-

. 1,000 million 'cubic feet 

" 

" 
" 

stored will give 30 cusecs-continuously for a year.~ 

" ,,- 40 / " " " 9 months. 

" " . 60" " ,,6 . " 

" " 
90 

" 
120 " 

Re8ervoirs. 

", 
" 

." 4, 

" 3 

1 acre ::.. 43,560 square feet. . 
1 acre of water 1 foot de~p =.43,560 cubic feet •. 

= 1 acre foot. 
1. square mile = 640 acres = 27'88 million squar~ fee~. 
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1 square mile of water 1 foot deep = 1 square mile foot, 
, '= 2.7.~88 inHlion cubic feet, which will (in pra"ctice) gIve a flow 

of about! cusec for 12 months, 2i cusecs pel' 4i months or 
3 cusecs for 3 months. ' 

Catchments. 

1 inchofrain = 100 tons pel' acre or = 3,600 cubic feet pel' acre. 
, = .1 cusec per acre pel' hour. 

= 64,000 tons 01' 2.3;~ million cubic feet pel' square-
mile. . 

In practice, however,' only It percentage, and often a small percent
age, will reach the l'eservoir ; 

Power If'om flow. 

On the practical basis assumed thro)lghout this report 
Cubio feet flow_x head in feet I t' . 1 h 11 = e ec rIca orse power. 

If. 15 is the divisor~ .the result is in kiJowatt~. 
On smallpr_ojectsl2 and 16 maY,be used. 

(i) Reg~l1ating; 

- Power fl'on, 8toraoe. 
Thousands cubic feet stored x head jn feet 

42 
. = e.h. p. hours. 

'. 
If the divisor is 56, the result i8 in kw~, how's 01' B.O.T. units. 

. Millio~s cubic feet stored x head in feet -
(ii) Main. 870 

= e.h.p. years. • 
If the divii;o1' i~ 500, the result is in k~. years. 
Millions cubio feet x head in feet x 17 = B,O.T. unitg, 
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